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Abstract

This study arises out of an interest and involvement in the use of computers in
physics education over the period 1965 - 1995. The study has as its aim a
description and analysis of existing and potential use of computer based
technology to deliver and support undergraduate physics education in
Australia. Part of the study involves identification of significant factors
influencing, or likely to influence, the level and nature of that use, including
both technology and research into physics teaching and learning. This required
an examination of research into innovation dissemination and a consideration
of the history of use of computerbased technology in physics education. Data
on contemponry use of computer based technology in undergraduate physics
education in Australia was gathered using a questionnaire, from attendance at
and the proceedings of two key conferences, OzCLIPEI Ex2, and through use of
the Internet. While much of existing development could be described as being
at the "cottage industry" level, the technology is available to move beyond that
level. The most significant barriers to change appear to be existing teaching
practice and courses and the infrastructures that support them. A case is
advanced that there is a need for change in undergraduate physics education
and that computer based technology could be a significant component of an
improved sfudent learning environment in this area.
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Chapter 1: The problem

l.l lntroduction

The study arises out of an interest in the use of computers in physics education

that I have had since the mid 1960s. At that time I was a teacher of senior high

school physics and mathematics and had begun to develop uses of computing

and video technology in the teaching and learning of physics' This led to an

overseas scholarship to study computer use in school and undergraduate

university level physics in the USA and UK in the early I970s and a career and

subsequent travel that continued to develop expertise and interest in this area'

Twenty five years ago computers were expensive items of equipment not

widely accessible, limited in their user interfaces and with little productivity

software other than programming languages. In Australia, widespread

telephone ownership and computer networking was still in the future. Tertiary

education was accessible to a relatively small group of students who generally

attended. the most geographically convenient university in their home state'

university physics (and other discipline area) teaching generally consisted of

lecture, seminar, tutorial and laboratory exercises. Students at all levels, and the

general public, rarely questioned course content or the nature and delivery of

that content.

In the mid 1990s multimedia capable computers are part of the electronics

consumer item industry. Development of digital electronics has made possible

an increasing convergence of the computing, communications, televisiory

publishing and entertainment industries. It has also made it possible for

education and training to be included in that convergence. Access to post-

secondary education for most, if not all, is considered to be essential and,

through an increase in the number of traditional post-secondary places and the

development of open learning approaches to course support and delivefYt cÃrl

be realised. Increased. accountability demands are being made on educational

institutions. Educational practice at all levels (and across Seo8faPhical
boundaries) is more visible and publicly debated. The improvement of

unsatisfactory educational outcomes and extension of higher education to a

more diverse population over extended periods of time (in a context where

costs mustbe contained and where the ratio of government funding to other

sources of funding is decreasing), is driving change that was not evident in the

universities of twentY Years ago.
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an increase in the amount of electronically published material and the need to
increase access to information without a cotresponding increase in cost are all
factors driving change in libraries. One of the emerging outcomes for libraries is
an increase in collaboration between institutions and hence networking of
information. Physics academics and students are users of library facilities and
hence are subject to the changes that occur in this area.

Changes in demand for education are also changing. The idea that formal
education is something to be completed by Passage through a set number of
years in a range of institutions from primary to university level is ctranging to
one of ,"just in time" learning undertaken throughout and beyond a working
life. This will impact on the undergraduate student age and background profile,
more so in some courses than in others at the present and in the near future.
This change can be seen as part of a trend towards mass higher education,
changing the higher education student profile.

Educational research is developing increasing knowledge of effective teaching

and learning. There is evidence to support the view that conceptual
understanding requires personal construction of knowledge and that "talk and
chalk" teaching approaches do not provide the most effective learning
environments. Using technology to provide essentially the same approach may
result in cost reductiory but is not a solution to the problem of achieving better
learning outcomes. Knowing what the sfudent knows and understands is
essential for a teacher to be able to provide a constructive learning environment.

As students move from education in the early years of childhood to first year
undergraduate courses, the interaction between sfudent and teacher generally
declines in level and changes in nafure. The early childhood teacher is in close

contact with the sarne group of children for the whole of the school day every
day of the school year. A tertiary lecturer may give perhaps three hours of
lecfures to a group of students for a semester. Attempts to achieve economies of
scale with larger lecture groups act to decrease the level of interaction still
further.Improved outcomes from university education will require the

achievement of more individualised learning programs with an appropriate
level of interactionbetween student, teacher and learning resources. Increased

use of tedrnology appears to present the only practical approach in a context of
fixed or declining educational budgets.

The evidence available supports a view that it is no longer appropriate tor
academic physicists to seek to produce copies of themselves, people who have
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been partially self selected and partially selected by a process that has served to

"weed out" students. An increase in the status of teaching (compared to research

and other activities) may encourage alarger number of academics to commit

their intellectual resources to the development and use of technology in physics

teaching and learning. This will require a shift in the "rewards" at the tertiary
level to make proven high perforrnance in teaching (and hence sfudent

outcomes) of equal value to publication and research activity in determining
tenure, promotion and research funding. This in turn requires agreement on

criteria for excellence in teactring. The quality review Process currently
underway in Australian universities and the activities of the Committee for the

Advancement of University Teaching (CAUT) may be considered as a moves in
this direction.

Confluence and conflict between the "grass roots" and "top down" forces for
change will continue to shape how computer based technology is used in
undergraduate physics education.

1.3 Purpose of the study

The study has as its aim a description and analysis of existing and potential use

of computer based tectrnology to deliver and support undergraduate physics

education in Australia. Part of that study involves identification of significant
factors influencing, or likely to influence, the level and nature of that use.

The identification of these factors requires a critical analysis of the use of
computer based tedmology for (primarily) on-campus undergraduate physics

education. The researclr includes the categorisation of existing use of computer

based technology and identification of factors that have been significant in
determining the nafure and extent of current practice. An analysis of these

factors and their inter-relationships identifies trends whictu in current and

projected contexts, are likely to be significant in determining future practice.

The study also identifies links between delivery modes and dedared learning
outcomes; reports on evaluation car:ried out by course providers on the

effectiveness of technology based modes of delivery; locates barriers and

incentives to tectrnology based course delivery perceived by providers and

students, and identifies approadres to overcoming barriers.
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In broad terms, in the context in which undergraduate physics education is
caried out, several general trends are evident:
- Research in education now has a greater focus on learning than on teaching,

on the processes that lead to different types of outcomes (for example,
understanding versus recall) as well as the inputs to education.

- Development in computer technology is shifting control from a centralised
computing services group to the individual teacher and student.

- Development in communications technology is moving teactring and learning
from activities limited by geography and time to activities that are global and
continuous.

- Changing patterns in work are moving education from a "just in case" activity
completed prior to a working life, to a'Just in time",life long activity.

1.4 Scope of the investigation

This investigation is limited to undergraduate physics education in Australian
universities with a focus on (but not limited to) first year courses. It does not
seek to provide an exhaustive description of educational use of computing and
communications technology in this area, but rather to provide an outline of
contemporary practice, to identify what has shaped this practice, and to
describe significant trends. Specific activities have been considered in detail
where these are critical to adrieving the objectives of the study.

A literature search was undertaken to identify relevant existing Australian and
international practice in the use of computer based technology in physics
education and to summarise generalisations and kends. The literafure search
also included a search of the Internet to identify examples of online resources
used to support and deliver undergraduate physics education. This information
provides a context for this study.

The following activities have been used to gain relevant information.

A questionnaire was sent to all Australian tertiary physics faculties seeking
information on the extent to which they use technology to deliver first year
courses and the factors that have informed their decisions in this area. Some
sections of the questionnaire sought information similar to that sought in a
survey conducted for a DEET report in 1991 to allow comparisons to be made

During the time period of the study, two significant conferences were attended.
OzCUPEI, the first Australian conference of Computer users in Physics
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I

Education was held in Sydney in 1993 and OzCIJPE2was held in Melbourne in
1995. These conferences brought together the major users of computers in
undergraduate physics education and in their conduct and proceedings
provided information on contemporary projects.

More detailed information was subsequently sought from specific individuals
undertaking significant use of technology in undergraduate physics education
using structured telephone or face to face interviews, written requests, and use

of the Internet. The OzCLIPE conferences provided a means for personal
contact, with electronic mail used to obtain further information.

1.5 Terminology

The term "Computer Based Education" or "Computer-Based Education (CBE)" is

used to broadly describe the use of computers in the delivery of educational
material for all or part of a formal course or subject of an educational
institution. Other terms that may be encompassedby CBE include:
- Computer Aided or Assisted Learning (CAI-¡;
- Computer Based Learning (CBL);
- Computer Aided or Assisted Instruction (CAI);
- Computer Managed Learning (CML);
- Computer Managed Instruction (CMI);
- Computer Based Training (CBT);

- Microcomputer Based laboratories (MBL);
- use of simulations;
- use of text, numeric, video, audio manipulation software tools.

The term "courseware" includes computer software developed for instructional
purposes, usually with supporting educational materials.

Historically, the use of any of the above may be linked to the extent to whidr, in
a projecf the role of the computer is mainly one of teactring, administration or
learning tool controlled by the student.

1.6 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 consists of the outcomes of a literature search on innovation
dissemination and computer based undergraduate physics education and an
analysis of those outcomes. Some of this information has been obtained through
use of the Internet and is derived from files where page numbering is not used

I

J
,lt

i
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or depends on the form in whidr the file is downloaded. Quoted material from
these sources therefore does not include page numbers.

Chapter 3 provides a description of the resea¡ch design of the study.

Chapter 4 provides an analysis of data from the questioruraire, the two OzCUPE
conferences and Internet resources related to undergraduate physics education.
Links are established between the outcomes of this analysis and data obtained
through the literature search.

The final chapter summarises the sfudy and its outcomes, suggests areas for
further research and, provides condusions arising from the research
undertaken.

::{
!J

þ
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Chapter 2: Review of related literature

2.1 Overview

In this chapter, the literature on innovation diffusion and adoption is
analysed to identify factors that may be of significance in dissemination of
computer use in undergraduate physics education.

Significant projects in the history of computer use in physics education are

considered in terms of the reasons for their development and the influence
they have had on subsequent development in this alea. PLATO and the

Physics Computer Development Project are examined in some detail, as are

the emergence of the microcomputer and the Internet and their role in
changing the nature and extent of educational computer use in physics.

Development of computer based education at the Queensland University of
Technology provides a study of one recent approacþ using tutorial
applications similar in form to some of the PLATO material, delivered
using networked microcomputers.

Research into learning in science, and particularly physics, provides a basis

for use of some effective computer based learning environments. Studies
conducted over a period of more than fifteen yeals have identified
approaches that have demonstrated improved learning outcomes. This
resea¡ch may be applied in the development of courseware that has been

categorised in various ways, with various levels and forms of interactivity.

If computer based technology is to be used more widely, existing barriers to
that use will have to be overcome. One of the strongest incentives for
individuals and institutions to change practice may be provided through
"compelling" examples, applications that clearly demonstrate desirable

outcomes and provide a guide to attaining similar achievement outside the

development site.

2.2 Innovation diffusion and adoption

The use of computer and communications technology to deliver and
support undergraduate physics education has a history of more than 25

years, but may continue to be described as an innovation in contexts where
such use has either not occurred or is undergoing significant change.

Innovation diffusion models that have relevance to use of technology may
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statistics on microcomputer articles in journals determined by ERIC
descriptor usage indicate an significant interest in this area. Stewart
includes a citation from Keen (L976) which touches on the issue of the
relationship between the promise of technology and its acceptance by
people:

"Technicians in the computer field have concentrated on design
independent of implementatiory assuming that the power of a good
idea is enough to ensure its implementation.
Reality is painfully different. 'Good'ideas are not always accepted.
change is slow and invariably incremental, requiring nurture and
constant facilitation. It cannot be mandated. The introduction of any
technical innovation into an organization brings uncertainty - even
threat - and makes effective established routines obsolute (sic)." (p 2).

Keen's view is echoed by Mitchell (August, r9g3) in a posting to the Apple
Computer Higher Education gopher :

" When new technology differs markedly from the old, the problem of
implementation dwarfs the relatively easy conceptual and engineering
difficulties of cteating the technology in the first place. ... The Field of
Dreams philosophy that has driven so much of educational technology
over the last century 0f we build it they will come) must give way to an
orientation that connects the power of computers to the real needs of
professionals across a range of domains in teachers'lives... only one of
which involves the delivery of curriculum to students."

Ostlund (1974) is cited by Stewart as a classic study of:
"... the relationships among attributes of an innovation and the
probability the innovation would be adopted. Among the attributes
related to innovation were relative advantage, comprexity,
compatibility, trialability, divisibility, reversibility, communicability,
adaptability, cost, realizatiort and risk. The impact of these attributes on
adoption of computer based technologies is readily apparent from a
review of the adoption of computer based applications in
organisations." (p 3).

Stewart's review identifies the importance of internal advocates, systemic
change to support individual change, an understanding of how people
interact with and use informatiory and the importance of understanding the
relationship between personal fears and change based on technology.
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An indicator of the growth of educational use of computers in physics is
provided by the number of articles on the topic in physics journals and the
emergence of journals and conference papers on educational use of
computers in physics. Summers (1985) describes growth in the number of
journal articles related to use of microcomputers as an innovation in
education. Caffarell a (1982) links a diffusibility index related to the nature of
particular innovations to the number of journal and newspaper articles
referencing those innovations.

2.2.2 Models

Innovation diffusion and adoption models have been proposed by Bhola
(1984) and Fullan (1985). The GLER (configurations, Linkages,
Environments, Resources) approach (Bhola, 1984;199s) provides a systemic
model for planned change where the probability of successful
implementation of that change is maximised by optimisation of the synergy
between the four variables. Configuration is concerned with the range of
stakeholders involved and their relationships. Linkages are required for
communication to occur within and between planner and adopter systems.
The environments of the planners and adopters may differ and "... those
environments may have the quality of being supportive, neutral or
inhibitive of the change effort." (Bhola 198s, p 9). Resources are required by
planners to promote change and adopters to implement that change.
Planning for change requires commitment. It also requires knowledge of
the area of interest for the change and of change processes. The CLER
approach requires that change not be additive, but must involve system
renewal. The change planner, "... must think systems and dialectics" (Bohla,
1985, p 6). social change is seen by Bohla as a dialectical process where
definitions of things and processes are tentative and in continuous
redefinition and the participants in change interact in complex ways,
requiring the planner to consider adaptation during a process of change
implementation. "Adaptations of an innovation or a set of educational
objectives are generally possible without a loss of the integrity of the
innovation or of change objectives." (Bohla, L98s, p 8). planned change
becomes an iterative process involving the planner system, change
objectives and the client system.

CBAM (Concerns Based Adoption Model) is another systems approach to
change discussed by Hatl and Hord (1987) and Loucks-Horseley and
Stiegelbauer (1991) in terms of "people, processes, practices, policies, power
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[and empowerment] and philosophy", (Hutchinson and Huberman, 1993, p
4). If the desired outcome is long term impact on a system, more is required
than strategies that focus on changing individuals. Systemic change requires
a systemic approach.

Dodl et ø1. (1975) developed the Florida Assessment/Diffusion System
(FADS) model to describe a systematic approach to identifying needs for and
implementing educational change. FADS is compared to the diffusion
model of Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) with the most striking difference
being the cyclic process of FADS and complexity of agent-client
relationships. Innovations are described as "... new ideas, procedures, or
ways of performing that are typically developed as solutions to problems" (p
L3). The FADS model assumes a ryclic diffusion process which incorporates
an evaluation process with three areas of concern:

"(1) the extent to which large numbers of the target population have
adopted the innovation on a perrnanent basis; (2) the consequences,
both favorable and unfavorable, for having adopted the innovation;
and (3) the efficienry of the FADS model as a systematic approach to
diffusing and innovation." (p 5)

Early studies seeking a mathematical function to quantify the rate of
diffusion of an innovation in industry have used a disease or epidemic
model. In an epidemic model, the rate of adoption is a function of the
number of potential adopters and the average probability of adoptiory which
is dependent on the number of existing adopters and how attractive the
innovation is seen to be. Some feafures of the epidemic model are found in
the work of Rogers.

Rogers (1962,1971,1983), working over more than two decades, has
developed a comprehensive model for innovation diffusion and adoption
that has been applied to the use of technology in education (BlanctU 1994).
The work of Rogers provides a paradigm for diffusion of innovation that is
widely recognised. Rogers (1983) identifies five attributes linked to the rate
of adoption of an innovation through their influence on decisions that will
occur during an adoption process: relative advantage; compatibitity;
complexity; trialability, and; observability. These five attributes can be
illustrated by key questions:
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Relative Advantage - to what extent is the innovation perceived by
potential adopters as better than activities or practice it is intended to
replace?
Compatibility - to what extent is the innovation perceived by potential
adopters to be consistent with their existing culture, values, experiences and
needs?
Complexity - how difficult to understand and implement is the innovation
perceived to be?

Trialabitity - to what extent can the innovation be trialed or implemented
on a pilot basis to experiment with its use?

Observability - to what degree are the outcomes of an innovation visible to
others?

These attributes were used in a study of the adoption and use of
microcomputers in the home (Rogers, Daley & Thomas, 1982). This study
describes innovativeness as: "... the degree to which an individual or other
unit of adoption is relatively earlier in adopting new ideas than other
members of a social system" (p 18). On the basis of innovativeness, five
categories of adopters are described: innovators, early adopters, early
majority, late majority, and laggards. The report claims that research on the
diffusion of technological innovations shows that a plot of innovation
adopter percentage of a population against time typically produces an I
shaped curve. This arises with few adopters per unit of time in the early
stages of an innovatiorç followed by a rapid increase as awareness spreads,
some people follow role models and others are influenced by personal
networks, and then a levelling out as the innovation reaches saturation
point in its target population. This trend can be seen in the growth of some

applications associated with use of the Internet, but is less evident in the use

of technology in undergraduate physics teaching and learning.

Rogers' (1983) model is based on five stages in an innovation diffusion and
adoption process: knowledge, persuasioru decisiorç implementation, and
confirmation. At the knowledge stage, awareness of an innovation leads to
the beginnings of an understanding of it. Persuasion occurs when the
potential adopter forms a perception of the innovation, either positive or
negative, that may lead to acceptance or rejection. A decision is made when
that perception is translated into action to either accept or adopt/adapt the
innovation. Acceptance is followed by implementation of the innovation by
the individual of an innovation, possibly on a trial basis. At the
confirmation stage, evidence is sought to either reinforce the earlier
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decision on the innovatiory or possibly to reverse that decisiory depending
on the outcomes of evaluation of the initial implementation.

2.2.3 Faúors that facilitate successful dissemination

Seven factors characterising successful dissemination of knowledge products
were identified by Hutchinson & Huberman (1993) in a literature review of
knowledge dissemination in science and mathematics education. These
factors are outlined in the following:
Accessibiliç availability and adaptability: An item, such as an ERIC
reference, is more likely to be used if, when it is identified, the material it
refers to is conveniently available.
Relevance and compatibility: Consistenry with the context of practitioners,
accessibility to uninitiated users, expression in a manner that is compatible
with potential user concerns, all facilitate dissemination.
Quality: Material that has undergone evaluation or validation is more
acceptable at the systemic levef but quality is less relevant as a factor in
influencing individual use.
Redundancy of message: Adoption is facilitated when information is
provided in a range of formats, using a range of media and channels of
communication.
Linkage among users: This points to the strength of networks, use of
interpersonal connections, interactions between peers in dissemination
knowledge and facilitating its use.
Engagement: Opportunities to get "hands on" experience with a new
Program/ to gain confidence in its use while linking with experts who can
assist engagement with it.
Sustained interactivity: "Overall, the best single predictor of knowledge use
and gain is intensity of contact(s) between disseminators and receivers." (p
21). Sustained interaction, involving considerable amounts of time between
disseminators and potential adopters, in programs lasting more than a few
months, is a feature of successful dissemination. The disseminators may not
be the sources of the knowledge, but may be intermediaries. Researchers as
sources of new knowledge and its use may not have the time,
communication skills, credibility with a wider audience, or interest in being
principal disseminators of the outcomes of their work.

A Rand study of US goverrunent dissemination efforts (Berman &
Mclaughlin, L978) found that factors such as specific project content and the
amount of money or other resources expended in dissemination did not
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ensure success. The use of external consultants and short term training
approaches were frequently associated with failure of successful innovation
dissemination. supportive funding may result in adoption of an
innovatiory but may not ensure that it changes practice in the longer term.
As Hutchinson and Huberman observe:

"In effect, those innovations that do make it into practice may not be
very long lived. The Rand study of large-scale, federally-sponsored
innovations found that improvements dissipated quickly or even
disappeared when the disseminated program c¿une to an end. The end
of financial support or the departure of key personnel may also be fatal,
In addition, innovations that do last longer may revert to the original
practices they were meant to supplant. In that way, the 'innovative'
practice gradually becomes indistinguishable from its predecessor."

In Australia the Committee for the Advancement of University Teaching
(CAUT) has provided funding for three program cycles of projects.
Approximately two thirds of the funded projects have a technology
component, either to deliver or support course segments (CAUT, r993a;
1,993b). Funding supports introduction of innovative practice, but is not
provided to further develop and maintain that practice. As a means of
disseminating innovative practice, the CAUT program is not well matched
to the seven factors listed above.

Hutchinson & Huberrnan (1993) point to the growth in the literature of
constructivist perspectives in education and suggest, "... \^/e need to be
clearer about the shifts in perspective and strategy from a more 'engineered'
design for dissemination to a more 'constructivist' one ..." (p 26). Th"y
acknowledge that their review of the literature reflects practice that may
have since changed.

A more recent study of adoption of innovation in higher education is
provided by the economists Getz, Siegfried and Anderson (1995). Getz et al.
carried out a survey of the rate of adoption of 30 innovations by 23g US
colleges and universities. The innovations were grouped in six categories -
curriculum, classrooms, student life, libraries, computing and
telecommunications, and financial services. The study linked measures of
productivity gains (which require identification of inputs and ouþuts) in
higher education with those in other industries and argued that:

"if output is (at least in part) the direct contact with labor ... then
opportunities to substitute less expensive inputs in the face of rising
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relative costs of labor are restricted. Relative labor costs in higher
education must rise if productivity gains occur in other sectors of the
economy or else professors will migrate to those sectors where earnings
have risen to reflect improved productivify. Thus higher education
will be saddled with higher costs and no productivity gains to offset
their effect." (p 1)

The issue of what constitute inputs and outputs in higher education is taken
up by Levin (1993) in a review of the literature on efforts to find a
mathematical relationship, a productivity function, between inputs and
ouþuts in education. Levin draws on the work of Monk (1990,1992) w]no
identified difficulties in defining educational outputs. Monk (1990) was
concerned with schools, but similar difficulties may be associated with
outputs in higher education. Inputs to education may be identified more
easily than ouþuts, but even here it is difficutt to determine what from the
inputs actually reach students and in what form (p 238). Other difficulties
discussed by Monk include time - students learn at different rates, hence as
Levin (1993) observes, "... different resources at different times and in
different arrangements may be necessary for different students. Indeed, there
could be a unique production function for each child, or even several
functions for each child under different circumstances" (derived from
Monk, p 3aa)

Factors outside the formal educational institution may impact on outcomes
in ways that cannot be clearly defined. Levin concludes, "Finally, there is the
real possibility that certain aspects of education are 'anarchistic,'by which
Monk means that actors are not goal-oriented, so that even if a best way of
doing things were knowrç people would not pay attention to it (p 339)".

Levin argues that students are the key factors in shaping educational
outcomes. Th"y are to be considered not just as a product, but also as part of
the processes that are part of education:

"Many of the problems of production studies hinge on the role of
students; whether they are producers or materials. As soon as sfudents
are viewed as individuals with unique capacities and interests, the
problems of specifying a production relationship in schools become
enonnous, as Monk points out. Imagine a factory in which the raw
materials had minds of their own, and could make autonomous
decisions about whether they would be part of whatever was being
produced. |ust as one was about to weld a piece of metal to be the roof
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of a car, the part one had in hand would announce its unwillingness to
play the assigned role, and its desire instead to be part of an art gallery
instead of part of a car, or to become a piece of cloth instead of a piece of
metal. A change in welding technique might work for those pieces of
metal willing to undergo it, but would hardly solve the problem."

Productivity in education, then requires a different approach to that in other
industries. If in their choices of and demands on education providers,
students behave more like consumers of other goods and services, their
involvement in the processes of education may be expected to increase.

The Getz et ø1. study found that, "innovations seem to have required 26

years, on average, from first percentile adoption to adoption by the median
institution... ". The rate of diffusion of innovations in higher education is

approximately 3 times slower than that in industry. This is contrasted with a

study of \2 innovations in 4 Íor-proht industries by Mansfield, (796'1,, pp 741-

66) which indicated an 8 year average for the same level of adoption, from
first percentile to median. The survey evidence shows that computing and
Ilbrary innovations have a faster diffusion rate than the other innovations
studied. Getz et ø1. suggest that:

"These innovations diffuse faster because of the rapid pace of change in
the electronics industry that quickly drives down the unit costs of
particular innovations. They may also diffuse more quickly because
decisions to adopt can be made administratively. It may also be the case

that campus leaders in libraries and computing participate more
activeþ in national professional organizations and therefore become
aware of developments on other campuses faster, speeding the
'infection' rate." (p L2)

They further suggest that "... those innovations that depend on electronics
are adopted more rapidly, in fact moving from the first decile to the median
4.7 years faster than the typical non-electronic innovation. The other
attributes of the innovation do not seem to matter" (P 13).

Included in the computing innovations were use of time sharing computer
systems and microcomputer laboratories, both factors in the use of
technology to deliver and support undergraduate physics education.

Some implications of the above research are Presented in Chapter 5.
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McWilliams (1,975) reported on the National Science Foundation's review
of the PLATO project and cited several identified problems. These included
inadequacies in the hardware and software to support the large number of
lesson authors and more downtime of hardware than originally planned.
Delays in obtaining terminals and in the installation of telecommunications
equipment resulted in increased costs. A more significant potential problem
was seen to be:

"... the difficutty in preparing high quality courseware. It is hoped that a
good deal of the delay thus far is developmental, due to the need to
recruit and train staff, and to discover how to use PLATO's features to
good advantage. If this theory proves optimistic, and if improved
training, authoring aids, techniques, and standards don't increase
productivity substantially, we may discover that the original estimate
of 40 man-hours of effort per student-contact-hour of courseware is off
by a large factor, at least for authoring teams developing courseware
specifically by other classes and faculty i' (p 27)

The cost of developing high quality courseware is still seen as a major
barrier to wider use of computer based instructional materials.

PLATO courseware was used in higher educatiory schools, prisons and
within training institutions in the US military and the materials have been
evaluated by many institutions around the world. Many of these studies
were of short term pilot projects and some sought evidence of improved
student performance. For example, Forrester ("1.987, p a1. -a7\ reported on the
use of PLATO material to supplement traditional lecture based courses in
statics where one class used the computer based materials and a second did
not. All of the 29 students in the PLATO group passed the course whereas L1

of the 59 students on the other group failed the course.

Other studies looked to PLATO to provide new teaching facilities. Freer
(1968) reports positive outcomes of a trial of PLATO in South Africa. Martin
(1987) in a summ ary of CAI provided to several hundred students at the
University of Alberta to replace drill style tutorial exercises claimed that:

"The most valuable characteristic of the mainframe PLATO system is
the ability to communicate rapidly and efficiently. A new lesson can be
placed in a instructor file and made available to students within
seconds. There is an overwhelming selection of data collection options.
If desired, every keypress can be recorded and correlated with the
student's place in the lesson. It is possible to communicate directly with
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students individually and through notesfiles which can be read by all
or by only selected persons." (p 1,65)

Factors in non-adoption of PLATO included hardware and software costs,

the cultural context of the materials, and style. In a study of a20 month pilot
of PLATO in the LIK with unemployed 16 - 18 year old school leavers,
Laubli, Pope and Hinton (L985, p 224 - 229) reported that the extensive library
of existing courseware was a key selling point for PLATO, but that cross

cultural transfer of educational software presented problems. The PLATO
system was subsequently rejected in favour of courseware developed in the
UK using microcomputers.

In Australia, PLATO materials were used at several locations. The following
provides some detail on the use made at one of these locations, showing the
influence of committed individuals and other factors significant in
innovation dissemination and adoption or rejection. The University of
Western Australia (UWA) made an extensive commitment to PLATO,
offering access to other users via leased lines and CSIRONET (Robins, 1-988).

A series of e-mail "interviews" with Joan Robins (project officer at the
UWA for the PLATO project) and Alex Reid then director of the WA
Regional Computing Centre or WARCC) provided information on PLATO
at UWA.

PLATO use at UWA was evaluated with the university putting "... more
resources and more professional evaluation time into the assessment than
any other CAI evaluation of which we are aware, since and perhaps
including the first ETS evaluation of PLATO and TICCIT." (Scriven and
Adams, 1988, p 1). The evaluation report cited here is a 16 page summary/
prepared as a "standalone decisive argument" there being only one copy of
the draft of the evaluation report which is kept at the UWA.

In 1984 a comp¿ìny called Computer Aided Learning Service (CALS)
purchased a Control Data Corporation Cyber computer which was facility-
managed by the WARCC on the UWA campus. PLATO software carne from
UruC. The UWA became the first CALS customer, leasing 7 terminals
which were located in the library. A further 3 terminals were subsequently
leased and placed elsewhere (Music, Biochemistry and in a general purpose
building). It proved difficult to obtain software catalogues of what was
available, adding to the difficulties of initial implementation.
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Robins recalled that courseware development and use of authoring
languages was closely looked at by UWA. This issue was also taken up by
Scriven and Adams in their 1988 evaluation. PLATO was seen by some
UWA academics as slow, but it was also recognised as "ground breaking" in
many ways. PLATO supported whole courses, for example, Physics I covered
kinematics and dynamics with 16 modules containing 52 lessons and
Physics II covered electricity and magnetism with L2 modules and 4lessons.
Both units were linked to widely used student undergraduate physics texts.
PLATO also provided interactive communication to geographically remote
sites, a form of e-mail and bulletin boards.

On the level of use of PLATO, Robins (personal communication, L2

September, 1,995) commented:
"It was used heavily in the music dept, with earphones, for theory
practice, and by ESL people for English grarunar. The Physics courses
were used more when we took them out of their strucfured course and
made them available as stand-alone lessons."

The Scriven & Adams evaluation (1988) presented as its key argument:
"The PLATO installation at UWA was, and continues to be, a success,

both in terms of the quality of service provided across the board and in
terms of the cost-effectiveness of that service across the board. The
reason that it is a success is not that it does any one thing or set of
things that cannot be done better in other ways. With respect to some
of the kinds of instruction that it delivers, the alternatives (e.9., a set of
networked microcomputers) would be cheaper as well as better if their
cost could be amortized across a larger need. But that can't be done, for
one or more of the following reasons:
L. the larger (instructional) need isn't there, or
2. although the need is there in some objective sense it is not
recognized by academic staff as relevant to courses they runl; or
3. the microcomputer software to support it isn't there; or
4. the need has already been met (e.g., by the provision of a
microcomputer lab for Computer Science courses).
l There are some significant cases where the students use PLATO quite heavily for help

in courses when only the grapevine, not the instructor, has suggested it. There are,

however, not nearly enough of these to justify the installation." (p 2)

The issues of quality and cost effectiveness are often raised in evaluations of
computer based courseware, but criteria associated with each vary, if they are
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made explicit at all. As is indicated elsewhere in this thesis (eg, Reid, 1994),

full project costing is rarely done. Technological development continues to
drive the cost of units of computer processing power and memory dowrç
but salary costs of people have increased. Without productivity aids to make
efficient use of developer time, real costs per project may increase.

Effectiveness must be measured in terms of achievement of objectives,
which, in turn requires that objectives be stated in a manner that allows
achievement to be assessed. Ideally, specific cost elements should be linked
to specific outcomes, but it is usually difficult to isolate cause and effect in
educational environments where the subjects (sfudents) have a wide range
of learning experiences.

Subsequent projects (eg, the CBE project at QUT) have argued a case
(without complete data on costs and outcomes) for networked
microcomputers on the basis that they provide a cost effective delivery
system to meet a stated need and also provide for value added use in other
areas.

PLATO was not seen by the evaluators as the solution to all provision of
computer assisted instruction (CAI) and computer managed instruction
(Cl\rfl) at UWA, but it was seen as meeting a demand (of concern to the
university) that could not be met as well if at all, by other means. The
benefits of mainframe CAI systems were categorised at three levels:

"(1) At the tutorial levef it can serve to supply individual instruction
(e.9., typing tutor programs). (2) at the lecture levef it can be set up with
a large number of terminals to compete with large class delivery (the
mainstay of the original and continuing Illinois installation of
PLATO). (3) at the institutional level, it can supplant whole prograrns
(e.g. at Coastline Community College). Of coursg higher level
installations also provide the lower level services; and the lower-level
installations can cover a small amount of the next level service (as

occurred here)." (p 4)

Serving a more varied student intake, including larger numbers of overseas
sfudents and more students with "non-standard" backgrounds was one of
the needs seen to be met by PLATO where it was employed for activities
where one-to-one interaction was seen to be important. These included
supplementation of lectures, niche markets for subjects where small student
numbers would otherwise make the subject uneconomical and
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monitoring/testing. Use of the system as a general resource and as a means

of increasing "computer literacy" were also cited as benefits. With only 10

terminals,large scale programs would not have been possible in either
lecture or instifutional levels of use.

The Scriven & Adams report recommended continuation of PLATO for at
least a further year at a cost of fi75-90,000 per year. This suggests a per
terminal support cost of $8,000 per annum for what were "dumb" terminals.
The report also outlined several shortcomings of PLATO. These included 22

erïors in the interface design (with the system assuming too much ability on
the part of the user to deal with computer terminals); a lack of productivity
tools (spreadsheets and word processors); downtime on the mainframe
(whictU given the nature of the terminals, as distinct from microcomputer
terminals to larger computers, meant no use of services); difficulties with
courseware development (even though there was a large amount of
courseware available, coverage was not adequate in all areas and staff were
not motivated to commit time to development); lack of good authoring
languagesi problems caused by game players on the system.

The summary evaluation report presents a very positive view of a system
that provided a limited set of resources to at most ten users at any one time,
using a mainframe technology that was clearþ in the Process of being
overtaken by microcomputers. Although the 1988 evaluation recommended
continuation of PLATO, the CALS company subsequently ceased trading and
the mainframe based PLATO system was overtaken by microcomputers. The

1992 UWA Information Technology Strategic Planning Proposals Summary
(Reid, 1992) contains no mention of PLATO.

PLATO Basic Skills Learning System (BSLS) courseware was also evaluated
in Australia by Hayes and O'Sullivan (1982) in a pilot Program of use in
secondary technical schools and TAFE to provide remedial assistance in
basic skills for reading and mathematics. Students were expected to log
approxirnately 20 hours system use over two terms. The acfual use rate was
much lower. Pre- and post-testing showed no significant gains by the test

group over a control group. Hayes and O'Sullivan concluded that students
and st#f generally considered PLATO to be useful, although after initial use

many students were critical of the nature of the materiaf including its
cultural context. The evaluators concluded that:

"... PLATO BSLS tends to over-emphasize TESTING and under-
emphasize LEARNING.
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can be reliably transmitted over the campus network)

We nó longer are attempting to replace all facets of any course with
computer-based lessons. At present, we are (sic) mostly replaced
"discussion sections" with computer-based lessons and homeworks.
This is, eventually, cost effective."

The approach in the last paragraph has been followed at least in part at the
Queensland University of Technology (QU-f) as outlined in section 2.3.3. At
QUT, as at UIUC, detailed studies to establish a quantitative basis for the use
of the term "cost effective" are not available. The use of multimedia and
online access is a development that is emerging in universities, some
through campus networks and others accessible more widely using the
Internet. These developments are discussed in chapter 4.

The University of Illinois closed CERL in 1994. The NovaNET service was
subsequently run by University Communications Inc. as a commercial
service available to university students anywhere in the US. Approximately
10,000 lessons are available on subjects from elementary school level to
university.

One of the few longitudinal sets of data comes from research undertaken on
use of PLATO materials at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Jones and Kane (1,994) report on an evaluation of sfudent responses to use of
computer-based physics instruction (Physics 106P) for freshman engineers
over 27 semesters at UIUC , Students were asked to rate various course
components (computer-based materials, lecturer, textbooþ
discussion/laboratory section) on their usefulness in learning the material
covered by the course. "In every one of these semesters, the computer-based
materials outranked the lecturer, text and lab section - despite the fact that
lecturers and texts varied." (p 1)

There is a parallel "traditional" subject, Physics 1064. The major differences
between the two courses is that 1064 has a 2 hour discussion-quiz session
each weeþ conducted by a teaching assistant and 106P has two hours of
scheduled time in a computer classroom using materials on a NovaNET
system, supervised by undergraduate futors. Statistics gathered over the
period of the study show that, "... there was no significant difference
between the performance of the two sets of students, when they took the
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same exam." (p 2).In summary, Jones and Kane conclude that the study
results:

"... suggest that the materials can be considered usefut by the students,
and help reduce the manpower needed for teaching the course. In no
way do these results 'prove' that computer-based instruction (CBI)

solves all of the educational problems in teaching elementary physics;
they merely show that CBI can be an effective part of the solution.
Development of such materials of course requires quite an investment
of faculty time, so schools which develop their own materials will
have an initial period of 'expendifure' prior to realizing arry ultimate
'payback'. Flowever, the results shown here suggest that there is a long
term payback -.., in that an effective course can be taught with fewer
staff and the materials, once developed, have a long period of
continued usefulness." (p 3)

The continued use of courseware more than 20 years old may say more
about the nature of the physics course itself than the value of the
courseware. Research into teaching and learning in that period has resulted
in advancement of understanding about learning in science applicable to
university courses.

Oettinger (1969, p a - 10) provides a vision for computers in education that
has largely been made technically possible by the facilities available on the
Internet today, some of which were available through the timeshared
capacity of PLATO systems. He also anticipated problems that may be
emerging now, for example, "With home and school indistinguishablg the
tendency to stay glued to the console might be irresistible for those with a
competitive bent and hence would have a marked effect on the quality of
life." (p L2)

The relative costs of "traditional" and computer-based approaches in
education were also questioned by Oettinger as early as L966 in an analysis of
computer costs and educational budgets. He saw the promise of value of
computers as, ".. two distinct but complementary roles: as instruments and
as actors" (p 200). By "actors" Oettinger meant the role of computers in
presenting physical theories in a dynamic manner, opening them to
exploration. PLATO courseware filled neither role to any great extent.

Two other projects were developed in much the same time period as

PLATO. The US MITRE Corporatiorç with a $4 million grant from the
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National Science Foundation, developed the Time-shared, Interactive,
Computer-Contro1led, Information Television System, known commonly
as TICCIT (McWilliams, 1975). TICCIT used minicomputer and television
technology to support delivery of Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)
material to 12&terminal systems. Problems with development of
courseware caused major delays in the field testing of TICCIT and added
significantly to the cost of the project. The project did not achieve the same

level of courseware development as PLATO and was subsequently bypassed
by developments in computer technology. The convergence of computer
and television technology in the latter half of the 1990s may provide a

system similar in concept to TICCIT, but with far greater capacity and
flexibility.

The Physics Computer Development Project (PCDP)

The Physics Computer Development Project, unlike PLATO and TICCIT,
was developed to support a single subject in one university, and to work
with existing computer hardware, operating systems and computer
languages. Financial support came from the National Science Foundation
and the University of California at Irvine (UCI). Bork (1975) outlined the
five major objectives of the project as:

"... to produce compelling evidence of effective use of the computer in
learning situations, primarily in physics and the other sciences, at the
undergraduate level.
... to explore the use of graphics in computer-based teaching materials.
... to explore authoring modes ... how can good teachers be persuaded to
develop computer based material? How can they be provided with the
resources, facilities, and assistance to ease the task? What institutional
structures encourage dialog preparatiory both organizational structures
and reward structures?
... to introduce dialogs and other computer approaches into standard
undergraduate environments.
... Finally, the project sought a software strategy consistent with the
above goals." (p 2-a)

There were establishment problems associated with university choice of
hardware, but by 1975 a Xerox Sigma 7 computer and thhty Tektronix 40L3

graphics terminals allowed PCDP material to be widely used. The APL
computing language was used as the main vehicle for courseware
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development, with graphics feafures added to support the ouþut required
for the project.

The pedagogical content of physics dialogs was designed by excellent teachers
and coded by undergraduate and graduate students under Bork's direction.
Xerox and Tektronix provided technical support and modified equipment
for the project.

I visited the project at this time and was able to try some of the PCDP
material and observe students using it through terminals located widely in
corridors and classrooms around the physics building. The software
supported a form of "Socratic" dialogue with the student, seeking to clarify
what the student already knew, to build on that knowledge and to
continually test the level of understanding. Regular summative assessment
was a mandatory feature of lesson sequences. Failure to achieve mastery of
the computer-based materials meant that a student would be denied further
access until he or she had met with a staff member to discuss and solve the
problems they were experiencing.

In his 1975 interim report, Bork cited software development as a continuing
problem and identified two other problems, "... the pedagogical problems of
keeping sfudents active in a relatively free environment, and the problems
of convincing faculty that the resultant course is a desirable alternative to
conventional courses" (p 18). These two problems appear to be as significant
today as they were 20 years ago.

The PCDP material proved popular with students, with 70% of the first year
student body electing to use the computer-based materials in preference to
attendance at lectu¡es and being at least as successful in demonstrating
mastery of the course as those who attended lectures. Despite its success as
measured in terms of student approval, the PCDP was discontinued. The
major reason was that the university changed its computing system, the
new system did not support the PCDP material and funds were not available
for its conversion (personal communications with Alfred Bork over the
period 1,972 - 1995).

A long term advocate of the use of computer-based approaches in the
teaching and learning of physics, Bork established the Educational
Technology Centre at UCI and has continued to argue for development of
computer-based materials to improve education (Bork, 1984; 1989a; 1992a;
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1992b; 1993). He supports the development of courses that have extensive

use of interactive technology rather than adding computer-based material to
existing courses. These courses would have as key features interactiory
individualisation, learning in cooperative Sroups, mastery learning,
multimedia, student motivation, variable pacing, building students' self-

esteem and, the use of learning media other than computers (Bork, 1993).

The costs of development would be large and implementation would
involve extensive equipment costs. More importantly,lt would require a
change in how education is currently structured, from a teacher-centred
approach to a student-centred approach.

Writing with reference to school level use of educational technology, Bork
(1989b) advocates the use of "compelling examples" to furnish evidence to
support large scale development (p 14). He claims:

"... the major villains are the small one hundred student comparative
studies, so prevalent in the current educational research journals.
Many educational journals survive on these sfudies and many Ph.D.

thesis (sic) are based on them, so it will not be easy to discourage these

studies. But the people who make them need to understand that they
are not fundamentally contributing to our understanding of
technology and learning." (p 15)

The need for a large scale development approach to use of technology in
education is shared by Laurillard (1994) of the Institute of Educational
Technology, at the UK Open University.

"New technologies will make a noticeable difference to the quality of
education when they become fully integrated into the education system

and not before ... The design and development of CBL software requires
solutions on an industrial scale - the cottage industry model has done

all it can." (p 24)

There are commonalities between the PLATO development and the work of
Bork. Both recognised the value of having excellent practising teachers

develop courseware. Both recognised that for this to be a practical, cost

effective proposition, software aids had to be developed to assist teachers in
the actual courseware development process and to manage production and

use of courseware. Both sought to achieve economies of scale. Surveys
associated with both projects indicate that student acceptance of computer
based course delivery is as high or higher than that for the traditional
lecture/tutorial approach. The major differences in the two projects were in
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the pedagogical approaches taken and the technologies for student access to

materials. Much of the PLATO material was behaviourist in nature whereas

the Bork material was based on a Socratic, mastery approach.

The courseware developed by Bork and others in the period prior to 1980

was largely topic based, carried with it the teaching aPProaches and style of

its d.evelopers. To maximise efficiency, software was tied to the feafures of
the computer used for development and delivery of the material and hence

it was not readily transferable to other computer types. All of these factors

acted against it being readily taken up by people outside the development
site. Some of the applications required that students became reasonably

expert in the use of a prograrnming language and that meant time taken

from physics itself, which was not readily accepted.

The emergence of the personal computer

In the late 1960s and early !970s, computers were large, expensive devices

and the projects that arose at that time were generally centralised in nature
and required large budgets and time scales extending over m¿ìny years for
their establishment and development. With the development first of
minicomputers, then of the consumer item personal computer, and more
recently use of the Internet, the technological context for computer based

education has changed significantly. Computing power/ application
developers and users, and generic software are now all widely distributed
and readily accessible. Some of the educational manifestations of this change

are discussed in section 2.4.

The Conference on Computers in Physics Instruction, held at the North
Carolina State University in L988 (Redish & Risley, L990) illustrated a wide
range of applications at the institutional, school and individual level. An
earlier conference (Blum, 1,970) reported some similar applications (for
example, use of simulations), but had a significant emphasis on
programming languages. Many of the L988 conference applications would
not have been possible without the availability of the microcomputer and

generic software initially developed for other pu{poses. It is of interest that
the conference was on "instruction" rather than "learning".

In the proceedings of the L988 conference, McDermott (p 257 - 282) surveys

use of the computer in research into learning in physics. She describes

several intelligent tutoring style programs (Albert, HAT, Remediating
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Physics Misconceptions Using an Analogy-Based Computer Tutor) and
cognitive science programs designed to solve physics problems (Able, More
Able). While they may have provided insights to their developers and
users, none of these programs appears to have survived. The survey also
includes an application that has grown in use - microcomputer based
laboratories (MBL). MBL applications have been developed on the use of
various sensors and interfacing devices with a computer to capfure, process
and display data in tabular and graphical form.

In the sarne proceedings, Tinker (p 159 - 1.68), Laws (p 22 - 32;239 - 240) and
Vernier (p 189 - 1,97) describe specific applications related to MBL. One of the
most common devices is a sonar range finder which, with appropriate
software, can be used to display graphs of distance, speed and acceleration
against time for a moving object. Unlike previous techniques (for example,
multiple flash photography, ticker timer), the graph appears in real time
with the motion being studied. The student is not required to undertake use
of recording equipment that may require specific skills (not related to the
physics of the activity) and to then carry out laborious calculation to achieve
graphs of the motion of an object. The motion of ordinary objects, even the
students themselves, may be sfudied with immediate feedback correlating
the graphical representation of the motion and what the student sees the
object doing. Thornton (1987,1990) provides evidence of the pedagogical
advantages of the use of MBL in kinematics through increased
understanding of concepts and increased student motivation to investigate
kinematics.

At the time of the 1988 conference, there was a range of incompatible
interfacing equipment, a point made by Tinker as impeding its wider use.
Tinker went on to develop commercial applications of interfacing
equipmenÇ marketed through the Technical Education Research Center
(TERC) and through IBM. Laws (1993) has further developed her work
through her Workshop Physics course, incorporating a constructivist
approach to the learning of physics and an approach that does not involve
lectures.

I introduced MBL approaches to schools in SA in L988, initially at Norwood
High School with HRM sonar ranging equipment interfaced to an Apple
computer. The advantages described by Thornlon (7987, 1990) were also
observed at Norn¡ood High SchooL although no formal evaluation was
conducted. Since that time, use of MBL has continued to develop in SA
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secondary schools, using a range of equipment (including the UK VELA
unit), in all science disciplines (eg Pepper, 1995).

The late 1980s also saw growth in the use of generic software as a tool for use
by physics students. Laws (1990, p 239\ refers to the use of Microsoft Works
and Cricket Graph software in Workshop Physics. Dykstra (1990, p 362 - 375)
advocates use of spreadsheets, as does Misner (7990, p 382 - 398). The
advantages seen are convenience and (relative) ease of programming for
modelling and data reduction and display. Similar applications were
developed in SA schools, commencing in 1988 as part of the Physics
Development Program with Forte spreadsheet/plotting software (from the
Education Department's Angle Park Computing Centre) modified to extend
its use in this area.

Wolfram (1990, p 338 - 346) describes applications of Mathemøtica, an
algebraic manipulation and graphics software package (subsequently
commercialised and currently widely used). Other algebraic manipulation
software has been developed and has been used in undergraduate physics
courses (outlined in chapter 4.).

While previously developed applications (eg, simulations, tutorials) were
adapted for use with personal computers, this equipment also made
practical use of MBL, generic and mathematical software. TERC alone
supports US and international projects that engage primary and secondary
age students in projects using these computer based materials. Descriptions
of these projects can be accessed at the TERC URL on the World Wide WEB:
htþ: / / hub.terc.edu:70 / hub / owner/ TERC

This activity at the school level is likely to place added pressure on
university courses, including physics.

Beyond the 1995 form of the personal computer

Microcomputers are now considered as consumer electronic items, available
in specialist shops, department stores, and via mail order. The convergence
of computing and communications technology and applications associated
with entertainment are driving rapid change in the form and power of
devices designed for use as personal computers. Factors outside of education
will continue to be a major force on development directions and patterns of
ownership and use.
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In Australian universities, student (and teacher) ownership of computers is
not a requirement of participation in higher education. This is at least partly
due to hardware and software cost.

Negroponte (1995), Director of MIT's Media Laboratory, claims that prices of
computers are inflated, partly because hardware and softwate are sold with
feafures that the majority of people never use or want. Using the market
prices of games hardware and software he puts the case for a "general-
ptüpose", but "stripped-down machine" that would sell for less than $200
making it affordable to the whole population. Negroponte outlines a process
for using connection to the Internet to provide innovative marketing
opportunities that could even pay for the hardware, software and
connection costs.

Physicist Greg Blonder, Head of the Human Centered Engineering Research
Laboratory at Bell Laboratories is critical of the design of general purpose
computers and the under-utilisation of their processing power. He suggests
(1995) that the personal computers of the future could be task specific and
ubiquitous in nature. A similar view is taken by Weiser (1993), Manager of
the Computer Science Laboratory at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center.
Weiser uses the term "ubiquitous" computing to describe the use of
computing devices scattered about a user's environment. He envisages
three classes of computer, one the size of an office whiteboard, another the
size of an A4 sheet of paper and the third the size of "Post-it" style stick on
note papers. LJsers would share the large Íact7ilty, have several of the A4 stze
computers and many of the smaller notes computers. Weiser calls the three
forms of computers boards, pads, and tabs. Each user might have access to
one or two boards, tens of pads and hundreds of tabs. The devices would be
capable of transferring information between themselves and with devices
belonging to other users. The "smart" cards introduced in Australia in 1995
and the embedding of computer technology in a wide r¿ìnge of consumer
items indicate a move in the direction proposed by Weiser.

2.3.2Development of the Internet

The PLATO project required innovative use of telecommunications to
allow a central computer to support a large number of terminals, some of
which were remote from the central site. This development occurred in the
sarne time period as the beginnings of what is now known as the Internet.
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The innovation dissemination models described in section 2.2 provide
evidence of the importance of development of networks to facilitate
communication between sites of innovation and potential adopters. The
Internet has become a significant mode of communication of text, graphic
and (increasingly) video and audio material between academics, students
and the wider community. It is also being used to deliver and support
courses.

The following timeline of the development of the Internet is adapted from
material from the following three sources:
1,. Hobbes' Internet Timeline 1.994by Robert H Zakon, URL:

htþ: / / info.isoc.org / gues t I zakon I

2. A Timeline of Network History, Stan Kulikowski II
(stankuli@UWF.bitnet) Educational Research and Development Center,
University of West Florid+ Pensacola, FL 9251,4

3. Network Wizards survey data URL:
http:/ /www.nw.com/

* 1957 USSR launches Sputnik, first artificial earth satellite. In response, US
forms the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) within the
Department of Defense (DoD)

" 7967 ACM symposium on operating Principles - Plan presented for a
packet-switching network

* 1'968 Network presentation to ARPA. Control Data Corp, CYBERNET
connect mainframes.

* 1969 ARPANET commissioned by DoD for research into networking - First
node at UCLA and soon after at stanford Research Institute (sRr)

* 1970 ALOHAnet developed by Norman Abrahamsory U of Hawaii
ARPANET hosts start using Network Control Protocol (NCP).

* '1.97115 nodes (23 hosts): UCLA" SRI, UCSB, U of Utaþ BBN, Mm, RAND,
SDC, Harvard, Lincoln Lab, Stanford, UIU(C), CWRU, CMU, NASA/Ames.
Intel 4004, first 4-bit commercial microcomputers appear.
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* '1,972 Intel 8008, first 8-bit commercial microcomputers released. French
CYCLADES research networþ Australian CSIROnet research network
commence.

* 1973 First international connections to the ARPANET: England and
Norway

* 1974 Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn publish "A Protocol for Packet Network
Internetworking" which specified in detail the design of a Transmission
Control Program (TCP). BBN opens Telenet, commercial version of
ARPANET

" L976 LruCP (Unix-to-Unix Coþ) developed at AT&T Bell Labs and
distributed with UNIX one year later.

* 1977 New Zealartd DSIRnet established

" 1979 Meeting between U of Wisconsirç DARPA, NSF, and computer
scientists from many universities to establish a Computer Science
Department research computer network. USENET established using uuqp
between Duke and UNC by Tom Truscott and Steve Bellovin. ARPA
establishes the Internet Configuration Control Board (ICCB). Australian
Computer Science Network ACSnet established.

* 198L BITNET, the "Because Its Time NETwork" - Started as a cooperative
network at the City University of New York, with first connection to Yale

" 1.982 DCA and ARPA establishes the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

and Internet Protocol (IP), as the protocol suite, commonly known as

TCP/IP, for ARPANET. Ttris leads to one of the first definitions of an
"interrret" as a connected set of networks, specifically those using TCP/IP,
and "Internet" as connected TCP/IP internets. DoD declares TCP/IP suite to
be standard for DoD.

* 1983 Name server developed at U of Wisconsiry no longer requiring users
to know the exact path to other systems. ARPANET split into ARPANET
and MILNET; the latter became integrated with the Defense Data Network
created the previous year. Desktop workstations come into being, many with
Berkeley UNIX which includes IP networking software. EARN (European
Academic and Research Network) established. FidoNet developed.
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(44.7361\Ãbps). First MBONE audio multicast (March) and video multicast
(November).
* 1993InterNIC created by NSF to provide specific Internet services. Mosaic
takes the Internet by storm; WWW proliferates at a 34'J",634% annual growth
rate of service traffic. Gopher's growth is 997%. US Library of Congress goes
online.
* 1994 Communities begin to be wired up directly to the Internet.

Internet Growth: 1969 - 1995

Date
Dec-69

Hosts Date
Oct-90

Hosts
313,0004

Apr-71 Jan-91 376,000

lun-74 Jul-91 535,000

Mar77 Oct-91 617,000

Aug-81 Jan-92 727,000

May-82 Apt-92 890,000

Aug-83 Iu.I-92 992,000

Sep-84 1,024 oú-92 1,,136,000

Sep-85 I,961. ]an-93 1,313,000

Feb-86 2,308 Apr-93 1,486,000

Nov-86 5,089 ]u1-93 '1.,776,000

Dec-87 28,174 Oct-93 2,056,000

Jul-88 33,000 lan-94 2,217,000

Oct-88 56,000 Jtl-94 3,212,000

Jan-89 80,000 ft-94 3,9ú,000

Jul-89 130,000 Jan-95 4,852,000

Oct-89

23

62

111

213

235

562
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Growth in access to the Internet and in diversity of use of it as a resource has
implications for education. Areas such as electronic publishing and libraries
are already experiencing change. US academic libraries are responding to
the need for change (eg because of increased costs of serial publications,
increasing range and quantity of online information) through a range of
collaborative activities (Okerson, 1993). For example, the US CARL
UNCOVER service provides faxed copies of articles from any of a growing
set of journals. In Australia, projects for the development of library
infrastructure through the National Priority Reserve Fund Projects
recognise that "From its inception, AARNet was seen as a technical
solution, a multi-protocol network infrastruclure ... (thaÐ ... did not address
the overall service needs of the client community". This has led to a
proposal for an AARNet Information Service (AIS) (AIS Working Party,
lees).

Initially developed for students of Open Learning Australia, OpenNet
provides access to university library catalogues, but these must be accessed
individually using the procedures established by each library. There is no
linked catalogue (as of mid 1995). The relationship between OpenNet, the
AIS and the proposed Australian education network, EdNA (Education
Networking Task Force, DEET) is not yet known (mid 1995).

In Australia, little use has been made (as of mid 1995) of the Internet in the
delivery of physics education. Several US universities use the Internet as a
resource in undergraduate physics. Montana State University has conducted
telecomputing courses aimed at discipline renewal for teachers, induding
courses in physics (Horizon Research tnc.,1995). These courses are discussed
in chapter 4.

2.3.3 Computers in tertiary physics education in Australia - QUT as a case
sample

A report on computer based educational practice in Australian higher
education was prepared by Cochrane, Ellis and ]ohnston (1993), funded by
the Department of Employment, Education and Training (DEET). The study
had as its focus a case study of development of computer based education at
the Queensland University of Technology (QUT). As part of the study, in
1991 QUT undertook a national survey to gain "... information concerning
the direct use of computers in the delivery of educational material as part of
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formal course offerings." (p 16). Recognising that institutions had different
arrangements for computer based educatiory Cochrane et ø1. first sought to
identify a person in each institution to whom a questionnaire could be sent.
"Even so it was clear from some of the responses that lack of a central or
coordinated approach had made the job of completing the survey difficult in
some cases." (p 16).Of the 51- questionnaires sent out, 33 were returned and
26 ol these indicated some use of computer based education in courses. The
questionnai¡e included a description of Computer Based Education (CBE):

"FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS EVALUATION Computer Based
Education is defined as the direct use of computers in the delivery of
educational materials as part of the formal course or subject offerings of
the instifution. It may include Computer Aided or Assisted Learning
(CAL), Computer Aided or Assisted Instruction (CAI), Computer
Managed Learning (CML), Computer Based Learning (CBL), Computer
Based Training (CBT), simulations etc. which contribute to the teaching
learning process." (p 86)

The quantitative results of the survey regarding staff and student contact
with CBE were summarised as follows:

" Approximately 60,000 students in the higher education sector were
reported as having some degree of exposure to Computer tsased

Education. ... the returns from institutions indicated student numbers
varied in the range of 30 to 9,000. At 16 institutions more than l-,000

students use CBE material. The total of 60,000 was drawn from 24

universities (two did not provide this information).
These 24 universities also reported the involvement of something
over 900 teaching staff in computer based education and/or delivery...
with L4 institutions reporting more than 30 academic staff committed
to using computer based education. Of these 14 institutions, 8 reported
more than 50 members of staff involved."

These figures need to be interpreted with the description of CBE in mind,
which could include any use of computers in the educational aspect of
course de1ivery.

Use of CBE was reported in L1 discipline areas, with greatest use in
mathematics and computing, and the sciences where use was reported in
ovet 70% of the cases. The preferred vehicle for delivery of CBE material
was the personal computer (PC) with the majority of institutions favouring
"IBM PC (or compatible" and "... a significant minority favouring the use of
Macintosh hardware for delivery." (p 19)
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All institutions reported involvement in production of CBE material in
some form and most reported purchase of CBE material. In both cases, this
activity usually occurred at the faculty or school level with little central
coordination or advice from a central specialist group. The Cochrane et ø1.

report (1993) states:
"... the majority of institutions rePort that the costs involved in
producing or purchasing computer based education had not been
calculated at the institution involved. Similarly more than half
respond 'no' to the question concerning whether any cost savings or
income generated by computer based education has been recorded." (p
23)

The picture that emerges from this 199L survey is that there was widespread
use of computer based education in universities, but little instifution wide
development. The survey information also suggests a lack of research into
the relative costs and effectiveness of course delivery artdlor support that
include various levels of computer based activity. No specific information
was sought on the convergent use of computer and communications
technology. The Internet timeline above suggests that this is not surprising
given that AARNet was in its infancy at the time of the national survey.

An indication of academic staff knowledge of and use of AARNet is
provided by a study conducted in WA (Greeves & Stantorç t992). This study
was conducted in May, 1991, using a random sample of 400 academic staff
from Curtin University of Technology and all academic staff (350) at
Murdoch University in Western Australia. A 50% response rate was
obtained. While the study had a focus on use of AARNet to access library
resources, it also provided general data on AARNet use. Only 20% of t}:re
respondents used AARNet. The major use was for e-mail, with less than
50% of users attempting remote (Telnet) access. Those who did not use

AARNet gave lack of awareness and lack of access as the main reasons. Of
the respondents, "... only tg% of the total surveyed had a modem and
communication software that permitted access to the network from home"
(p g).

The Cochrane et al. rcport uses the national survey data as a context for a
more detailed sfudy of the, "... developmenf use and impact of computer
based education...", ãt what was then the Queensland Instifute of
Technology, later QUT, commencing in 1986. Development of CBE at QUT
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was based on existing development within the institution and responses

received from questioru-raires sent to 600 universities throughout the world
by Dr H. D. Ellis, an academic working in the school of physics. As with the
PLATO project (Bitzer) and the PCDP (Bork), while many people contributed
to the development of CBE at QUT, Dan Ellis was the driving force
identified with that development from 1"986 to 1995. He became Computer
Based Education Manager at QUT following the formation of a central unit
to undertake development of the CBE project/system.

Delivery of CBE physics tutorials commenced in February, 1986, supported
by two staff Dr Ellis and a half time assistant with qualifications on electrical
engineering and physics (Cochrane et a1.,1993, p 135). Inl989, funding was
allocated on an ongoing annual basis, "... contingent on satisfactory progress
against an accepted project plan" (p 136). Incorporating financial support for
CBE effectively made it part of the total QUT financial infrastructure,
allowing additional staff to be employed and for its "institutionalisation".

The initial design of the QUT CBE system (Cochrarre, et a1.,1993, p 4 - 5)

included the following features :

- the delivery hardware was a system of networked PCs, with CBE software,
courseware and student records maintained on a file server. Changes in
computer and networking technology and demands on the hardware
resulted in an ongoing process of evolution;

- the courseware developed was in the form of tutorial exercises, with
assessment, developed, delivered and with a student management system
provided by an Australian authoring software package, AUTHO&

- the initial objective was to improve student learning through tutorial
exercises based on a "Socratic approach", drill and practice and self testing,
rather that to replace teaching;

- the CBE computer network was installed in the library to achieve wide
accessibility with physical security for the equipment and was available for
other purposes. The "other purposes" provided the value added aspect of
the network.

Ellis (1993 , p 68 -70) reflects on development of CBE at QUT from its origins
as a project with first year students to a service supported by a Computer
Based Education Section (CBES) with:
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- materials in approximately 100 subjects, delivered through 500 computers
on 5 campuses;

- growth in use from 10,000 hours in 1986 to 219,000 hours use by more than
15,000 students tn 1992;

- increased use of software tools to provide graphics on screen and
investigation of the use of video and sound;

- CBES contracting for commercial work outside QUT.

With regard to use of CBE in physics, Lewis and Norton (1993) provide data
that suggests that most students (general first semester physics) spend
between 10 and 24 hours using CBE tutorials, with the L5 - 19 hour r¿ìnge

containing the largest number of students. Some of this time is spent on
practice mode sessions and some on assessable mode, with the largest
number of students in the 5 - t hour range on assessable mode exercises.

Lewis and Norton conclude, "There does appear to be a need to devise ways
of using the CBE system to emphasis understanding rather than simple
substitution in formulae" (p 41).

Ellis (1992, p 33) states, "It is well to recall that the central issue for
universities in their educational role is learning outcomes, not teaching.
Learning can happen without a teacher being present at the time ...". FIe

discusses work done by the US Congress Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA) comparing attitudes to and investment in technology of educational
institutions, the Armed Forces and commercial firms. These indicate that in
educational institutions, the cost of the students' time is seen as zeto,
whereas this is not the case in industry. Organisations that valued students'
time were more likely to investigate innovation in teaching. The OTA
claimed that education had the highest labour costs in the (US) economy
and that the costs of education were rising faster than inflation. The OTA
also found a greater concern for productivity in the commercial and armed
forces sectors than in education, and a coffesponding greater investment per
person in information technology. Although written after the QUT CBE

project began, Ellis claims that the findings, "... capture the thinking behind
the project so well that such observations could well have been the basis for
the project" (p 33).

In response to questions, following delivery of an invited paper at the
University of Sydney during the OzCUPE1 conference/ Ellis stated that the
CBE material has replaced tutorials in some courses, including physics, but
students still do 3 hours of physics lectures. The cost of CBE development
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appears to have been justified through savings on tutorial costs (delivery
and administration) and the use of the delivery systems by students and staff
for other computing applications - "value added" services. One explanation
of the approach that has been taken is that traditional tutorials require a
relatively low student to tutor ratio. Lectures can be delivered to as large a

student group as venues can accommodate. Attempts to replace lectures
could lead to professional and industrial opposition by tenured academics.
Replacement of tutorials by CBE involves substitution of hourly paid tutors
by hourly (lesser) paid computer laboratory assistants. The continued use of
CBE for drill and practice exercises (with or without an increasing use of
graphics) suggests a significant proportion of rote learning of content and
standard processes in the courses it is used to support.

The QUT CBE system has been in use since 1986 and information about it
has been widely circulated in Australian higher education. Clearly, the
investment in software, hardware, human resources and organisational
accommodation at QUT and the considerable growth in hours of use,
indicate that decision makers at QUT see value in CBE development. There
is no quantitative data linking use of CBE to improved student
performance. As Eltis (1993) observes:

"We at QUT had hoped to extract evidence of changes in examination
performance resulting from students'use of CBE; this was not to be.
While substantial anecdotal evidence from lecturers exists for clear
improvements in exam performance, drop-out rates, failure rates,
even performance in laboratory practical chemistry, it proved
impossible to ascribe performance changes to CBE alone; other factors
had always changed simultaneously." (p 69)

Cochrane et al. (1993, p 59 - 65) provides some discussion of cost benefits
associated with the CBE project, but acknowledges that these are estimates.
The report observes that estimated savings in tutor costs in one course are
not compared with specific development and maintenance costs required to
provide the facilities of the CBE project to that course. The report also states
that comments from staff interviewed indicates that, "cost savings is not a
major aim or concern of staff users of the CBE service" (p 63). At the
institutional level, agreement to fund a substantial project at that time, and
perhaps more so in 1995, would have to be based on cost neutrality (through
relocation of existing funding) or external funding. In the latter case, there
would have to be evidence that the project could be made self supporting
following cessation of external funding.
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As has been indicated above in the discussion of educational productivity,
linking cause and effect through specific inputs and outcomes is difficult.
The overall costs of a project (input) may be quantified, but even in this area
the costing of human resources may not be accurate. Quanti$ing outcomes
and isolating all inputs that may have contributed to each outcome is not
possible in a situation such as the QUT CBE project, particularly where no
control group exists. Success may therefore be measured qualitatively in
terms of overall cost containment and student achievement at least at a
level equal to that before the project was implemented.

At QUT, the degree of student acceptance of CBE was investigated and
appears to have been generally positive (a similar outcome to that recorded
for physics students' use of PLATO).

"Large numbers of students at QUT are obliged to experience computer
based education as part of their study at QUT. This survey has found
that in general students endorse the approach from a learning
perspective, and see a number of specific advantages in relation to
reinforcement of material to be learned, preparation for assessment,
and logistical arrangements in relation to tutors etc. Their greatest
discontent is expressed in relation to arrangements for the actual use of
facilities. Sfudent opinion may be summarised as wanting more and
better CBE available on many more workstations." (Cochrane et ø1.,

7993, p 45)

Staff acceptance of CBE was surveyed through a sample of 40 QUT teaching
staff who had been involved in use of CBE and were prepared to make
themselves available for interview in August, 199'1,. More than half of this
sample were from the Faculty of Science, hence the sample was not
necessarily representative of academic staff across the university. Responses
indicated that, as a result of CBE, the majority of these staff perceived no
change in teaching time, an increased workload, no change in interaction
with students, sfudents learnt more and were enthusiastic about use of
CBE. Of the 40 staÍf.,36 claimed that they would recommend CBE to other
staff members. (Cochrane et ø1.,1993, p aó - 58)

The hardware and software used at QUT is readily available commercially.
There is nothing to suggest that the undergraduate physics courses at QUT
are any more or less demanding or significantly different in content than
those at other Australian universities. Why then have other universities
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not adopted or adapted what has been done at QUT? Does cultural bias in
Australia extend to the state or university level? Do university
undergraduate physics teachers have a need to make knowledge their own
(tinked to what may be referred to as the "not invented here" syndrome")
before they are prepared to make it available to students? If so, what are the
implications for computer based support for at least partial delivery of such
courses? These questions are addressed to some degree in the later
identification of bamiers, but could be the subject of research beyond that
undertaken in this study.

Development of CBE has continued at QUT. In addition to the original CBE

project, the physics school at QUT commenced use and local development
in L995 of material from the UK Software Teaching of Modular Physics
(SToMP) project. SToMP was developed by a university consortium in the
UK through the Teaching and Learning Technology Program (Davies, 1'995;

Bacon, t994; CTI Home Page, June L995).
"The project material is supplied in a linked data base called the
docuverse and consists of a variety of document types including
formatted text, audio, video, animations, interactive physical models,
extracts from popular textbooks and multiple choice tests." (Davies,

1995,p 115)

SToMP material has been designed, using open learning principles, as an
independent sfudy package, but can also be integrated into an on-campus
physics program.

'The teaching strategy that has been adopted structures the teaching
scripts into:
* a main stream that all students would be expected to work through,
* more advanced material that would be used as dictated by the
course recqirements (sic),

* revision material which the sfudents should know about but may
have forgotten (tributaries),

* items of special interest which students may want to take a look at
for their own sake (diversions).

A student's interaction with this material is designed to be a
replacement for most of a course's conventional lectures and as such
offers truly self-paced learning." (link from CTI Home Page to SToMP
Homepage, june, 1995)
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Version 2 SToMP materials were first released for evaluation purposes only
in ]anuary, 1995 by the SToMP consortium. QUT will develop an optics unit
for inclusion in the materials. Unlike the QUT CBE project material, SToMP
is designed to replace lectures, but need not be used in this way.

SToMP is being evaluated at QUT to overcome what have been identified as

shortcomings of the CBE system - lack of interactivity, lack of flexibility of
the AUTHOR software in matching acceptable student responses to stored
answers - and to support more efficient handling of multimedia material. It
is also being evaluated at Swinburne University of Technology (personal e-
mail communication with lohn Davies, QUT, 1, August,1995).

2.3.4 Learning in physics

Documentation of the problems that students have in developing both
conceptual understanding and problem solving skills is provided by
research into learning in science, including physics (Arons, 1990; Drivet
\989,1992; Driver & Bell, 1986; Fensham, Corrigan & Malcolm,1989;
Gunstone, 199"J,,7994; Millar & Driver, 1987; Osborne & Freyberg, 1985).

Recognition of outcomes from the above and related researcþ and of
unsatisfactory outcomes from undergraduate physics courses, has been a
factor in some recent consortia of physics educators seeking to develop more
effective use of instructional technology. In a proposal to the US National
Science Foundation seeking funding to build on earlier use of computers in
undergraduate physics, Goldberg et al. (799a) claim the following:

"Engineering students complete their introductory physics courses
with little or no gain in conceptual understanding, they use primitive
formula-centered problem-solving strategies, and their knowledge
consists of randomly organised inefficiently-accessed facts and
equations. In recent years, physics-education researchers are finding
that we can do much better." (p 5)

The Goldberg proposal identifies four main principles that are relevant to
the teaching and learning of physics emerge from research into learning in
science:
- Students bring existing ideas about the physical world to new learning

situations (diSessa, 1989).

- Students construct their own models of physical phenomena to make
sense of what they see around them.
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- They may interpret a demonstration or explanation in ways different to
that intended by the teacher (Gunstone,I99t,1994).

- Th"y may interpret a model as more than a representation intended to aid
understandirg. "Physics is notorious for alluring concrete analogies that
lead you falsely" (Laurillard,1993, p 59).

Interactive instructional strategies are essential to the understanding of
physics. Students will continue to use their intuitive models of the world
unless they are required to examine those ideas critically through experience
requiring interaction with other ideas. Students learn when they are able to
construct connections between new concepts, those they already have, and a
range of related experiences. As students recognise the limitations of
previously held concepts they are better able to accept new concepts and to
reorganise their physics ideas.

Prior beliefs, educational experiences and ways of learning influence how
students learn new concepts and how they think about physics. This
includes how they see their own roles and those of teachers, textbooks and
other means of providing instructional delivery and support. The student
who sees the teacher to be responsible for what is learnt will have a different
approach to learning than the one who sees learning as a personal
responsibility. The Vygotskyan theory of the social character of learning
claims that all learning is situated (Vygotsky, '1962), but what is the
"situation" for learning concepts in physics?

Redish (1994) draws on cognitive studies conducted in the context of physics
and other areas of science to come to similar conclusions to,Goldberg.
Redish was director of the Maryland University Project on Physics and
Education Technology (M.U.P.P.E.T.) in the mid 1980s and, subsequently in
the Comprehensive Unified Physics Learning Environment
(CUPLE) project. An experienced teacher of undergraduate physics, Redish
makes what may be a critical observation:

"As physics teachers who care about physics, we have a tendency to
concentrate on the physics content we're teaching. We often a¡e most
concerned for those students who are like we were - that small fraction
of our students who find physics interesting and exciting and who will
be the next generation of professional physicists, But the changes in our
society and the role of technology for the general public mean that we
must change the way we are teaching. It no longer suffices to reproduce
ourselves.
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... During the past decade, data has built up that demonstrates that as

physics teachers we fail to make an impact on the way a majority of our
students thhk about the world.17,2,3, 4,51We have readjusted our
testing so that the students can succeed and we have then either fooled
ourselves that we are teaching then successfully or lowered our
standards by eliminating understanding from our definition of
successful learning."
The notation [L, 2,3, 4,5] is to references by Arons, 1990; Trowbridge &
McDermotl,1980,1981; Halloun & Hestenes, L985, t987; Thornton &
Sokoloff 1990; McDermott,'1.99"1, 1993.

Ford (1988) reviews the activities of physics societies in the US, including
reference to development of educational computer use. One development
cited was the launch of the physics Academic Software program by )ohn
Risley. Ford also raised questions:

"Do not most of us believe that physics is an intrinsically difficult
subject, that only the thin top slice of college students (or even of high
school students) should study it, or are capable of learning it?
Do we want to teach large numbers, including those who have no wish
to become physicists? Do we want to teach in ways that might inspire
our students to consider high school teaching as a career? Do we want
to provide a meaningful under-graduate major for people headed
toward other careers? Do we feel an obligation to contribute to the
education of all of the students in our institution? Or do we perhaps
rather enjoy our status as the curators of the deep and mysterious
knowledge that is ours alone?" 1p a3).

The answers to Ford's questions and to Redish's "reproducing ourselves"
impact on incentives to develop new courseware for physics. For there to be
a compelling reason for change, physics educators must be convinced that
existing practice is not in their best interests or those of physics (Rogers,

1983). They should also recognise that it may not be in the best interests of
students. To achieve economies of scale, the majority of physics educators
must share a commitment to change in the teaching and learning of physics.

In AustraliA the changes in society include an increase in the retention rates
at senior secondary level, changes in subject choice (Dekkers, De Laeter &
Malone, t991), changing patterns of career choices of those students who
elect to undertake university studies, and changing career opportunities for
physics graduates (Prescott, 1988, 1992), including a three year decline in the
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number of tenurable positions for physicists in higher education. The

Working Party of the National Committee for Physics of the Australian
Academy of Science, in Physics: A Vision for the Future acknowledges,
"LJnfortunately there are also some uninspiring courses at tertiary level. As

in the schools, the quality of graduating students is being questioned

seriously" (p 56), and, "Aggregated science has experienced real growth in
funding and student numbers, but the growth høs not been enjoyed in the

physics sector" (p a).

McDermott (1993) adds to the view expressed by Redish. "Physicists

generally assume that students will find contemporary physics inspiring. It
has been our experience, however, that few students are motivated by

exposure to material that they do not understand."(p 298). She stresses the

importance of focussing not just on what physics is taught, but how it is
taught and cautions on the outcomes of some uses of computers. "Success

on a computer task does not necessarily indicate development of a skill that

can be transferred to other environments." (L990, p 298). "... There is a

critical need to examine precisely what the student is learning while
workin¡; at the computer ... Does learning extend beyond the medium itself

so that the student can aPply what has been learned on the computer to

other situations?" (p 461,462).

Redish (1994),like the Goldberg grouP, identifies four broad principles,

relevant to how students think about physics, drawn from experience and

research. These principles are also relevant to computer based teaching

material if that material is to be designed to assist students to learn physics.

The first principle is that, "People tend to organize their experiences and

observations into patterns or mental models." Th"y must build these

models themselves - the constructivist view of learning. Students may have

several models that relate to ways of looking at the world, some of these

may be contradictory, and the students may not be aware of the

contradictions. The formal study of physics uses a language that is not
obvious to the non-physicist (Gregory, 1988). A physics student and physics

teacher may be working on the salne topic, but may have completely

different meanings for the terms involved'

Principle two is, "It is reasonably easy to learn something that matches or

extend.s an existing mental model." To assist a student to understand a new

concept, that concept should be grounded in a context that the student is

familiar with. This requires that the teacher knows something about the
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existing models the student has and is aware of contexts that may be useful
in extending that knowledge. It also means that this process must be carried
out for every student. Academic physicists, by the very nature of their
selection and work, are unlikely to have had experiences that match their
personal learning models to those of their students.

The third principle acknowledges that it is very difficult to substantially
change the established mental models that people have. Redish states that,
to have a chance of success, a replacement model must be understandable,
plausible, and be seen as useful (consistent with the innovation
dissemination model of Rogers) and must provide "strong conflict with
predictions based on the existing model." He suggests that the principle
holds for changing the mental models of physicists as well as students.
Taylor (1990), commenting on the innovative educational work of Redish
and the grants he obtained for the M.U.P.P.E.T. project, quotes the chairman
of the salary committee in Redish's physics department as asking, "Flave

you then given up research entirely?" (p 4). Activity associated with the
learning of physics as distinct from that associated with the development of
new physics content is not seen as research.

The fourth principle, the "individuality principle", is that "each individual
constructs his or her own mental ecology. Different sfudents have different
mental models for physical phenomena and different mental modes for
learning. This supports the view that lectures and large group tutorials
where the student activity consísts of working through numerical exercises,

both in set periods of time; will not meet the needs of all students. It also
supports the view that as one goes from first to third year physics, the match
between this approach and the models and modes of the students will
increase through the selection processes that are used. Clearþ one to one

interaction between a teacher (who is awa¡e of the implications of the above
four principles and has the expertise to communicate with students) and a
student is not economically feasible. A degree of economically practical
individualisation can be achieved through appropriate use of technology,
combined with collaborative student activity and different use of academic
time and expertise.

Laurillard (1993) also presents a constructivist view, distinguishing between
academic and "everyday" knowledge:

"Everyday knowledge is located in our experience of the world.
Academic knowledge is located in our experience of our experience of
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the world. Both are situated, but in logically distinct contexts. Teaching
must use the analogy of situated learning of the world, but must adapt
it to the learning of descriptions of the world." (p 26)

Laurillard refers to this adaptation as mediated learning from Vygotsky, "A
scientific concept involves from the first a 'mediated' attifude towards its
object" (7962, p 1,02). Academic learning deals with abstractions from
physical and social contexts to develop that which is generalisable. A
scientific theory has to be applicable outside of a particular context. This
decontextualising of knowledge presents problems for the "novice" learner
and suggests the need for "... concepts to be grounded in experience and
practice before they can be abstracted" (Laurillard,7993, p 20).

In an extensive treatment of the subject, diSessa (1986) looks at the
mechanisms needed to develop formal physics concepts from intuitive,
"commonsense" beliefs about cause and effect relationships and develops
two claims:

"The first is that the naively developed sense of mechanism doesn't
come close to the expert's in depth and complexity. Indeed, it is both
less focused and less integrated.
... The second claim is that learning physics can be viewed in significant
degree as building this gradient between phenomenological and
fundamental by rcorganizing existing phenomenology. This is an
epistemological claim that the development of scientific knowledge
about the physical world is only possible through rcorganized intuitive
knowledge" (p 5).

diSessa describes outcomes from studies of MIT undergraduates who
declared that they could "solve all the problems", but did not feel that they
really understood the physics they were studying. Achieving entry to MIT
undergraduate physics demonstrated achievement, but did not guarantee
understanding. His three year study of undergraduate physics students (with
informal interviews of high school students and adult non-scientists)
describes different plausible explanations of a range of phenomena by expert
and non-experts and seeks to identify the elements of knowledge involved,
relationships between those elements, and how a system of knowledge
evolves.

Physics teaching approaches that emphasise concept development and
provide material to support this approach at secondary school and
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university levels have been developed (Arons, 799O; Hewitt, 1987). The
Hewitt Conceptual Phvsics material was introduced into some South
Australian secondary schools through the Physics Development Program I
initiated in 1988 (Arthur, 1,991). This project incorporated use of computers
in physics teaching through a microcomputer based laboratory (MBL)
approach and an "interïr" style teacher professional development program.
It recognised that materials alone would not change practice. The conceptual
approach also had to face the realities of a yeat t2 written examination for all
students, independent of text materials and teaching approach.

M*y educational innovations fail to take account of the fact that changing
course content, using new media and changing teaching approaches may
improve teaching, but will not necessarily improve learning outcomes. In a
study of school level students (OERI, 1992) the outcomes of which may also
apply to post school students, the point was made, "...it is the students who
must learn more, and it is they who must do the work" (p 1). The report
emphasises the need for students to learn how to learrç and the need for
incentives to provide motivation for students to learn. It claims that some
existing practice sends implicit messages to students by rewarding ability
instead of effort, by teachers providing notes instead of showing students
how to construct them and by assessment based on recall rather than
understanding.

Dykstra (1993) questions the role of the computer in physics instruction
based on work by Shlechter (L986), iil "... summarizing the findings of over
L50 studies of the efficienry and/or efficary of computer-based instruction"
(p 362), and observations from Clark (1933) in a review of research of
learning from media. Shlechter's study claimed that there was no consistent
empirical evidence to either support of deny the superiority of outcomes
from computer-based approaches over those from other instructional
materials. Clark suggested that content was more significant than delivery
medium with regard to student achievement.

Kulik & Ku1ik (1987) report on the results of a meta-analysis of 199
comparative studies of computer-based instruction. They concluded that the
literature studies indicated that"... most programs of computer-based
instruction have had positive effects on student learning" (p 229). T?:re

degree of effectiveness of computer-based instruction was linked to the
research design employed in the studies that were investigated. "Studies of
long duration often report weaker effects than do short studies" (p 230).
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2.4 Computer use in tertiary physics education

2.4.1 Introduction

There have been many schemes developed to place categories of
educational computer use in some form of framework. The following
presents an outline of several of these categorisations that have beery or
may be applied to use of computers in physics education. Laurillard (1993)
considers four forms of educational media and applies this categorisation to
educational computing applications. Bork (1981), Taylor (Igg7), Redish and
Risley (1990) provide functional categories of computer use in physics.
Risley, as editor of the commercial physics software group, Physics Academic
Software (PAS), uses similar functional categories in the 1.994 - 199s pAS
catalogue and adds specific applications.

The following categorisations of computer use provided information that
assisted in the construction of the questionnaire that was sent to physics
departments in all Australian universities.

2.4.2 Categories of computer use

Educational media - Laurillard and others

Laurillard (1993), in a examination of media forms, claims that classification
systems should "... embrace the ideal as well as the actual" (p 99). she
identifies four forms of educational media:

"Discursiae:both teacher's and student's conceptions are accessible to
the other and both topic and task goals can be negotiable; students must
be able to act on, generate and receive feedback on descriptions
appropriate to the topic goal; the teacher must be able to reflect on
student's actions and descriptions and adjust their own descriptions to
be more meaningful to the student.
Adaptiae (by teacher): the teacher can use the relationship between
their own and the student's conception to determine the task goals for
the continuing dialogue, in the light of the topic goals and previous
interactions.
lnteractiae (at the level of actions); the students can act to achieve the
task goai; they should receive meaningful intrinsic feedback on their
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actions that relate to the nature of the task goal; something in the
'world' must change observably as a result of their actions.
Reflectiae: teachers must support the process by which students link
the feedback on their actions to the topic goal, i.e. link experience to
descriptions of experience; the pace of the learning experience must be
controllable by the students, so that they can take the time needed for
reflection when it is appropriate." (p 100)

Using this classification system, Laurillard examines:
- hypertext/ multimedia;
- simulations;
- microworlds;
- modelling programs;
- tutorial programs;
- tutorial simulations, and;
- futoring systems.

Nelson (1,974) is generally acknowledged as the creator of the term
"hypertext" in L965. At that time, Nelson developed a design for an
electronic publishing system called Xanadu, mainly aimed at text
documents. A document may now contain text, numeric data, graphics, or
time dependent materials such as video and audio sequences (that is, it may
be "multimedia"). The Internet World Wide Web (Berners-Lee, 1990-95)
consists of links between documents that may have been developed
collaboratively by several authors, accessible in a non-sequential manner.
The system of documents and supporting software is usually referred to as

hypertext.

In categorising applications supported by largely computer and
communications based media technology, Laurillard includes an analysis of
hypertext/multimedia applications. Laurillard acknowledges the potential
of hypertext in information storage and retrieval, but urges caution about
claims for its value in education and is critical of its function in fragmenting
information. She distinguishes between information and knowledge and
suggests that while hypertext systems may assist a scholar, they are of little
value to a student in developing the skills of acquiring and constructing
knowledge (p 124 -126). A significant area of potential value, given support
in the use of this resource, is the capacity of hypertext/multimedia systems
to provide sfudents with access to original data, previously something
usually available only to a small group of academics (p 128).
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Hypertext is not of itself a discursive, interactive, adaptive or reflective
medium, but may be embedded in practice to facilitate these processes.

Included by Laurillard as interactive are:

- simulations;
- microworlds;
- modelling programs.

Simulations provide intrinsic feedback on the actions of the user. They are

generally not discursive in function (unless they include comment and

discussion on action and feedback). If employed in a course in a ma¡ner that
requires sfudents to work in groups, simulations can lead to discursive
action. Bork (1985) found that while simulations developed by the
Educational Technology Center at Irvine were appealing to physicists, "... for
most students such material was of no use. Students lacked the
motivational interests we implicitly assumed when developing the
material" (p 96).

Modelling software differs from simulations in that the user is able to
manipulate the structure of the model, not just the parameters in a model
created by someone else. The outcomes from what is constructed by the

student may be compared to stored data from a "real world" system or to
that from a stored model, with the student provided with feedback on the

progress of their actions towards a goal.

A microworld "... permits the student to express their concept as a sequence

of commands, and to check this against feedback from the interaction"
(Laurillard,1993, p 1,4a).Interaction with a microworld occurs through a

programming language. Papert (198O p 125) describes a Newtonian
microworld programmed in LOGO. His aim is to provide students with a set

of experiences that assist them to develoP a grasp of Newtonian concepts

without the need to engage with the mathematics of more traditional
approaches.

Roth (1995) describes the package Interactive PhysicsrM as a microworld and

makes use of it to identify students'ways of seeing and talking about science

The package provides a "... computer-based Newtonian microworld that
allows users to conduct motion-related experiments ..." (p 331) with

t
I

;
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quantities such as force, acceleration and velocity made visible through the
use of vectors.

Hennessy et al. (1995a) report on the development of interactive
simulations and a software environment for creating such simulations,
Direct Manipulation of Mechanical Microworlds (lUa¡ and use of the
materials in a pilot program with 375 high school students and 60 adults.
The simulated microworld environments have the advantage of "... being
devoid of the messy data of the real world, and they can be simplified or
'cleaned up' permitting removal of particular factors affecting motion... " (p
78). The materials were subsequently used and outcomes monitored in a
classroom intervention program with twenty nine 12 - 13 year old students.
The results (Hennessy et a1.,1995b, p 205) claimed "... it has indeed been
demonstrated that a curriculum integrating computer simulations with
practical activities can help learners change their understandings of
mechanics."

Laurillard categorises tutorial programs, tutorial systems and tutorial
simulations as adaptive media. Unlike other computer based materials,
these applications employ a teaching strategy. "Tutorial programs have
tended to assume some previous initial teaching of the topic, and to focus
instead on the practice of related tasks" (1993, p 1,49), often employing a

multiple choice format.

Tutorial simulations combine a model of a system that provides intrinsic
feedback consisting of the response of the model to student input with a
tutorial component that provides comment on student input - extrinsic
feedback. The comment may be a "canned" response to incorrect input by
the student, possibly re-describing the task. The response will usually have
been based on the developer's experience of previous student responses to
the activity in question and known difficulties encountered by those
students, and hence could be considered to be discursive to some degree.

Tutoring systems generally have three components - domain knowledge,
student model and teaching knowledge (Laurillard,1993, p 157). They may
be considered as forms of expert systems with the potential that an
"inference engine" may be generally applied across domain knowledge
databases, hence leading to efficiencies in courseware development.
"Tutoring systems would be the acrne of all the educational media, if they
existed. They address all the aspects of the learning process I have defined as
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being necessary.Th"y are difficult to develop, and at present contribute
more to progress in AI than they do to education" (Laurillard,1993, p 1,62).

Although expressing caution that "intelligent" programs or Artificial
Intelligence has been oversold, Laurillard claims that tutorial simulation
and tutoring systems are, "... potentially effective alternatives to the one-to-
one teacher-student dialogue" (p 163).

Functional categorisation - Bork

Bork (1981) describes computer applications in physics. While the computer
component of the applications was constrained by the technology available
at the time, the pedagogical components are evident in later versions of the
applications, using more generic software. The applications described in a
computer based approach to undergraduate mechanics (p 83 - 97) ate tied to
numerical methods and programming languages (APL, FORTRAN and
BASIC), that would today possibly use spreadsheets or algebraic
manipulation software.
The categories of computer use described by Bork (and other physicists who
contribute to chapters) are:
- numerical methods and computer programming;
- computer dialogues (tutorials of the Socratic, imastery type);
- simulations;
- controllable worlds (microworlds).

Some of Bork's dialogue courseware incorporated simulation and hence
would qualify as adaptive media in Laurillard's categorisation.

Bork recognised the limitations of the technology of the time - lack of
colour, Iimited graphics capability, no arrimatiorç insufficient computer
power (p 120). He also recognised the need for simulations to be integrated
into courses if they were to become effective educational resources.

Functional categorisation - Taylor

Taylor (1987) categorises computer use in physics education as:

- tutorial (PLATO "interactive drill") ;

- demonstration (used by lecturers but, in Taylor's experience, of little
lasting interest to students) ;

- modelling toolkits (software used by students to create models to solve
problems, employed by Taylor in his relativity courses);
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- laboratory aids (guided tutorials integrated with data gathering, MBL style
applications);

- student prograÍuning (either using computer languages or spreadsheets,
graphing and computational packages).

Taylor predicts that modelling toolkits and laboratory aids, "... will have
dependable growth and large benefits for students. Both are rich in physics
and encourage visualisation and intuition. Both have high leverage for
learning through manipulating, both are used enthusiastically by students"
(p 20e).

Functional categorisation - Conference on Computers in Physics Instruction

The Conference on Computers in Physics Instruction (Redish & Risley, t990)
provides a categorisation of computer applications in physics through the
manner in which the contents were organised:
- physics computer simulations;
- computers in the physics laboratory (instrumentatiorl computation, MBL);
- computational physics and spreadsheets;
- computer tutorials in physics;
- authoring tools and programming languages;
- computer utilities for teaching physics.

Functional categorisation - Physics Academic Software

The catalogue of programs from Physics Academic Software (PAS), (Risley,
1994 - 1995) includes software in several of the categories listed above, but
adds to these. CUPLE, The Comprehensive Unified Physics Learning
Environment, consists of six main sections:
- instructional text material;
- interactive video laboratories;
- MBL supporÇ
- WinPhys object-oriented programming environment;
- spreadsheet and word processing materials compatible with Microsoft
Word and Excel, and;

- databases of demonstration and reference materials.
There is also a Toolbook authoring capability for teachers who wish to
develop their own programs and lessons. CUPLE is a set of material in a
computer environment that is as seamless as possible in its use. In theory, a

student could connect an MBL probe, capture data on a moving object (for
example), import that data into a spreadsheet, consuLt physics text material,
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take a tutorial on kinematics, and prepare a report on the activity - all using
the same computer, with the CUPLE software providing a "point and click"
style environment, linking applications. CUPLE is supported via an Internet
site with a discussion list. Postings to the list suggest that PC hardware and
software components still present users with compatibility problems with
installation and use of CUPLE.

Other PAS software includes:
- simulations;
- physics demonstrations;
- microworlds;
- physics utilities.
The utilities include the cT programming environment, claimed to be
portable across Macintosþ PC and Unix operating systems; the ODE
Workbench for solving differential equations; MathploÇ and the
M.U.P.P.E.T. utilities.

It would appear that the most recent innovation to emerge in physics
software is that (CUPLE, SToMP) which seeks to provide a linking, seamless
environment for a range of document types (text, numeric, multimedia),
generic commercial software (word processors, spreadsheets, programming
languages), and a set of utilities (that may be commercial or developed
specifically for the environment). Simulation and tutorial material
continues to be developed, with new technology providing improved
graphics, animation, faster processing and larger memory sizes (RAM and
disk). Installation of "smart" lecture theatres in universities with video
display and either local computer or online LAN connection provides an
incentive for the use of demonstration software in physics lectures.

2.4.3 Interactivity

One of the claims made for computer based material is that it is (or can be)

interactive. In terms of its capacity to improve student learning in physics,
what does the term "interactive" mean when it is applied to instructional
use of technology? In much of what is marketed as interactive multimedia
software, action on the part of the user consists of "point and click" choosing
from a range of options to move through or "¡avigate" material within
limits set by the software developer. The user is placed in the role of a

passive receiver of what is then presented on the screen.
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Bork (1993) identifies several different types of interaction:
- between student and instructor(s);
- between peers;
- with learning programs;
and discusses quantity and quality of interaction.

In a newspaper article Rosen (1995) examines CD-ROM courseware and
describes what he believes to be essential features of highly interactive
material. Although his context is the Humanities, his critique of existing
materials is related to assisting students to learn and hence is applicable to
other disciplines. Rosen acknowledges that existing (1995) CD-ROM based
material provides a vast amount of informatiory but for the students who
lack techniques for searching, analysing, evaluating and presenting
information organised for their purposes, information accessibility is of
little value. "Low-interactive software allows users to point the mouse and
navigate through text, audio, video and authoritative reading. But the users
essentially sit and watch as received wisdom breaks over them like a wave."

Rosen algues for software that entices students into activity and provides
them with the tools and assistance to cæry out activities effectively and to
learn from them. He describes this as highly interactive software. Interaction
between user and software could involve being presented with a range of
possible scenarios and being required to argue a case for acceptance of one of
them. As an example, in the case of sfudy oÍ a play, the software would
provide the student with:

"... tools and on-line aid necessary to assemble notes, conduct research
in an on-Iine library and write essays or respond to questions.
The program would offer multiple interpretations of the play. Students
would be taught on screen how to analyse various readings to
determine which ones have merit and why. Video and audio elements
would remain, but they would present differences in dramatic
interpretation. Sfudents would be prompted to investigate and render
opinions on the differences."

For Laurillard (1993) interactivity requires that the information in a system
changes as a result of action by a user on that system. A defining feafure of
interaction is that the user is provided with intrinsic feedback on actions
taken. Laurillard likens accessing a hypertext database with writing in the
margins of a book, or editing the book (p 121). The student is not made
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aware of errors that may be made in such references because there is no
feedback intrinsic to the reference-making action. Accessing a hypertext
database does not change the content of the database or the lixks between
content.

Simulations, microworlds and modelling are Laurillard's examples of
interactive media. A simulation allows the student to enter values for
parameters and to receive feedback on the outcomes of that actiorç but the
parameters are all that the student can control.

What then are the implications for computer and communications
technology based approaches of what has been learned in the period 1980 -
1995 about learning in physics?

2.4.4 Linking technology to research about learning

There is a need to develop courses that integrate computer based
applications with other learning resources to provide a coherent approach to
undergraduate physics education rather than adding applications to existing
courses.

If a physics course is primarily concerned with the transmission of organised
information and the development of competence in standard procedures,
then drill and practice, tutorial style computer based materials will be
positively regarded by students, may lead to improved performance and
may Provide opporfunities for cost savings. Authoring software may reduce
the human resource costs of courseware development, but there is little
evidence that courseware developed by one teacher will be acceptable to
another. Hence economies of scale on content are unlikely to be realised
outside of an instifution without significant incentives for change from
external factors being introduced.

With the wide use of computers interfaced to instrumentation in physics
research and the reduction in cost of interfacing hardware and software, and
increased use of similar techniques on schools, the use of microcomputer
based laboratory approaches is likely to increase in acceptance in
universities.

Simulations may increase in use as teaching tools, but there is a need to
assess student understanding to increase the match between that and what
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the demonstrator is seeking to convey. When used in standalone mode,
simulation courseware will need to incorporate context specific tutorial
material.

Current (1995) technology allows a vast amount of information to be
accessible to students via CD-ROM and/or online sources and provides
processing power to manipulate that information. For this facilitv to be
useful in developing understanding of physics, a learning environment
must exist to assist students to construct their own physics knowledge. For
courseware to have a role in this process, it must be truly interactive,
responsive to individual students' mental models and modes of thinking
and capable of providing feedback that is directþ related to each action taken
by the student. It is not enough for the simulation to be seen as elegant by
the teacher, it must be accessible at levels that allow and motivate students
to engage with it.

2.4.5 Viable courseware

Stephen Ehrmann was program officer for interactive technologies for the
Annenberg/Cpg Projects and in 1995 was Manager, Educational Strategies
Program for the same organisation. Ehrmann (1993) describes the outcomes
of a US project that grew out of interest in the reasons for a perceived small
impact of computers in transforming education. The valuable viable
Software project (WS) defined aalue to mean " ... educational usefulness
(as demonstrated by pnzes won or evaluation results ...)" (p 12). The term
aiable referred to software that was "... used widety enough and for long
enough so that all the parties to the software's development, distributiorç
and use could feel reasonably contented about the refurn from their original
investments".

In terms of commercial viability in Australia, the university sector market
for any package of educational materials is less than 40 institutions, many
with multiple sites. Most, but not all of these institutions offer
undergraduate physics (Ashenden & Milligarç t994).In the schools sector,
the market size for schools with a secondary component (in 1994) was 2,4J4
sites, consisting of 1,555 secondary schools artd879 primary/secondary
combined schools (McClennan, 1995). The actual number of secondary
schools offering senior school physics would be less than the number of
school sites. At physics teacher level, the market is a multiple o12 - L0 of the
number of physics teaching sites, with less of a focus at the school level
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where teachers usually teach across more than one subject area. At the
individual student level, the market for each sector is approximately an
order of magnitude greater than that for teachers.

Ehrmann (1993) reduces the potential higher education market to a much
smaller group. FIis reasons are essentially (p 12):
- The higher education market is not only smaller than the school markeg

but each higher education course, even in a particular discipline area, is
different, restricting the market still further.

- Some faculty members will not consider using computer technology in
their teaching, preferring to retain practices they are familiar with.

- Some faculty members do not have a hardware/software platform that
will support particular courseware.

- other faculty members may have the appropriate technology and are
willing to apply it in their teaching, but do not accept the teaching
approach of a particular courseware package.

- Some faculty members may have the facilities to run a package, agree with
the teaching approach adopted, but cannot afford the purchase price of the
package (or their students cannot afford it).

- Some people will "poach" or copy courseware rather than buying it.
- Finally, existing market dissemination processes are such that many

faculty members never become aware of courseware that could be of value
to them in their teaching.

Each of the above factors currently reduces that market for a particular
courseware item with market size being a significant influence on what
constitutes viable computer courseware.

Incompatibility of different types of computer hardware and software has
added to the above problems. This presents an argurnent for multi-purpose
equipment, able to run software initially developed for a range of operating
systems and hardware. While the trend is in this directiory the time for
significant penetration of the education market means that incompatibility
will remain as an issue in the medium term.

Unlike many textbooks, which may have a currency of decades, software,
and hence courseware, may have a much shorter life. The period of this
lifetime is determined by not only the need to upgrade conten! but also by
changes in the hardware and/or operating system of the computers used to
run it. Examples of this have been described, for example, PLATO and PCDp.
These changes also impact on the physical medium used to distribute the
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courseware. If the software no longer runs on existing machines, no matter
how valuable it is, it ceases to be a factor in the course it was acquired for.
Courses may not change significantly over periods of ten years, whereas the
rate of technological change means that courseware may have to be updated
every three years or so just to keep it running. This means that upgrades are
essential if courseware is to influence the curriculum.

This raises the issue of how upgrading is to be achieved. If the original
source of funding for a courseware package was a grant of some kind, it is
highly unlikely that the same source witl be available to fund an upgrade.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly grant programs are often short term,
and secondly they are more often directed at funding new, innovative
programs than renewing existing programs. This means that funding for
maintenance of courseware either has to come from the operating budget of
the institution or from returns on sales of the courseware. Both of these
sources may be linked to the market size. The first in terms of sfudent
numbers and hence the total budget of a school/department and the second
in terms of the profit on total sales. This suggests that to be viable,
courseware has to be developed for a large market (or for a smaller market
able and willing to pay higher prices per unit of courseware). In the
university sector, the potential market is reduced to a probable market by the
factors listed above. The return is dependent on the size of the market and
the sale price of the courseware. A high price provides a high margi& part of
which may be returned to upgrade courseware, but reduces the probable
market. Therefore, a relatively low cost package, initially developed to a
design that facilitates easy upgrade (possibly not done by the original
developers), aimed at a large market, is most likely to be viable. It also has to
be seen to be useful, which means that it must be perceived to offer
significantly greater value than whatever it replaces in the delivery and/or
support of a course. If a courseware developer has a wide range of products,
more profitable units may be used to subsidise products with limited
markets.

The nature of grant funding also usually requires that the period between
project conceptualisation and product use is of the order of one year. A
philosophy of spreading available funds across as many recipients as

possible results in relatively small grants, many of which are at the
individual academic level. For example, the Committee for the
Advancement of University Teaching (CAUT, L993a;1993b) awarded grants
to 341 projects for a total of $12.5 million in the 1993 - 1995 period, funded
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from the National Priority (Reserve) Fund. In 1993, there were nearly 600
applications in a first round of such grants. A total of 136 grants was made in
1994 with a third round oÍ 1,17 grants for projects to commence in 1995. More
than half of the 1993 -1994 projects included some form of computer or
communications based technology.By late 1995, it is therefore likely that
more than 150 CAUT funded projects involving computer and/or
communications technology will have been implemented.

workshops on CAUT projects will be conducted in late 199s, but there
aPPear to be no plans for a systematic evaluation of the effectiveness of
either this form of grant approach in improving teaching or the impact of
the computer based materials on student learning outcomes. Indeed, the
securing of a grant may be more significant at the institutional level that
any outcomes from the project for which the grant is provided.

Current university sector courseware developers have a relatively small set
of products and hence do not have extensive courseware marketing,
distribution and support facilities. This suggests the need for some form of
consortium marketing and support structure that could serve the needs of
all universities. Alternatively, these problems may be solved by appointing
a commercial vendor.

An approach to increasing market size and appeal is to target areas of
student learning difficulties that are common across a range of courses. For
example, a set of materials that can assist students to develop better
mathematics skills and understanding or improve their writing skills may
have application in bridging courses in several discipline areas in higher
education and also in the school sector.

There are strategies for reducing initial development costs and for
disseminating use of courseware. Collaborative projects are one option. The
Consortium for Upper Level Physics Soflware (CUPS) project has involved
developers from universities in the us, I-rK, Canada and Australia
(University of Sydney). The programs being developed by CUPS consist of a
series of six complex simulations for each of nine courses. A common user
interface has been designed for the simulations. The intention is that some
54 resulting programs will be used for in-class demonstrations, student
homework or projects outside of class. Each partner in the project has
responsibility for a small number of programs. Financial support has come
from NSF grants, a commercial publisher and the. computer industry, with
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further support from the institutional resources of development sites which
provide the essential discipline knowledge for the project. Commenced in
january, 1991 CI-IPS materials are planned to be published inl994 - l-995 as

nine books, each with 6 items of software.

There will also always be courseware that is maintained by what Ehrmann
calls "the passion of a developer who has an independent income", but this
is not a reliable basis on which to build system wide educational
transformation. It is what Laurillard referred to as the "cottage industry"
approach. Individual "enthusiast" developed software or short term grant
supported software development can have some positive educational
outcomes. But, without a means of upgrading courseware, or replacing it
with material that builds on what the original package provided, the
outcome is not likely to significantly influence the content of courses,
teaching practice or student study processes.

If the aim of a funding program is to act as a catalyst for the development of
viable and valuable instructional courseware, then the experience of the
past twenty years suggests that it be applied to projects that:
- Are collaborative in nature, both within and across universities, drawing

on discipline content, educational and development expertise.
- Attract funding or support in kind from the commercial sector and the

host institution.
- Provide evidence of the capacity to improve learning outcomes for a large

number of students (evidence of value).
- Are sustainable following the grant support period (evidence of viability).

There are obvious sources outside the development mechanisms for
institutionally developed software that provide tools for use in physics
education.

2.4.6 Generic software tools - worldware

Programming languages may be viewed as the ultimate forms of generic or
general purpose software, but the time and discipline required to develop
sufficient skill in their use has limited that use. Software packages intended
for the personal and commercial market has to provide a quick entry to
some productive use.
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The WS team found from an examination of case studies of successful and
sustained use of computers in education that the majority were based on
software originally designed for purposes other than undergraduate (or
school) education. Ehrmann (1993) suggests the name "worldware" as a
general term for this software because its origins are in the world outside the
education sectors.

"Worldware includes productivity tools (eg word processors,
spreadsheets) and other software used in the professiorç eg molecular
modelling tools, computer aided design, software used by professional
musicians, software used to manage and search research collections,
the databases themselves, communications packages, the intern", ..." (p
13).

Worldware could also include document processors (which now encompass
word processors, spreadsheets, graphics processing, presentation and desktop
publishing tools), database management software, communications software
(including networking navigation and interface tools), and CAD packages.
To this list could be added the intelligent agent software that is beginning to
emerge/ software that tailors applications to the needs and working style of
the user, sifts through information to extract items in the interest profile of
the user, maintains and repairs other software, etc.

Authoring software is beginning to exhibit some of the characteristics of
worldware and is used outside of the institutional education and training
environment. More sophisticated scripting software is being developed.
This software, combined with the tools that will emerge from object
oriented programming, will be applied to a wide set of multimedia
applications. Some university teachers (and teachers in other sectors) will
use authoring software to develop instructional material, but it is unrealistic
to expect that this will in itself generate a large quantity of high quality
courseware. Most of the existing packages require a large commitment of
time for expertise to be developed in full use of their features. Instructional
design skills are needed and, with the increased use of multimediA the
skills of audio, video and graphics experts are also required. While teachers
are the source of the intellecfual property component of instructional
courseware, few teachers have so far shown that they have the time or
desire to acquire technical skills in the use of authorware.

In some cases the worldwaÍe used in educational institutions is identical
with that used for non-educational purposes, in other cases, student editions
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of these packages have been developed. A motive for offering low cost
student editions has been to get students committed to a particular
company's product on the assumption that they would subsequently
continue to support the product line in their employment.

The impact of some forms of worldware on education is evolving in a

manner that is unpredictable, partly because it is outside the control of the
education sector. For example, the Internet provides access to a vast
networked community, well outside that available through one institution.
For the on-carnpus student, with physical access to libraries and people, this
may not yet be seen to be of value. To the off-campus student it provides a
resource that has not previously been available. The Internet also provides
access to a rapidly increasing amount of primary source material, not just
that contained in textbooks or the limited materials of a single host
institution. Learning how to use these resources productively is an issue
that all sectors of education have yet to consider to any extent.

The WS team suggested several reasons for the viability of worldware.
Most worldware includes several competitive packages for each of its forms,
each regularly updated and usually not only able to run files from previous
versions, but also able to run files from competitors' packages. An
investment of time (either by teacher or student) in learning how to use a
particular package can be made with some confidence that what is learned
will continue to be useful. The trend is for more recent versions of what is
marketed as productivity software to incorporate context sensitive help files
that allow expertise in the use of the package to be updated as the package is
used. Because of the competitive nature of the market, information about
worldware is widely disseminated and easily accessible, and support is also
widely available. Support comes commercially at a cost (eg the Microsoft
Professional Support Service) or through peers.

The multipu{pose nature of worldware results in a large market for it, a fact
that has made Microsoft one of the largest and most powerful companies in
the world from its origins in providing an operating system for IBM
personal computers. Teachers in all education sectors can use worldware for
administrative, personal and instructional purposes. Students recognise the
need to become expert in the use of worldware because they know that the
skills they develop will be transferable to the world outside the education
sector.
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Unlike purpose designed instructional software, because it has no
curriculum content, worldware can be applied across the curriculum and
can therefore be applied to a course of study and not just a part of a subject
within that course. While instructional courseware packages may have
some similar features, small grant funding has led to courseware that is
often technically excellent, but which lacks consistency in approactu such
that learning how to use each individual package is a separate activity.

Worldware is increasingly able to be used competently, at least at novice
level, without a manual, with recent versions of spreadsheets and word
processing software adapting to the habits of the user, thus "personalising"
each installed unit. While this assists the user with regard to functional
efficiency in the use of the software, it does nothing for developing
instructional applications of the package.

Worldware, and the hardware required to run it, is already widely in use in
all universities in Australia and overseas, hence courseware based on it (eg

simulation models designed to be run using a conunercial spreadsheet
package), has a large potential ma¡ket. The content and pedagogical
knowledge required for the development of its application to improve
teaching and learning has to come from teachers (and students), with
creativity the essential component in this process. Increased application of
individual creativity to the development of both instructional courseware
and innovative educational uses of worldware requires a supportive peer
and institutional culture.

The WS findings suggests that funding for proiects based on use of
worldware are sustainable, have a large potential market, and can lead to
cost effective improvements in teaching and learning.

2.4.7 Baniers and incentives

Computers have been a part of research and development in physics for
almost as long as there have been computers. The examples of computer use
in physics education cited above extend over a period of more than 30 years.
Why then is the use of computers in undergraduate physics education still
seen as innovative where it does occur and is not a universal feafure of
physics education? A theory could be advanced that the traditional lecture,
tutorial, laboratory approach to undergraduate physics teaching is achieving
desired outcomes and no change is needed. To test that theory one could ask
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if there is any evidence to disprove it. The report, Physics: A Vision for the

Future (Working Party of the National Committee for Physics of the
Australian Academy of Science, 1993), claims that change is needed:

"It is increasingly obvious to the scientific community that Australia is
falling seriously behind other advanced nations in both the teaching
and practice of physics." (p vii)
"... There is widespread feeling among Australian physicists that the

quality of secondary education in physics has been in serious decline
for a long time, and that this is having a deleterious impact on the
quality of graduates." (p 49)
"unfortunately, there are also some uninspiring courses at tertiary
level. As in the schools, the quality of graduating students is being
questioned seriously." (p 56)

The report recommends improvement in the training of school level
physics teachers, but curiously does not recommend training in teaching fot
university physics teachers. "Uninspiring" is the strongest term used to
describe "some" undergraduate physics courses. The implication is that any
problems associated with the quality of graduates come from inadequate
school level preparation and/or the students themselves.

The above Working Party report quotes a 1989 Australian Science and
Technology Council (ASTEC) report :

"The numbers who wish to do physics at tertiary level, have declined,
there are fewer graduate sfudents, and a coffesPonding decline in
academic staff. This has led to the reduction in the coverage of the field
and the dedine in ouþut. The number of physics graduates is now
about half the peak which occurred in the 7970's (sic)." (p 4)

Fewer graduates me¿rns that there are fewer candidates for teaching physics
at all levels and hence a growing problem for the future.

Increased retention of students at the senior secondary level, changes in the
sdrool curriculum linked to this and other community pressures, changes

in perception of the status of professions and hence the academic studies
linked to those professions mean that undergraduate physics departments
now have a different student profile to that of 20 years ago. This may be
lamented by some university teachers, but it is a reality that must be faced
using strategies other than those of looking to external solutions to the
problems that it causes.
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The above establishes that there is reason for change. Are there examples of
practice that indicate approaches that could be adopted or adapted outside of
their development sites?

Hake (1987, 1992,1,995), Laws (1990, 1993), McDermott (1990a, I990b,1991,
7993, 1995), Redish (1993, 1994, 1995) provide descriptions of undergraduate
physics teaching that:
- is based on research into conceptual difficulties students have with physics;
- uses technology to assist students to learn physics;
- has been proved to be sustainable over extended periods of time;
- include systematic evaluation of outcomes, with clear evidence of success.
Success has been achieved with sfudents entering the courses described with
a wide range of backgrounds, many with a poor history of achievement in
science. The above courses are considered further in section 2.3.6.

Why then are approaches such as those outlined above not more widely
used? Reid (1994), with more than 30 years experience in computer based
education as director of computer centres at the University of Western
Australia and Oxford University provides a list of factors that present
barriers to development of computer based materials. The following lists
Reid's factors and comments on them.

1. Inappropriate and Untrustwortþ Evaluation: A key factor in a decision to
use comPuter based courseware is being able to see and personally evaluate
it. An in-depth evaluation requires competence in the use of the
courseware, which may be time consuming. It may also involve access to
hardware that is not readily available to the reviewer.

2. The Not-Invented-Here (NIFI) Syndrome. Textbooks are largely accepted
outside of the site of the author(s), but CBE material is not. Incorporating
textbook material in CBE courseware may be one way of reducing this
barrier. Laurillard, Swift and Darby (1993) provide evidence that the NIH
may no longer be a significant barrier to academics' use of coursewate, at
least in the UK.

3. Unavailability of Delivery Platforms. A goal to reduce this barrier may be
personal ownership of computers by all students. Some secondary schools
(eg MLC at Kew in Victoria) will achieve this aim. This would not solve the
problem completely, because there will still be variability in the capacig of
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student equipment. Given the funding arrangements for equipment in
most universities, recurrent maintenance (replacement and upgrade)
implications of the required level of provision point to institutional
provision of equipment as remaining inadequate.

4. Lack of a Viable Market for Courseware. For a courseware industry to be
self sustaining there needs to be marketing anangements for it that are at
least as effective as those for books.

5. Non-Cost-Effective Courseware. The development and delivery
educational cou¡seware by academics is rarely accompanied by a full costing
of that development (including all time involved) and of the maintenance
of products over the full lifetime of their use. Comprehensive effectiveness
studies are also not undertaken in the majority of cases, hence there are few
cost-effectiveness sfudies available.

6. No Incentives for Developers. Incentives could take several forms,
ranging from financial payments to expertise in courseware development
being a significant factor in promotion of academics. As is indicated in
Chapter 4, development of computer based materials is often considered
peripheral to other activities, to be done in addition to a fulI workload.

7. Fear of Redund*ry. some academics may fear that in developing
computer based material they will be making some of their functions (eg
lecturing) redundant. This may be true, but could be viewed positively in
that removal of the need to carry out one set of tasks provides opportunities
to develop others with the time that becomes available.

8. Technodazzle. Too ofter¡ the latest features of technology are used to
demonstrate potential, rather than using tried and tested technology to
demonstrate a practical product aimed at reducing identified problems. The
latest technology is rarely cost effective as vendors price it to recover
development costs. It also requires a considerable investment of time to
become competent in its use.

Redish (1993) offers another perspective on "technodazzle",less a barrier to
teachers than to students:

"Computers offer professional physicists new ways of approaching
topics that they may have considered stale and uninteresting. It is then
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tempting to present these new insights to sfudents. But presentations
that enthral the expert may bewilder the novice."

When expected student learning does not result from use of computer based
materials, that may reflect badly on computer use per se, rather than on
poor educational design and or application of technology.

9. No Examples of Good Practice. This is covered in the section below on
compelling examples.

10. Inability to Maintain Currenry. Courseware is quickly dated for two
reasons. Technological advances are now so rapid that developers prefer to
keep current with new features rather than fully exploiting "old"
technology. As with any material, content and presentation needs to be
updated regularly. There are funds for new developments (eg CAUT), but it
is more difficult to obtain funding for maintenance of coursew¿ìre over an
extended period.

11. Lone Enthusiasts. This factor has two components. Material developed
by * individuaf often coded in a specific computer language and less often
fully documented, may become useless if that individual leaves. Computer
based education must become institutionalised if its use is to be widespread
and sustainable.

12. Inefficient Courseware Development. Software that makes efficient use
of hardware and operating system features requires extensive technical
expertise. Good design of software and associated materials to make up a
courseware package takes a different set of skills. with multimedia
courseware, skills in the manipulation of audio and video material are
needed as is knowledge ol and expertise irç the use of utilities (which
evolve quickly). Knowledge in the discipline is also required as is
educational research into learning in the topic of the courseware. This
requires a team approach for efficient courseware development. Individuals
can avoid some of the technical skill requirements through the use of
"worldware", but to achieve cost effectiveness, the products need to be either
used with a large student audience or over an extended period of time (or
both).

13. Piecemeal Development. This factor is referred to by Bork (1995) and
others. Few teachers would consider it to be appropriate to develop and
present students with unconnected fragments of a textbook, developed in
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different styles and using a range of conventions, but that is still how
computer based material is developed and presented.

14. Lack of Integration into Curriculum or Institution. This point is also
discussed elsewhere. If computer based material is not integrated into a
curriculum that has been developed with the existence of the technology in
mind, it will be perceived as peripheral by students and staff (outside of the
enthusiasts / developers).

15. Inadequate Support Services. There have been few examples of fulty
supported courseware development, maintenance, delivery, distribution
and marketing to a wider audience. A contrasting example is the computer
games industry - perhaps something could be learned from this industry.

16. Low Priority for Educational Objectives. Reid claims, "Too oftery what is
easy to accomplish with the technology is what gets tackled, rather than
what may be really needed.". There are examples of educational research
based development (eg, McDermott,lggï), but these are exceptions.

17. Failure to value Intellectual Property. This is tied to the issue of
incentives for developers. The increase in interest in multimedia
development, emerging in L99314 and an increase in the use of online
services and highlighted the need to reconsider copyright issues. Shareware
may have created a perception that all educational software should be free.
Without a return to developers, no software development is sustainable.

L8. Overselling. Too oftery the benefits of technology have been oversold
and under delivered. The outcome is disillusionment of many who would
otherwise have willing to contribute to development and rynicism on the
part of those who oppose any change.

In the LIK, a survey (Laurillard, Swift & Darby, 1993) was conducted to
determine:

". the extent to which academics already use teaching and learning
technologies in their teaching

. where the materials being used had originated
o their awareness and opinion of CBL materials in their field, and
. their attitudes to using CBL materials developed elsewhere." (p 5)
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A questionnaire was sent to 800 academics selected at random from 8

universities, with a 47% useable response rate (following reminders).
Analysis of the responses indicated that approximately a quarter of the
academics used CBL materials in some way. Of the remainder, 46/o had seen

CBL material in their field and only 19% }:rad any contact with their
Computers and teaching Initiative (CÐ centre. Of the academics using CBL

materials, 40% lrrad used only programs developed within their own
institution. This could have been seen to be support for the "not invented
here" syndrome, but other questionnaire items established that interest was

htgh (52% of all respondents) in collaborative development with other
academics from other departments and instifutions.

With regard to perceived barriers, reconstruction in the IIK university
system was seen both as "... a catalyst for change and as a barrier" (p g).

Insufficient time to plan and implement change, inadequate resources, lack
of support, problems with maintenance of courseware, lack of adaptability of
courseware were seen as barriers.

The abstract of the survey report claims, "Learning technology has yet to
enter the mainstream of higher education." The Teaching and Learning
Technology Program (TLTP) is a national program providing support for
courseware development and delivery which may be timely given the
"healthy criticism of existing materials", but willingness to undertake
collaborative development.

2.4.8 Potential "compelling" examples

Bork (1989b) advocated the use of "compelling examples" to support a case

for large scale development of computer based courses. What would qualify
as compelling examples? The literature on innovation dissemination
indicates some of the general characteristics these examples would should
have (summarised in 2.L.2).

The Teaching with Independent Learning Technologies (TILT) project has

undertaken studies of use of technology in a range of discipline areas in UK
universities (including the physical sciences). This three year projecÇ part of
the UK Teaching and Learning Technology Prograrnme (TLTP), will be

completed at the end of 1995. The following is drawn from interim online
report material (IIRL htþ: / / www.elec.gla.ac.uk/ TILT / TILT.html)

I
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TILT researchers report that some university teachers hold strong views on
pedagogy. Flence, a compelling example for these teachers would have to be
consistent with those views. Many other teachers:

"... decline to adopt an academic approach to pedagogy.Th"y see IT
offering to help with a specific learning problem, probably doing
something better than with any other media: dynamic graph drawing
in mathematics, simulation for student control, simulations to save

equipment and ethics, drill and practice to replace what often goes on
poorly in crowded tutorials, an illustrated lecture to improve visual
communication. They also hope for more time: to devote more effort
to some other aspect of the teaching and learning process, or to make
space for research or administration."

TILT researchers also found that university teachers and administrators
require evidence derived from a "... properly conducted analysed and
reported evaluation process, favourable case studies showing the successful
integration of IT into the curriculum, and an enthusiastic response from
students".
The list of evidence identified through the TILT project includes:

* Peer acceptance, favorable reactions from academic colleagues
* Widespread adoption by others, in own or other organisation
* Satisfactory reaction from the QA assessors & from the university's

Teaching and Learning Service
* Claims by authorities - endorsement by respected persons
* Favorable case studies from related subject area
* Results from a properþ conducted, analysed and reported

evaluation process
* Enthusiastic response from sfudents
* Obvious assistance to students starting from a reduced knowledge

base
* Demonstration of software in action on suitable hardware
* Provides a useful design process for their teaching
* Learning from the teacher's own trials
* Inspiring personal anecdotes from any other source
* Theory of its use fits an ideology, or strong beliefs about education
* Suits a secondary goal, such as enjoying play with computers
* Scientific proof (rather limited application)
* Legal argument (rather limited application)
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There are no specific references to improved learning outcomes for students
in this list. The above list contributes to the case for the need for compelling
examples and also provides some insights into the characteristics of such

examples. Compelling examples should incorporate a rigorous evaluation
process at the design stage, not add to the workload of teachers, provide
evidence of improvement in teaching that is consistent with quality review
processes, and clearly demonstrate positive responses from students.

Laws has shown that introductory physics courses can be successfully
conducted without lectures. Dickinson College is a four year liberal arts
college, founded in1773, granting Bachelor degrees in Arts and Science.

Workshop Physics at Dickinson College (Laws, 7993) emphasises the
development of enquiry skills through use of computer based materials in
laboratory activities, and interactive discussior¡ with the teacher taking a
Socratic role. Content was reduced by 25/" to accommodate time for
interaction in workshop activities. The approach was introduced in L987-88

and has been further developed on the basis of outcomes of educational
research and to make use of new technology.

Student sessions consist of no more t}:ran 24 students Per grouP, sharing L2

Macintosh computers with peripherals and appropriate software. Structured
worksheets have been developed to guide students through topics.
Computers are used for: data acquisition and display using MBL equipment;
data manipulation and modelling using an enhanced version of Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet software; analysis of videos of two dimensional motion;
simulations, and; desk top publishing.

Hake has demonstrated that the interactive engagement of students in the
Socratic Dialog Inducing approach to physics teaching " ...produces FCI gains
of 1.5 to 2.8 times those of traditional passive-student courses... " (Flake,

7995, p 12). This result arises from pre- and post-testing of 4000 students in
an introductory mechanics course using the Force Concept Inventory (FCI)

of Hestenes et ø1. (L992\. Redish (1995a) analysed Flake's test data comparing
the results of students who had undertaken MBL with those who had not
and students in "interactive" classes with those in traditional classes. The
outcome of this analysis showed that MBL made very little difference, but
that interactivity was "... an excellent predictor of the fractional gain".
Redish concluded, "IJsing the computer is clearly not the important
characteristic of the course. Student interactivity is what counts." (p 5). If
computers are to contribute to learning gains by students, then they need to
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be employed in a manner that engages the students in an interactive
manner

SDI laboratories are based on the work of Arons (1990), and are
constructivist in their approach.

"They are designed to promote students'mental construction of
concepts through their (L) conceptuai conflict, (2) extensive verbal,
written, pictorial, diagrammatic, graphical and mathematical analysis
of concrete Newtonian experiments, (3) repeated exposure to
experiments at increasing levels of sophistication, (4) peer discussiory
and (5) Socratic dialogue with instructors."(Hake,1995, p 2)

SDI labs normally involve 24 students in 4 groups of 6 students with two
Socratic "dialogists". They are part of a course for non-calculus science

majors that aiso includes lectures (100 - 250 students), and problem solving
discussion sessions (35 - 50 students).

The SDI approach has been used with ten non-physical science professors
who undertook part of a course with 323 students over a three week period
(Hake, 1988). The aim was to gain the perspectives of professional peers
(with advanced study skills) on the approach and ways in which it could be
further developed. Pre- and post-testing of the academic staff (and students)
showed substantial increases in concepfual understanding compared to
outcomes for students with conventional instruction. Proposed
development includes investigation of the use of computer based tutorials
designed to support the SDI approach

McDermott (1995) describes the activities of the Physics Education Group at
the University of Washington where a course, Tutorials in lntroductory
Physics has been developed to supplement lectures and text book support
for a "... standard algebra-based or calculus based course." The Tutorials
course includes research based instructional materials consisting of example
problems, lecture demonstrations, laboratory experiments and computer
software. A major goal of the tutorials is to:

" ...promote the active mental engagement of students. The focus is on
functional understanding, i.e., the ability to do the reasoning necessary
to apply concepts and principles to sifuations that differ from the one
in which they were initially learned." (p 31a)
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Tutorials typically involve 20 - 24 students working in groups of 3 or 4. The
tutorial groups are provided with carefully structured worksheets that
require explanation to arrive at conclusions. Instructors "...conduct
dialogues to help students find their own answers" (p 31a). Pretests are
given after lectures, but before tutorials to identify for students what they
need to get out of the tutorials. These tests also provide teachers with data
on the level of student understanding achieved after lectures on a topic.

A computer tutorial (on construction and understanding of free-body
diagrams) is assigned as an additional activity to be completed by students
Another tutorial has been developed on the photoelectric effect.

In his OzCUPEI presentatiorç Redish (1993) outlined examples of computer
use in physics at the University of Maryland over a period of more than a

decade. The Maryland University Project on Physics and Educational
Technology (M.U.P.P.E.T.) project developed tools in Pascal to assist
students to learn to use programming as an aid in understanding physics.
This approacþ for which success is claimed at Maryland (and the
University of Sydney) has been rejected by some other physics educators as

taking too much time to teach about computing that could be applied to
teaching physics. The Comprehensive Unified Physics Learning
Environment (CUPLE) has been developed to provide an environment to
bring together generic commercial software, textbooks, manuals, MBL
materials, video and programming tools. It was released coÍunercially in
1995.

It could be expected that the Australian CAUT National Teaching
Development Projects would provide compelling examples of computer
based teaching and learning. The 1993 National Teaching Workshop
(CAUT, 1993) highlighted examples of projects selected through a process of
peer evaluation. These included use of computer mediated tutoring to teach
electricity concepts at University of Technology, Sydney, and a computer
based case study approach in veterinary science at the University of
Melbourne replacing 24 lectures and reducing time spent an laboratory
work. This veterinary science example has institutional support and
represents a reallocation of resources (and development funding for the
initial set of materials) that could make the program self sustaining.

At the University of Wollongong, CAUT funding has been used to develop
use of technology to introduce students to laboratory work. In physics, this
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involves the use of short videos (which may be also available on CD-ROM).
In chemistry, interactive multimedia have been developed to take students
through the procedures of practical work before they enter the laboratory
CAUT, Marcþ 1993, p 16). The aim in both cases is to make more efficient
use of the time students have in laboratories. I visited Wollongong in 1994
and had the opportunity to examine these materials. The chemistry
packages require manipulation of graphic representations of equipment
using procedures needed for successful use of real equipment. They take the
student through the processes of the laboratory session and the theoretical
background for the activities. They could be made a compulsory component
of all practical work, ensuring that the student is familiar with the work to
be completed before being able to carÐ/ out the actual work in a laboratory. In
the longer term, simulation of experiments, combined with computer based
tutorials could replace some or all existing forms of undergraduate
laboratory work.

At OzCUPEI,, Reid (Torop & Reid, 1993) demonstrated software funded
through a small internal grant, used to increase sfudent interaction in first
year physics lectures at the University of Adelaide. Students were presented
with the initial parameters for motion of an object and were then invited to
predict what would happen, discussing their predictions with other
students. The simulated phenomenon was then presented and discussed by
the lecturer.

All of the above illustrate successful use of computer based approaches that
could be considered as compelling examples. The above also illustrates the
piecemeal nature of existing computer based education at the undergraduate
level. A single application may be attractive to one or a small number of
university teachers , but is unlikely to be compelling to decision makers at
the faculty or institutional level.

One of the barriers to wide use of educational software that has been
developed has been the existence of incompatible computer platfonns,
principally computers using the M9DOS/Microsoft Windows operating
systems (PC) and Apple Macintosh (Mac) systems. For software to run on
both platforms, two versions have been required. A partial solution has
been the development of software emulation of PCs on Macintosh
computers or the inclusion of a PC board within a Macintosh. A possible
solution to this problem may come from development of ScriptX (or a
similar approach), an object oriented technology product of Kaleida Labs, a
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company formed and jointly owned by IBM and Apple Computer (Kaleida
ScriptX White Paper http: / / www.kaleida.com / white-paper/ ) which
supports cross platform applications. At the Digital World 93 conference/ a
demonstration was given of a simulated marine environment. A disk
containing code for this simulation was shown to work on Macintosh and
Windows computers. Moreover, a piece of code to define a measuring
instrument could be added to both environments as an object to be used in
those environments. A similar demonstratiorç Ner.v Tools for Multimedia
Development: ScriptX, was given at the 1994 CAUSE Annual Conference
held in Orlando, Florida.

Systems that support the development of object oriented software, if it
becomes widely used, opens up two areas. The first is platform independent
software. The second is the development by widely dispersed developers of
objects that can be integrated into that software. For example, a person could
develop a microworld to support the simulation of objects moving under
user specified conditions. Another person could independently develop a
set of measuring instruments that could be used in that microworld. This
could lead to a catalogue of microworlds and tools able to be combined and
defined to meet user needs.

2.4.9 Overview

This chapter has examined literature on i¡novation dissemination and
linked that to computer based innovation in education and specifically in
undergraduate physics education.

To provide a perspective on the historical development of computer based
undergraduate physics educatiorç two projects (PLATO and PCDP) were
considered in some detail with an analysis of factors that were significant in
influencing the outcomes of these projects. An outline of the development
of computer based approaches at Queensland University of Technology
provides an Australian example.

There is now an extensive body of research into learning in physics. This
research indicates a need for change in undergraduate physics teaching and
provides direction for the integration of computer based activities into an
improved learning environment for students. In the 30 year period up to
1995, a wide range of computer applications have been developed and used
in undergraduate physics. This development provides a basis for
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categorising applications for the purpose of investigating the level of use of
each in Australian undergraduate physics.

The literature on computer use in physics educatiory and the knowledge of
people with experience in the field provides insights into barriers and
incentives perceived by university teachers. This raised the question of the
nature to which barriers and incentives were an issue in Australian
universities in 1995. As one possible incentive, what currently exists that
might be seen to be "compelling examples" of computer use in
undergraduate physics education?

The above provided input to the initial methodology and its modification
over the period of the study.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

3.l Overview

This is a study of existing and potential use of computer based technology to
deliver and support undergraduate physics education in Australia. The
objectives are:

- to identify ut d describe existing use of computer based tedrnology to deliver
and / or support undergraduate physics education;

- to identify significant factors in the development of that use;
- to identify significant factors influencing, or likely to influence, the future level

and nature of that use.

The methodology used for this study included a literature search, a survey of
Australian university physics schools / departrnents using a questionnaire,
interviews, analysis of two key conferences and investigation of the use and
growth of online services to deliver and support undergraduate physics
education. The aim was to use a home computer with an Internet connection for
as much of the research as possible. The home equipment consisted of a
Macintosh LCItr computer with 8 Nfb RAM, an internal S0lvlb hard disk,
external L60 Mb hard disk, double speed CD-ROM drive, Stylewriter II printer
and a (V.32bis) 14,400 bps fax modem. A separate fax mactrine with answering
system was also used.

At the time of the study, the University of Adelaide Arts faculty provided
Internet access for postgraduate students through a dial up terminal server
with a 2,400 bps modem pool connected to the Faculty of Arts server Chomsky
(initially called Adam). The Chomsky account provided email, gopher, telnet
and fþ services, but required familiarity with an appropriate set of Unix
commands. I also maintained accounts on the South Australian Departrnent of
Education and Children's Services Nexus electronic information service, and
the commercial services Dialix and Camtech. Nexus initially provided a2,400
bps dial up, menu driven set of online services, (induding e.mail) and, from
r:nndlgg{,Internet access and late 7994,9,600 dial up access. The Camtedr
service (purchased in October,1994) was a dial up 14,400 bps Point to Point
Protocol (PPP) service whidr supported use of the dient softwa¡e Eudora (e-

mail), Fetch (file transfer), NCSA Telnet (remote connection), Mosaic and
Netscape (World Wide Web browsers). Access to Chomsky was usually
achieved using Telnet from the Camtech service as this avoided the need to go
through the (usually) overloaded student modem pool.

k
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3.2 Research Design

Achievement of the objectives listed in the overview was seen to require:
- an understanding of models and mechanisms of innovation dissemination;
- development of an overview of significant projects over the period 1965 to

mid 1995;

- a critical analysis of the nature and level of use of computer based tectrnology
for (primarily) on-campus use of computerbased technology in
undergraduate physics education in Australia;

- identification of links between delivery modes and declared learning
outcomes;

- an understanding of evaluation carried out by course providers on the
effectiveness of technology based modes of delivery;

- identification of barriers and incentives to technology based course delivery
perceived by providers and students;

- an understanding of the context in which undergraduate physics education
has beerç is and is likely to be situated, and;

- an analysis of trends to identify factors most likely to influence future
development.

The research design therefore needed to include:
- a literature search covering the topics of innovation dissemination, physics

education and the use of computer based tedrnology in undergraduate
physics education;

- gathering of contemporaty data from Australian university schools of physics;
- identification of development - technological, educational and contextual -

likely to influence further development.

with regard to the literature searclL the aim was to use a conventional
approach and also use the emerging resources of the Internet and World Wide
Web. The Internet provided a means of accessing online library catalogues and
document databases. Electronic mail provided an effective means of
establishing contact with overseas and Australian undergraduate physics
teactrers.

Based on the outcomes of the literature search and knowledge from personal
experience in the area of interest, a questionnaire was seen to be an effective
way of obtaining contemporary data on use of computer based technology in
undergraduate physics. The literature search also informed the content of the
questionnaire.
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At the time the proposal for this research was originally developed, use of
follow up interviews was planned to identify and obtain data on significant
projects using computer based technology in undergraduate physics education
in Australia. Subsequently, I became aware of the 1993OzCTJPE conference and
realised that this conference would gather leading exponents in the area and
provide opportunities to communicate directly with these people. The
subsequent decision by the OzCUPE organisers to hold a second conference in
1995 provided a mearìs of identifying development in that two year period"
assisting the identification of trends. Attendance at the two conferences
therefore became part of the research design.
The methodology was therefore reconstructed to accommodate events that
could assist in data triangulation and enrichment of the contextual component
of the study.

The study induded development of an understanding of how and why
particular factors have influenced and continue to influence this use of
computer based technology, including reconstruction of my oum knowledge in
this area as the study progressed. The questions asked, and the reflection
required of those questione{ may well have led to changes in the views and
actions of those who participated in the study. My actíons in requesting that
physics educators complete a questionnaire and provide me with other
information could not have been neutral.

This is a qualitative study. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) cite three questions
claimed by Patton (1990) as essential to a cedible qualitative study:

"1. What techniques and methods were used to ensure the integrity,
validity and accuraq of the findings?
2. What does the researcher b.i.g to the study in terms of experience and
qualifications?
3. \Alhat assumptions undergird the study." (p 21,6)

Much of undergraduate physics consists of verification of hypotheses,
transmission of knowledge of facts,laws, and standard processes. Quality
criteria in the discipline of physics include validity drecks, reliability and
objectivity. Processes must generally be independent of the observer (except in
aspects of relativity and quantum mectranics).

On the other hand there is an increasing influence of constructivism on
education, including physics education. Within this paradigm, knowledge is
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individually constructed and tied to previous concepts. Quafiry criteria indude
trustworthiness, authenticity and misapprehensions. Trustworthiness has
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability as its four
components. (Adapted from Denzin and Lincoln,1994, p Il2; p 479 - 480; p 508
- s0e).

The research design used triangulation in several ways. To verify data, and to
support interpretation of that data, a variety of data sources was employed. The
questionnaire provided data at the institutional level and from the individuals
who answered the questions posed. Subsequent information was sought from
some of those academics and others in their institutions. The OzCUPE
conferences included papers that described activities also included in the
questionnaire. Internet WIVW pages and gopher sites included further
informatiorç some of it on the same topiæ. Interdiscipli.".y triangulation was
also used where possible, that is, research in the use of computer based
approaches in areas other than physics is reported where it canbe argued that
such use is relevant.

I bring 27 years experience in physics education and the use of technology in
education to the study. This experience also includes several related studies
conducted within a state education department and as an independent
consultant.My undergraduate degree has majors in physics and applied
mathematics.

Since 1968,I have been involved personally in the use of computer based
applications in physics at the school level. As a member of various professional

SrouPS, through conference presentations and other activities, I have been an
active participant in physics education and the use of educational activity
generally. \Alhile not specifically in the undergraduate area, this activity may
have influenced developments in some instifutions. The thesis narative
includes reference to such personal involvement.

The study was constructed to indude undergraduate physics education across
Australia. The questionnaire was sent to all university schools of physics, and
although the return rate was 60%,Ltis assumed that the data collected is
generalisable to the full range of undergraduate physics education in Australia.
Similarly it is assumed that information gathered in other studies in schools,
other university faculties, and outside of the education sector, may be relevant
to undergraduate physics education. I have also assumed that the context in the
predictable future will be an evolution of the past and present context,
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although it is dearly possible that some leap in technology or (less likely)
university function could occur.

My experience, and the constraints placed on the study, determined the initial
direction taken in seeking data. The research design was not limited to a once
only data collection, but had components that extended over approximately
three years. including two conferences separated by two years. Data gathering
also induded an ongoing search of the Internet for data related to computer
based approaches in undergraduate physics education. Data collection was
therefore influenced by preceding analysis, involving elements of grounded
theory methodology (Strauss & Corbin,I994). Knowledge of the field was
responsible for an initial set of assumptions about the "state of the art" and
significant drange factors that guided the initial investigatiory but as initial data
were analysed, assumptions about practice and change factors were modified.

3.3 Limits

The potential scope of a study such as this is much larger than that actually
undertaken. A comprehensive description of use of computer based
approaches in Australian undergraduate physics education would have
required a complete audit of activity in each university sctrool of physics, with
case studies developed to illustrate significant activities, and information
sought from a statistically selected representative sample of academics. Physics
education is subject to the forces that operate within and across all universities,
hence a context for the study would need to consider trends and factors that are
significant in guiding the direction of university education. Similarly,
university education is influenced by developments in other education sectors
and in the general community.In the time available, with the personal
resources available and the constraints on a study at this level, it was necessary
to limit the scope of the study.

The questionnaire achieved ¿ìn approximately 60% rch;urn, induding at least
one return from eactr state. While this can be regarded as a reasonable
response, it should be recognised that this result provides data from a self
selected sample of sites and from a small number of individuals. I took the
decision to seek input from all universities with undergraduate physics courses
rather than to concentrate on one or all three South Australian universities
(which had the advantage of local access) for three reasons. My experience
prior to the study indicated that the level of computer based teactring and
learning inundergraduate physics was not high and that knowledge of what
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was occrrrring was not widespread. A small sample was therefore unlikely to
yield representative data. A small sample was also unlikely to provide evidence
of the range of acfual use. With regard to barriers and incentives,local factors
could have limited the data collected, hence input from a wider range of
geographical and social contexts was sought.

The 90 item questionnaire was designed to allow completion in under L hour,
recognising that the return rate would depend on the willingness of busy
academics to take the time to provide the requested information. The aim was
to achieve an optimum balance between the amount of information requested,
sufficient explanation to reduce the range of interpretations of items, and
keeping the questionnaire to a size that would not deter responses. These
constraints constitute a set of limits that influenced the amount and nature of
information provided through the questionnaire.

Input to the two OzCUPE conferences carne from academics with enthusiasm
for what they are doing, people who had demonstrated a willingness to employ
new aPProaches to physics teaching and who had been prepared to undertake
additional work to do this. They could not be seen as a representative sample of
university physics teachers.

The Internet data was obtained through the use of keyword searches using
several of the publidy accessible seardr engines (mainly Lycos and Infoseek)
and from contacts provided through discussion lists and electronic
publications. As indicated in Chapter 2" grovvth of the use of the Internet,
particularly the World Wide Web (itself the outcome of development at CERN
to manage physics research documents more effectively), has meant that what
this study has included is essentially a "snapshot" in time of what physics
schools have made publidy accessible.

3.4 The literature search

A literature search was undertaken to identify existing Australian and
international practice in the use of computer based technology in physics
education and to summarise generalisations and trends. This information was
used to provide a context for the study.

The literafure search was coÍunenced through an online search of the ERIC
RIE/CU¡ database at the University of Saskatchewan, as this site provided
public access to the database from 1983 to the present with searchable fields
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including author, title, descriptor, identifier, publication year, and journal title
Assistance was provided by the AskERIC Clearinghouse on Information and
Technology at Syracuse University (askeric@ericir.syr.edu and through the
WVVW at URL http'/ /ericir.syr.edu). LJse was also made of the AskERIC
Virtual Library.

The ERIC searches provided a set of abshacts from which relevant documents
were selected and read using the ERIC microfiche at the University of South
Australia, Underdale c¿unpus (the only accessible South Australian source).
Hardcopies were made of required documents. Journal articles were located
through use of catalogue and bibliographic databases.

Online keyword searches of library catalogues were conducted, with relevant
items obtained through university libraries. Conference proceedings provided
an additional source of reference material, as did references provided through
e-mail contacts in Australia, the tIK and US.

The online searches would have been made easier through the existence of a
combined university catalogue and availability of full text of documents and
artides online. The US Coalition of Academic Research Libraries (CARL)
uncover service was also used in the literature search. IJncover provides an
abskact search facility and required articles are faxed to dients for a fee.

An e-mail request was made to the head librarian at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign ruruC) for infonnation relating to PLATO (which was
developed at UTUC). The librarian circulated my request to an electronic
mailing list of librarians to whidr she belonged whidr resulted in references
and abstracts being provided direct to me by several of those librarians.

3.5 The questionnaire

A questionnaire and covering letter (appendix 1) was sent to all tertiary
physics faculties in Australia seeking information on the extent to which they
used technology to deliver and/or support undergraduate physics and the
factors that had influenced their decisions in this area. The 1995 Good

Uniaersities Guide (Ashenden and Milligan, 7994) was used to identify
institutions offering undergraduate physics.

The L1 pa9e,90 item questionnaire was designed to cover the range of issues
included in the study, but to allow easy completion through the use of
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responses that required single digit selection from a provided scale. Comments
were requested to qualify or add to responses where necessary, and space was
provided for input in this form and for some free enbry responses. Clearly, the
lengtþ content and style of the questionnaire influenced the data received. One
respondent remarked that the questionnaire made implicit assumptions (as an
example, this person would have preferred the items on barriers to be framed
more positively).

The responses indicated only a small number of difficulties with some items
(eg, two respondents questioned the meaning of "summative" in reference to
assessment). A fault with the questionnaire was the lack of inclusion of the
meaning of CBE in the definition of terms, an oversight resulting from editing
of the penultimate draft. This omission was recognised by 3 respondents, but
the intended meaning (Computer Based Education) was assumed.

The questionnaire design included some items similar to those used in a199L
survey of computer based education in higher education (Cochrane et a1.,1993)
This was done to assist comparison of outcomes and hence identification of
possible trends. Items from surveys of teacher use of computing and
communications technology (Honey & Henriquez,1993; Sherwood &
Buclranan, 1993) were adapted for use in the questionnaire. The questionnaire
also induded items based on my experience in consultant work on use of
technology in open learning.

The questionnaire was posted on 19 September,7994, to 37 university sites
(with a self addressed envelope for return) with returns ranging in time from
the following day to early December of that year. Twenty two questionnaires
were completed and returned, a response rate o159.5%. This response was
considered to provide a representative sample. Follow up on non-returns after
that time could have resulted in a gap of nearly six months between
questionnaire completion dates.

3.6 OzCUPEI and OzCUPF,2

During the time period of the study, two significant conferences occurred,
which I attended. OzCUPEI, the first Australian conference of Computer users
in Physics Education was held in Sydney in 1993 and OzCUPE2was held in
Melbourne in L995. These conferences brought together the major users of
computers in undergraduate physics education in Australia and in their
conduct and proceedings provided information on contemporary projects. The
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two conferences facilitated direct contact with Australian and overseas keynote
speakers. Th"y also provided e-mail addresses of presenters and participants
that assisted subsequent contacts to seek additional information. A WIAIW
home Page (and linked pages) and discussion list was established for OzCrJPE2
by the conference organisers. The establishment of the IAIWW pages in itself
would not have been a practical option for OzCUPEI because in 1993 the
WWW was neither widely known nor easily accessible.

The ozCUPE conferences were significant in other ways as they provided,
through the nafure of their programs and the invited speakers, evidence of
what Australian undergraduate physics educators see to be of value. The two
year interval between conferences provided an opportunity to analyse the two
events to identify ateas of continuity and changes in emphasis in content and
presentations.

3.7 Data collection and recording

The quantitative data from tlrre22questionnaires was initially entered into a
database using Microsofto FoxProo for Macintosho. This package provided
more features than needed and proved to be difficult to use. The database was
subsequently exported as a Microsofto Excel file from whictr format required
data was exhacted. Free form responses were entered using the format
provided by a MicrosoftoWord (vension 5) version of the questionnaire.

Electronic mail (requests for informatiorç email interviews, electronic journal
material) was saved and filed in folders for subsequent referral. Similarly,
material located from searches of the Internet was saved and filed. In some
cases a text only format was used. Where appropriate, FITML versions of
material were saved using Netscapeobrowser software (Netscape
Communications Corporation) to preserve pointers to other references.
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Chapter 4: Outcomes of the study - analysis of data

4.1 Introduction

The information presented and analysed in this chapter comes from four
souÍces:
- a literature study;
- the questionnaire developed for this study;
- two significant conferences (OzCUPEI & OzCUpE2);
- the Internet.

The literature provides a context for looking at use of computer based
technology in undergraduate physics education in terms of innovation
dissemination. It also provides a description of the history, and recent level
and nature of such use within Australia and overseas.

The questionnaire was designed to obtain specific 1994 data on the level and
nafure of use of computer based technology in undergraduate physics
education in Australian universities, barriers and incentives to further
development and, plans for development of existing and new activities.

The OzCUPEI conference was held prior to the development and
distribution of the questionnaire. OzCUPE2 was held following return of
completed questionnaires. The two conferences add to the literature context
and also provide some reference points for the questionnaire responses.

Expansion in access to, and subsequent use of the Internet provides a
relatively new means of disseminating information. Growth in the use of
university Local Area Networks (LAN) provides a technology for providing
students and teachers with access to new resources for teaching and learning
which, through the Internet, need not be restricted to the development site.
In this study, the Internet was used to contribute to the literature search, to
communicate with physics educators, and to obtain examples of educational
physics material delivered arrdlor supported through it.
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4.2 The context derived from the literature

Hutchinson & Huberman (1993) identified seven factors characterising
successful dissemination of knowledge products:
- accessibility, availability and adaptability;
- relevance and compatibility;
- quality;
- redundanry of message;
- linkage among users;
- engagement;
- sustained interactivity.
The history of computer based technology in undergraduate physics
education indicates that these factors are relevant to this area.

There is a significant history of computer use in physics education with
large scale projects such as PLATO and, more recentþ, extensive small scale
applications of desktop computers. There is also concern about the outcomes
from existing physics education with a growing body of educational research
supporting a more student centred, constructivist approach.
Implementation of changes indicated by this research requires removal of
barriers resulting from commitment to existing practice and the financial
constraints of university (and student) budgets.

There are exarnples of successful programs that integrate changes in
teaching practice with effective use of technology. In these examples, the
teacher provides wisdom, knowledge and personal interaction. The
technology provides access to information and a means of processing that
information in ways that assist the student to develop understanding of
physics concepts. \Atrhile there are some examples of the "computer as

teacher", generic information processing software appears to be much more
widely used. There are common elements in undergraduate courses
worldwide, but course content is largely a function of individual lecfurer or
school/department choice. This is one factor in what Laurillard and Bork
have described as the "cottage industry" level of computer use in physics
education. "Compelling examples" are still needed to act as catalysts for and
guides to change.
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4.3 Analysis of the questionnaire - the Australian context

4.3.1, Introduction

The questionnaire contained two sections. Section L included a description
of terms used and sought information related to the institution providing
the information. Contact narnes and addresses were sought to assist any
follow up information that might have been required. Individuals and
institutions are not identified in the compilation and analysis of
questionnaire data.

The explanation of terms was given as:
"For the purpose of this questionnaire, computer based technology to
deliver and/or support physics courses includes direct use of computers
in the delivery of educational material which forms part of the formal
course offerings of your institution. The computer based aspect of the
course may substitute or complement lectures, tutorials or laboratory
work. It may include what is referred to as Computer Assisted Learning
(CAL), Computer Managed Learning (CML), Computer Assisted
Instruction (CAI), Computer Based Training (CBT), use of Computer
Mediated Communication (CMC), or any other form of educational
application of computer based technology that contributes to teaching
and learning in physics."

Omitted from the acronyms, but referred to elsewhere in the questionnaire
was Computer Based Education (CBE). This omission was noted by three
respondents, but the acronym appears to have been correctly interpreted by
all respondents.

Section 2 sought quantitative and qualitative data on the use of computer
based technology in undergraduate physics education. Questions that
requested a YES/NO arìswer required the respondent to tick the appropriate
box. Where a rating was requested, a numeric scale was provided for the
item with space for comments to clarify a particular response or to provide
additional information.

The questionnaire is attached as Appendix 1.
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4.3.2 Section 1 - Institutional information

The positions held by respondents are summarised in the following table
(principal respondent only recorded where more than one was listed).
Percentages are rounded to the nearest integer.

Position Numberofresponses
Head/ChairofDepartment/Program 7

Lecturer 7

Senior Lecturer 6

First year Coordinator 1,

Reader in Physics 1

Total 22

The number of enrolled students in each level was requested to provide
information about the possible scale of activity in undergraduate physics in
responding institutions.

"FIow many students are enrolled in 7994 in undergraduate physics
courses at each of the following year levels in your institution? (If more
than one course is offered at each level, provide the total number of
students.)"

The enrolment numbers provided were approximations of the number of
physics sfudents involved, subject to student withdrawals and dropouts
from courses throughout the year. A marked reduction in numbers from
first year to second year reported by the respondents is partþ an outcome of
the service nature of first year physics in most instifutions.

Numbersof students

Level Maximum llfinimr¡m Total

Percentage

32

32

27

5

5

First year
Second Year
Third year

1516

519

196

J

2

3

10396
251,6

658

Staff numbers were also requested with the question:
"FIow many staff are involved in teaching undergraduate physics?"
Interpretations of this question varied. The intention was to obtain the
number of academic teaching staff. Some respondents included tutors and
demonstrators in the part time staff count some did not.
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Numbers of full time staff in each physics school/department

Maximum

41.

Minimum Total

The totals for students and staff indicate that the responses to the
questionnaire from 22 institutions covered uses of computer based
technology for'1.3,570 undergraduate physics students and2T8 fuIl time
academic teaching staff.

4.3.3 Section 2 - analysis of responses

The analysis discusses the responses to each question. The questiory any
explanatory text and the rating scale are provided for each item. Some
respondents chose not to provide a resportse to all items, hence totals for
responses vary.Totals are recorded in parentheses after each item. Where
relevant comments were provided by respondents, these are quoted and/or
summarised with the item. The criterion used for "relevant" was that the
comment added to the response rather than simply re-stating it. Unless
otherwise indicated, percentage calculations are rounded to the nearest
integer.

Discussion of the outcomes for each question generally follows the
summary of quantitative data and respondents' comments for that question.
For questions that sought a free response, the discussion precedes the
summary of responses.

In response to the first question, "Does your physics school/department
currently use computer based technology in the delivery and/or support of
undergraduate physics courses?", all respondents ticked the yES box.

4.3.4 CBT use to assist teaching and learning

Q 2. In what aspects of your undergraduate physics course(s) is computer
based technology used to assist teaching and learning? For each of the
following applications indicate the level of use on a 3 point scale where:

0 : îO tlS€

1 : üsed occasionally
2 : regularþ used.

Please add comments to describe the nature of the use.

2782
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Comments indicated that within an institution, the responses to question 2
could vary from course to course. One respondent pointed out that use of
computing is an essential part of computational physics. The claim was also
made by one respondent that a first year subject taught by one lecfurer could
be different to that in other year levels and courses taken by other lecturers.

a. Tutorials, question and answer format (22)

Responses Percentage
no use 10 46
used occasionally 6 27
regularly used 6 27

Comments:
one of the "no use" responses was qualified with an explanation that
question and answer, multiple choice format was not used, tutorial material
was available for students to use and that sfudents were required to do
tutorial exercises based on Interactive Physics in a dynamics course. Another
"rÌo use" response stated that software was under review.

one "regularly used" response indicated use of a coûunercial package
(Interactive Learningware) material accompanying one of the texts used by
sfudents. Another "regularly used" response described its application as:
"Acfually computer-set-and-marked assignments for partial crediÇ which
provide strong motivation, ie learnins manaqement (LM)."

b. Presentation of other instructional material (eg, bridging units, problem
solving exercises, projects) (22)

Responses

no use 9

used occasionally 7
regularly used 6

Percentage

41,

32

27

Comments:
"under many different formats and will be increasing when the university
adopts Mathematica."

Mathematicao is a software package used for algebraic manipulation,
graphical representation of data, etc. Adoption of use of a package of this
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nature has implications for resources. If such a package becomes an essential
part of a course, students must have access to it. It also has implications for
course content and delivery. In the introductory phase at least, students will
need instruction in the use of the software and, specifically, its application to
physics. If the previous course assumed fuIl commitment of student time,
then to introduce something new means a reduction in what previously
was done. Presumably, Mathematica (in the above example) is to be adopted
because it offers advantages over what is currentry done.

c. Enhancement of lectures (22)
Responses

no use 4
used occasionally 12
regularly used 6

Comments:
"We have ever increasing facilities in large lecture theatres & we utilise this
with in-house packages and presentation packages as well as animations, ..."

"Display of simulations (esp. astronomy), etc."

"Mostly simulations."

"CAtrr project: Multimedia presentation of first year euantum physics
within an Engineering context."

d. Laboratory work
d1. data reduction (spreadsheets, statistics packages, etc) (22)

Responses Percentage
no use
used occasionally
regularly used

This summary of responses is consistent with the conclusions drawn by
Ehrmann (1993 ) about the viability of generic software (worldware).
Ehrmann claimed that generic software offered advantages over specific
Pu{Pose software that enhanced its adoption for use in education. The above
item shows a 95% use level for software of this type in laboratory work.

Percentage

1,8

55

27

1

8

13

5

36

59
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Comments:
"Both standard spreadsheet and custom built packages in a number of
subjects."

"Widespread at 1st & 3rd year levels."

d2. used as components of equipment (interfaced to sensors, etc) (22)
Responses Percentage

nouse 1 s
used occasionally 6 2Z
regularly used 15 68

d3. other (please specify) (22)

Responses

no use 19

used occasionally 1.

regularþ used 2

Percentage

86

5

9

Comments:
"Other" uses included:
"Computational physics."
"we use a computer package for lab work in relativity in first year; some
second year signal analysis work plus a third year subject on statistical and
quantum mechanics makes use of computers for calculations in lab/tutes."
"Multichannel analyser."

e. Report preparation by students (word processing) (22)

Responses Percentage
no use
used occasionally
regularþ used

Some respondents indicated that this was not a requirement and that
resources were not provided for it, but that some sfudents used their own
computers to prepare written assignments.

4

6

12

18

27

55
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f. Simulations/modelling (22)

Responses

no use 3
used occasionally 12

regularly used 7

no use
used occasionally
regularly used

Percentage

14

55

32

')+
r.[J

g. Provision of access to databases (22)

Responses Percentage
no use 12 55
used occasionally 5 Zz
regularly used 5 2Z

Comments:
The 55/o "no use" response may be due to a lack of material in this area. It
may also be due to an interpretation of "databases" that did not consider use
of a library catalogue and other material held in libraries. One respondent
added the comment:
"Library databases in particular."

h. Access to computer mediated communication (ie, use of AARNet) (22)
Responses

1,4

5

3

Percentage

64

23

1.4

I

Comments:
Several respondents indicated that their university did not provide access to
AARNet for undergraduate students. One response stated, "all ... students
are perrnitted to name accounts. All3rd and higher years do have
accounts". Another indicated that access was for "Physics major students
only." One respondent stated that all students have access, but that AARNet
is not used to assist teaching and learning.

Institutional policy appears to vary widely in this area, possibly depending
on the extent to which each institution has developed on-campus Local and
wide Area Networks (LAN, wAN) and dial up facilities for both on- and
off-campus use by staff and students who do not have direct network
connections.

k
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Development of the Australian Education Network (EdNA) (Education
Networking Task Force, 1995) may require institutions to review
requirements for and access to online services, for both on- and off-campus
use by students.

The question of assumed (or required) student ownership of
communications capable computers is tied to equity issues and is unlikely to
be resolved quickly with existing costs of hardware and software. There is
something of a "Catch 22" flavour to this question. University physics
teachers could move from the practice of lectures given as exercises in
transcription of lecture notes (those who approach lectures in this way) if
they made those notes (and related references, illustrations, simulations, etc)
available online for students to download prior to a lecture (with follow up
material added after the lecture). Th"y are u¡likely to do this unless all
students have access to the material. Conversely, if material that students
perceive to be of value is not available online, they are unlikely to be
motivated to purchase personal computers.

i. Other (please describe)
Other applications listed were:
"Learning computer languages (e.g. FORTRAN, Maple, Mathematica)."
"Mathematical Analysis - MATHCAD used extensively in many units.
Printed Circuit Board design and production.
Microwave systems: Analysis and design.
Digital Signal Processing.
Computer Aided Drawing / Drafting."

Summarising the data above for Q 2, computer based applications are ranked
below on responses to "regularly used".

Application
Laboratory work - used as components of equipment
Laboratory work - data reduction
Report preparation by students
Simulations / modelling
Tutorials
Presentation of other instructional material
Enhancement of lectures
Provision of access to databases
Access to computer mediated communication

:.'t
,Ll

Percentage

t
I

;

68

59

55

32

27

27

27

23

1.4

Þ
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Summing the responses to used occasionally and used regularly results in
the following ranking:

Application
Laboratory work - used as components of equipment
Laboratory work - data reduction
Simulations / modelling
Enhancement of lectures
Report preparation by students
Presentation of other instructional material
Tutorials
Access to computer mediated communication
Provision of access to databases

The two most frequently used applications in both the above lists involve
computers as utilitarian tools, either as hardware components or with
generic software used for data reduction. The use of computer mediated
communication in its various forms and access to databases have had little
impact on undergraduate physics education in Australia. Further responses
in the computer mediated communications area are considered in section
4.3.5

4.3.5 Level of success of use of CBT

Q 3. For each of the above course aspects, how would you rate the success of
use of computer based technology in achieving the oþectives set for it?
Please use a 5 point scale where:

1 : APPlication is not used
2 : Highly successful
3 : Successful
4 : I-Insuccessful
5 : Insufficient evidence available at this time to determine success
level

Percentage

95

95

87

82

82

59

54

47

46

,l+
r!!

i

þ
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a. Tutorials, question and answer format (22)

Responses Percentage
Application is not used 10 45
Highly successful 4 18
Successful 6 27
Unsuccessful 0 0
Insufficient evidence 2 9

Comment:
The "insufficient evidence" responses c¿[ne from two newly initiated
projects

b. Presentation of other instructional material (eg, bridging units, problem
solving exercises, projects) (22)

Responses Percentage
Application is not used
Highly successful
Successful
Unsuccessful
Insufficient evidence

c. Enhancement of lectures (22)

Responses

Application is not used
Highly successful
Successful
Unsuccessful
Insufficient evidence

d. Laboratory work
d1. data reduction (spreadsheets, statistics packages, etc) (22)

Responses

Application is not used
Highly successful
Successful
Unsuccessful
Insufficient evidence

10

1

8

0

3

5

4

10

0

3

45

5

36

0

14

l!
1¡

I Percentage

23

L8

45

0

t4

Percentage

9

4T

50

0

0I
I

I

1

2
9

1

0

0
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d2. used as components of equipment (interfaced to sensors, etc) (22)
Responses Percentage

Application is not used 0 0
Highty successful 14 64
Successful 7 32
Unsuccessful 0 0
Insufficient evidence 1 5

d3. other (please specify) (10)

This item was left blank in twelve of the questionnaires. Six others entered
L, indicating no other application. Of the remainder, three indicated highly
successful outcomes, and one, successful outcomes.
"... first year relativity expts and 3rd year quantum lab." [3]

e. Report preparation by students (word processing) (20)

Responses Percentage
Application is not used 2 10
Highly successfuI 7 35
Successful 9 45
Unsuccessful 1 5

Insufficient evidence 1 5

Comment:
"Students use their own machines."

f. Simulations/modetling (22)

Responses

Application is not used
Highly successful
Successful
Unsuccessful
Insufficient evidence

Percentage

1,4

32
45
0

9

3

7

L0

0

2

g. Provision of access to databases

Responses

Application is not used
Highly successful
Successful
Unsuccessful
Insufficient evidence

10

J

5

1

0

(1e)

Percentage

53

1.6

26

5

0
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h. Access to computer mediated communication (ie, use of AARNet) (1g)
Responses Percentage

Application is not used 9

Highly successful 3

Successful 5
Unsuccessful 1

Insufficient evidence 0

50

17

28

6

0

i. Other (as above for item 2) (10)
This item was left blank in twelve of the questionnaires. Four others entered
1, indicating no other application. Of the remainder, three indicated highly
successful outcomes, and three, successful outcomes.

At the end of this questiorç the questionnaire asked:
What were the significant factors affecting the level of success achieved?

The responses to this question were as follows (grouped in categories):

Access/costs
"Cost of providing and upgrading computer laboratory and cost of software
required have somewhat limited student access."

"Availability of terminals and PCs, has limited success to some extent, but
now much improved."

"Access to computers and small class i¡struction.
Good software tailored to specific class.
Adequate staff support of computer tutorial system is needed to provide
rapid solution to software/hardware problems."

"Main problem is getting access to computers - funding is limited."

"In the case of tutorials, success was hampered by late availability of some of
the software in the required platform implementation."

"Enough computers, availability of software."

"Availability of sufficient terminals."
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"Insufficient resources - both equipment & time."

"Money & time."

ttPeoplett issues
"Attendance of students at computer based tutorials."

"Enthusiasm of lecturer - use of computer initiated by the lecturer
concerned. il

"1) Student motivation
2) user 'füendliness' of software."

"Lack of support within university - there is no CBE unit.
Most cAL material is additional to a course & optional for students -
consequently most students don't take it seriously."

Curriculum/content issues
"The computer programs are well written to do the job required."

"Computer-set-and-marked assignments must be:
- compulsory
- regular
-'passed'
- count for partial credit
An overall final examination must also be taken."

"In the laboratory worþ the computer introduced another concept (namely
automatic data acquisition) into the practicals."

"Positive reactions from staff and students due to:
- Increased ability to solve real problems.
- Enhanced reliability and shorter development time in design and

development.
- Increased awareness of current efficient techniques for data acquisition and

analysis.
- Ability to represent non-intuitive phenomena in a meaningful way

(CAUT project).
- Professional presentation of reports etc."
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Access for students to courseware integrated into a course, running on well
maintained equipment appears to be a significant factor in the success of use
of computer based applications. The comment that most CAL material is
essentially optional and peripheral to courses and hence is not taken
seriously by students is interesting. It supports several references by Bork
and others that most computer use is introduced to complement existing
courses rather than the question being asked, "given the availability of
computer based resources, what changes do we need to make ín our
courses?". The issue is not a simple one. The answer to the question requires
familiarity with existing and possible computer applications. It then requires
the time and institutional support to develop new courses and to acquire the
resources needed to provide those courses to students. If academics already
have a full workload and operate with tight budgets they are unlikely to be
motivated to seek changes that will require more work (to maintain the old
while developing the new), and either relocation of funds or a bid for
additional funding.

An answer to the above question could be that no changes are needed to
undergraduate physics courses. The report "physics: a vision for the
Future", prepared for and by physicists, clearly argues for change and hence
rejects this answer.

An answer to the above question may also be that the availability of
computer based courses is not relevant to any course changes that may be
needed. If sq physics education will not include the computer based tools
increasingly used in physics research or the generic software widely used for
infonnation processing tasks elsewhere in the community.

summarising the above, applications are ranked below on the sum of
responses to "successful" and "highly successful".
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Application Percentage

Successful/tlighly
successful

Laboratory work - used as components of equipment
Laboratory work - data reduction
Report preparation by students
Simulations / modelling
Enhancement of lectures
Tutorials
Computer mediated communication
Access to databases
Presentation of other instructional material

The above should be considered with the result for level of use of each
application. For example, use of computers for laboratory work is both
widespread and considered to achieve successful results. On the other hand,
of the 9 (out of 18 who recorded a resporìse to this sub-item) responses that
claimed use of computer mediated communicatiorç 8 considered that use to
be either successful or highly successful. That is, where computer mediated
communication was used, it was considered successful by nearly 90% o1

respondents. Similarly, of the 17 respondents who had used computers to
enhance lectures, L4 (or 82%) rated it as either successful or highly successful.

4.3.6 Sources of courseware/applications software

Q 4. For each of the following applications, what are the source(s) of
courseware/applications software? Please use the following key. If an
application requires more than one response separate numbers with a slash
(ie216).

L : Application is not used
2 - Purchased from a coÍunercial vendor
3 : Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution
4 : Purchased /leased from an overseas educational instifution
5: Shareware
6 : Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit with physics

school / department involvement.
7 : Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit without

physics school/ department involvement.
8 : Developed completely by the physics school/department
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9 : Jointly developed by the physics school/department and another
group (please identify)..

10 : Other (please describe).........
The responses to "Other" included software donated by commercial vendor;
provided by text book publishing grants; developed and written by Physics
Department, but with programming done by a CBE unit.

In the following, totals may exceed responses as multiple input is allowed
for each sub-item.

a. Tutorials, question and answer format (22)

Application is not used
Purchased from a commercial vendor
Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution
Purchased /leased from an overseas educational institution
Shareware
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit with
physics school/department involvement
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit without
physics school/department involvement
Developed completely by the physics school/department
fointly developed by physics school/department and another group
Other

b. Presentation of other instructional material (eg, bridging units, problem
solving exercises, projects) (22)

Responses
Application is not used g

Purchased from a commercial vendor 6
Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution 2
Purchased /leased from an overseas educational institution 1

Shareware 0
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit with
physics school/department involvement 1

Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit without
physics school/department involvement 0
Developed completely by the physics school/department 7

fointly developed by physics school/department and another group 1

Other 3

Responses

9

7

2

1

0

2

1

5

t
1
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c. Enhancement of lectures (22)

Application is not used 5
Purchased from a commercial vendor 1
Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution 1
Purchased /leased from an overseas educational institution 2
Shareware 4
Developed within this institution by a central cBE unit with
physics school/department involvement 1
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit without
physics school/department involvement 0
Developed completely by the physics school/department g

Jointly developed by physics school/department and another group 1
Other 

1

Comments:
one respondent indicated that although a commercial package is used
(Powerpoint) all graphics development was done by staff. Another indicated
that a professional external multimedia company was used to develop
materials.

d. Laboratory work
d1. data reduction (spreadsheets, statistics packages, etc) (22)

Responses
Application is not used 1

Purchased from a commercial vendor 17
Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution 0
Purchased /leased from an overseas educational institution 1
Shareware g

Developed within this institution by a central cBE unit with
physics school/department involvement 1
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit without
physics school/department involvement 0
Developed completely by the physics school/department g

fointþ developed by physics school/department and another group 1

Other 0

Responses

1
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d2. used as components of equipment (interfaced to sensors, etc) (22)

Application is not used
Purchased from a commercial vendor
Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution
Purchased /leased from an overseas educational institution
Shareware
Developed within this institution by a central cBE unit with
physics school/department involvement
Developed within this institution by a central cBE unit without
physics school/department involvement
Developed completely by the physics school/department
Jointly developed by physics school/department and another group
Other

d3. other (please specify) (9)

of the nine responses to this sub-item, seven entered 1, indicating no
application, one entered 2 and the other 2/8.
Physics Academic Software material was specificatly referred to by one
respondent.

e. Report preparation by students (word processing) (21)

Application is not used
Purchased from a commercial vendor
Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution
Purchased /leased from an overseas educational institution
Shareware
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit with
physics school/ department involvement
Developed within this institution by a central cBE unit without
physics school/ department involvement
Developed completely by the physics school/department
jointly developed by physics school/department and another group
Other

Responses

L

13

0

0

0

1

0

17

0

0

Responses

5

1.6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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f. Simulations/modelling (22)

Application is not used
Purchased from a commercial vendor
Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution
Purchased /leased from an overseas educational institution
Shareware
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit with
physics school/ department involvement
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit without
physics school/ department involvement
Developed completely by the physics school/department
fointly developed by physics school/department and another group
Other

g. Provision of access to databases (22)

Application is not used
Purchased from a commercial vendor
Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution
Purchased /leased from an overseas educational institution
Shareware
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit with
physics school / department involvement
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit without
physics school/ department involvement
Developed completely by the physics school/department
Iointly developed by physics school/department and another group
Other

Responses

3

15

0

1.

4

0

0

8

0

1

Responses

L3

7

0

L

4

t

0

0

0

0
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h. Interface to computer mediated communication (ie, use of AARNet) (22)

Responses
Application is not used
Purchased from a commercial vendor
Purchased /leased from another Australian educational institution
Purchased /leased from an overseas educational institution
Shareware
Developed within this institution by a central cBE unit with
physics school/ department involvement
Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit without
physics school/department involvement
Developed completely by the physics school/department
fointly developed by physics school/department and another group
Other

i. Other (as above for item 2.) (9)
Of the nine responses, four indicated no application used. Of the remaining
five, there were 3 entries f.or 1.,3 for 2,2 Íor I and 1 for 10.

The above shows that most of the software in use for physics education in
the responding universities was either purchased from a commercial
vendor or was developed completely by the physics school/departnnent. If
this continues to be the case, this outcome suggests that a significant factor in
improvement in the technical quality of software and perhaps an increase in
the quantity of material is the ready availability of software development
tools (capable of being used productively without an extensive training
period). Improvement in the presentation design, and navigation features of
material will either require training of physics academics in this area or
collaborative work with instructional design experts. In the uK the
University of Surrey (the physics centre for the Computers in Teaching
Initiative) conducts courses for physics academics in the use of software
development tools.

A uK survey (Laurillard, swift, & Darby, r99g), on academics'use of
courseware materials indicates that academics are willing to use software
developed by other people. What has been termed the "not invented here
syndrome" appears to be reducing in significance in the UK.

72

8

0

0

5

1

0

0

0

0
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Improvement in pedagogy could be achieved through application of
outcomes from existing and further research into student learning in
physics. This is turn will require physics software developers to be familiar
with this research or to work collaboratively with those who are. The
experience of the large numbers of university physics teachers constitutes a
vast amount of knowledge about teaching and learning in physics that could
be drawn on - a set of intellectual property in the discipline. Experience in
software development in other areas provides an extensive resource that
could be applied to making the best of many aspects of physics education
widely available to teachers and students. Some of the barriers to greater
collaboration that may be significant are considered in section 4.3.11, (1or
example, time and money) but there is scope for further research in this
area.

4.3.7 Reasons for introducing computer based technology

Q 5. What were the reasons for introducing computer based technology for
course delivery/support, ie what was the justification for changing practice?
For each of the following possible reasons, use a three point scale where:

1 : not relevant
2 : of some importance
3 : verl significant

a. To provide an alternative learning resource for students (21)
Responses Percentage

not relevant
of some importance
very significant

b. To reduce costs (22)

Responses Percentage

not relevant
of some importance
very significant

Comments:
One respondent stated that the implementation of a learning management
system raised costs.

Another simply said, "Quite the opposite."

1

9

1,L

5

43

52

15 68

23

9

5

2
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c' To improve the quality of student learning in physics (21)
Resporues

not relevant
of some importance
very significant

1,

J

17

5

36

59

1,

I
13

5

32

64

1.

7

T4

Percentage

5

\4
81

d. To improve the efficiency of student rearning in physics (22)
Responses Percentage

not relevant
of some importance
very significant

e. To improve the extent of student learning in physics (22)
Responses Percentage

not relevant
of some importance
very significant

f. To reduce staff time spent assisting students with "routine" difficulties
(21)

Responses Percentage
not relevant 12 57
of some importance 5 24
very significant 4 1.9

Comment:
One respondent stated that the implementation of a learning management
system increased staff time for this putpose.

g. To reduce staff teaching contact hours (21)
Responses Percentage

not relevant 17 81

of some importance 2 10
very significant 2 10
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Comment:
One respondent stated that the implementation of a learning management
system increased staff teaching contact hours.

h. To provide a means of testing students for assessment purposes (22)

not relevant
of some importance
very significant

i. To provide an open learning resource for sfudents (22)
Responses Percentage

not relevant 8 Z6
of some importance 7 g2

very significant 7 g2

j. To improve student expertise in the use of computers (22)
Responses Percentage

not relevant 5 2g
of some importance 12 55
very significant 5 23

The results above indicate that the most significant reasons for use of
computer based technology are linked to improving student learning in
physics. The most frequently used applications and those rated most
successful were those that employed computers in laboratory work, either as
components of apparatus or for processing data from laboratory work. These
applications may facilitate student learning, but are essentially applications
of the computer as a tool and are not in themselves directed at improving
understanding. Th"y do require that students develop and use computer
related expertise, but this was not rated highly in the above as a reason for
introducing computer based technology. There appears to be inconsistency
between what respondents state as reasons for introducing computer based
technology and the applications that have been implemented.

k. Other (please specify) (10)

of the ten responses, three entered 1, one entered 2 and seven entered 3.
Responses included the following:
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"To teach specific tools of use to physicists, e.g. Mathematica" [3]

"Teaching a computing subject" [3]

"We are a University of Technology - therefore should be exemplifying the
use of technology."

"To force students to do tutorial problems."

"LM was introduced to provide motivatiory and it did."

"Remote teaching of physics." [3]

4.3.8 Computer based technology and student work

Q 6. CBE and student work. Give a rating for how you believe use of
computer based technology in physics courses has affected the following. Use
a scale of L to 5, where:

L : decreased greatly
2:decreasedalittle
3: rio change
4:increasedalittle
5: increased greatly
6: not applicable

(The item header should have tead, "use a scale of 1 to 6... ".)

The following responses are largely based on the perception of respondents
rather than the outcomes of evaluatiorç although some institutions have
undertaken studies in this area. As indicated in the literature review, there
is little evidence of long term studies in this area that have obtained data
that clearly links specific outcomes to the use of computer based materials
alone. The fact that this questionnaire has asked the questions may prompt
some of the institutions to undertake evaluation in the area.

Two respondents did not complete this section. The reason given in each
case was that applications had only recently been implemented and it was
too soon to make any statements about sfudent outcomes.
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a. sfudents' learning of physics concepts and processes (20)
Response Percentage

decreased greatly
decreased a little
no change
increased a little
increased greatly
not applicable

0

0

10

0

0

2

1

3

0

5 75

15

0

Comments:
"Not much of the use is aimed at this."
"we are disappointed that there has not been a greater effect here."
"Depends on application. Vital to image processing."

b. Students'motivation and enthusiasm towards their physics studies (20)

decreased greatly 0

decreased a little 0

no change 4
increased a little 8
increased greatly 8

not applicable 0

Comments:
"Not sufficient extent of use, yet."
"If a student is not motivated, sitting him or her in front of a computer does
not help."

c. Students' dropout rate from courses (18)

Response Percentage
decreased greatly 0 0

decreasedalittle 1 6
no change L5 83
increasedalittle 0 0
increased greatly 0 0
not applicable 2 11

The difficulty in responding to this item is that institutions generally do not
undertake research into the reasons for students dropping out of courses.

Response Percentage

0

0

20

40
40

0
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Comments:
"Perhaps - evidence for this is shaky."
"Too early."

d. Students' engagement with lecture materials (19)

Response Percentage
decreased greatly 0

decreased a little 0
no change 5
increased a little g

increased greatly 2
not applicable 3

Comment:
"When used - improves interaction/involvement."

e. students' active participation in tutoriars/seminars (20)
Response Percentage

decreased greatly 0 0
decreasedalittle 0 0
no change 7 35
increasedalittle 2 10
increased greatly 3 15
not applicable I 40

f. Students'engagement with laboratory work (20)

Response Percentage
decreased greatly 0 0

decreasedalittle 0 0

no change 5 25
increasedalittle 9 45
increased greatly 6 30
not applicable 0 0

Comments included an increase in sfudent enthusiasm for laboratory worþ

0

0

26

47
11,

16
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g. Students'study skills (19)

Response

decreased greatþ 0

decreased a little 0

no change 9

increased a little 6

increased greatly 0

not applicable 4 21.

Comment:
"Brighter students prefer getting self-help rather than askin g Íor Physics staff
assistance."

h. Students'performance in summative examinations (1g)

Response Percentage
decreased greatly 0 0
decreasedalittle 0 0
no change 8 44
increasedalittle 5 28
increased greatly 0 0
not applicable 5 28

Comments:
The term "summative" was queried by several respondents, either with a
question mark or in the case of one, "what does this really mean?". The
queries mav have arisen from a belief that all examinations are summative
and hence the term is redundant, or no experience of the terms
"summative" and "formative" as applied to assessment of various types.

One respondent stated, "Difficult to assess as much of the computing work
represents new or changed cuniculum rather than a prop for existing
curriculum."
This is consistent with the position taken by Laurillard (1994) commenting
on evaluation of computer based education. Comparing outcomes achieved
with and without computers is not a useful activity when use of the
computer leads to a different set of outcomes.

The comment that, "much of the computing work represents new or
changed curriculum", came from only one respondent.

Percentage

0

0

47
32
0
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i. Students' engagement in other activities (please specify)

Comment:
There was only one response to this item, a rating of 5, with the explanation:
"Teaching a tool (like Mathematica) is observed to propagate in that they
apply out (sic) to many of their other courses".
"Social 'get-together' in the computer labs when project work is due."

From the above data, it appears that the most positive effects have been an
increase in student motivation and a higher level of engagement with
laboratory work. In most other areas little or no change is perceived.
Students'learning of physics concepts and processes was rated by 75/o of
respondents as "increased a little". Given that student learning was the
major reason claimed for introducing computer based technology, a stronger
response could have been expected in this area.

4.3.9 Computer based education and staff work

Q 7. This item and the next differ from the previous items in that they
request information from you as an individual using computer based
technology for teaching and learning.
CBE and your work.
Use a rating of L to 5 for each of the following, where:

1 : decreased greatþ
2:decreasedalittle
3: îo change
4:increasedalittle
5: increased greatþ

How has use of computer based technology affected:
a. Your total workload within the school/department (22)

Response Percentage

decreased greatly
decreased a little
no change
increased a little
increased greatly

r"l
l,l

0

1.

2

10

9

0

5

9

45

þ
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Comments:
Several of the responses that recorded an increase in work indicated that this
was the situation in the development and initial implementation phases of
projects where change in previous practice was required. The expectation
was that the workload would return to that which had previously existed
following this initial phase.

One respondent attributed a greatly increased workload to a combination of
development work, exploring networks for resources and ideas, reviewing
software and keeping up to date. Another indicated that as "computers do
more work for me, I am free to take up more work." Another response in
this category gave responsibility for "problem shooting" in the computer
component of tutorials as the reason for increased workload.

one respondent who taught remote students stated that this mode of
teaching using computers required more work than that for on-campus
students.

"More emphasis on having notes and diagrams word processed..." was
given as a reason for an "increased a little" response.
one respondent reported a greatly increased workload because of
development of courseware and maintenance of laboratories and computer
networks. This raises the question of the extent to which a lecturer should be
responsible for system maintenance. How much of this could be done by
technical staff (assuming that such staff exist in the institution)?

b. The total time per week you spend teaching groups of students (22)
Response Percentage

decreased greatly 0

decreased a little 1,

no change 20

increased a little 1

increased greatly 0

1

0

5

9

5

0

i

þ
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c. The total contact time per week you spend with individual students (22)

Response Percentage

decreased greatly 0 0

decreasedalittle 1 5

no change 1,6 73
increasedalittle 5 23
increased greatly 0 0

d. The time you spend marking student work (22)
Response Percentage

decreased greatly L 5

decreasedalittle 3 1,4

no change 15 68
increasedalittle 3 14

increased greatly 0 0

Comment:
The "decreased greatly" response resulted from a grant to develop CBT
material that allowed casual teaching assistance to be employed.

The responses to this item indicate that the computer has either had little
effect on staff work, or has increased workloads, particularly associated with
the introduction of changed practice.

4.3.10 Computer based education and the quality of staff work

Q 8. CBE and the quatity of your work. For the following, use a 1 to 5 rating
where:

1 : decreased
2: fìo change
3 : small improvement
4 : moderate improvement
5 : large improvement
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How has CBE affected:

a. Your teaching strategies (20)

decreased
no change
small improvement
moderate improvement
large improvement

Comments:
Two respondents suggested that strategies may change to accommodate new
technology, but do not "improve".
Another stated, "LJnsuccessful teaching strategies are made evident."
A third stated that there was no change for on-campus students, but CBE
allowed teaching to be extended to remote areas.
One indicated that more graphics and handouts were provided in lectures.

"It has provided another resource to be used in appropriate circumstances.
For each objective a suitable teaching strategy is developed - CBE provides
one more option."

b. The nafure of the interaction you have with individual students
Responses Percentage

decreased 0 0

no change 9 41.

small improvement 7 32
moderate improvement 5 23
large improvement 1 5

(22)

Comments:
"Moreltolcontact".

" - a little more personal contact due to students talking about how to use
software to do tasks at home."

PercentageResponses

0

5

J

9

3

0

25

15

45

15
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c. The quality of the materials that students are provided with (22)
Responses Percentage

decreased 0 0
no change 1 5
small improvement 9 41,

moderate improvement 7 Z2
large improvement 5 2g

Comment:
"Better, realistic examples & better analysis tools".

d. Your satisfaction with the outcomes you achieve (22)
Responses Percentage

decreased
no change
small improvement
moderate improvement
large improvement

Comments:
One respondent indicated only moderate improvement so far as more work
was still required.

"Can present lectures that students interact more in and appreciate my
work/effort in."

"Good results for remote students. Too early to tell for on-campus students."

The above responses show a perception of small to moderate improvement
in most areas of staff work. Satisfaction with outcomes and the quality of
materials provided to students were rated highest as aspects of work where a
large improvement was perceived.
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4.3.11 Barriers to the use of computer based technology

Q 9. l4lhat are/were the barriers in your school/department to use of
computer based technology to deliver undergraduate physics education?
Please give a rating from 1 to 5 for each of the following, where:

1 : flo significance
2 : little significance
3 : moderate significance
4: very significant
5 : critical significance

Please add comments to support your assessment of the significance of the
barrier

a. Lack of staff support for anything other than face to face delivery of
courses (22)

Responses Percentage
no significance
little significance
moderate significance
very significant
critical significance

Comments:
"All the department, especially the head, has been supportive."

"IJp to 1990." (This and other comments from the respondent suggests
greater acceptance and use of computer based approaches since this time.)

"Do most of it myself."

"Innovative teaching strategies are encouraged, including cBT."

b. Lack of recognition compared to research and published papers (22)
Responses

no significance 2
little significance 9

moderate significance 7
very significant 3
critical significance 1.

10

7

J

1.

1,

45

32

L4

5

5

Percentage

9

41,

32
1.4

5
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Comments:
"The department recognises the effort and results but the university does
not (properly) appreciate it."

"Pressure is for excellence in research.'

"Teaching & learning initiatives/scholarship are ranked with research for
promotion purposes."

c. No incentives provided to encourage improvement in teaching (22)
Responses Percentage

no significance
little significance
moderate significance
very significant
critical significance

Comments:
"There are several incentives in this area (especially university funding &
quality money."

"There is encouragement for this - maybe not incentives though."

"No concrete incentives. "

"Universitsr teaching grants/CAUT grants are available. Staff are encouraged
to apply."

45

27
18

9

0

10

6

4

2

0

d. Staff time for course development
Responses

no significance 2
little significance 1

moderate significance 4
very significant 9

critical significance 3

(1e)

Percentage

L1

5

2T

47
16

Comments:
"New courses, especially computational courses, require prolonged
development time."
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"Research always comes out as 'more important'."

"O.ly for development of major innovative software."

"Essentially none is provided."

"Staff can spend as much time as they like on course development, so long
as their assigned work is carried out."

"Applications for grants include a component for buy-out' of staff contact
time."

e. Staff time for development of courseware materials (20)

Responses Percentage
no significance
little significance
moderate significance
very significant
critical significance

J

1,

3

10

3

15

5

15

50

15

Comments:
"Still regarded as an 'extra' above research."

"Essentially none is provided."

"Applications for grants include a component for 'buy-out' of staff contact
time."

f. Staff expertise in courseware development (22)

Responses Percentage
no significance 7

little significance 4
moderate significance 6

very significant 5
critical significance 0

Comments:
This item was interpreted in two ways. Some responses indicated that they
considered they had the expertise and therefore it was not a banier.
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"Adequate in-house experience for the type of courseware I consider
important."
"We have access to staff who are experts."
"Staff are generally experienced in developing resources for teaching and
learning. Some staff development is needed in aspects of CBT."

Another interpretation was that expertise in courseware development was
not necessarily needed for the aspects of computer based applications that
had or would be implemented and therefore it was not a barrier. An
investigation of the beliefs of academic teaching staff about the need to have
expertise in education as well as in a discipline area (and the nafure of that
required expertise) could be the topic of a further study. As one responded
commented, there was, "Little awareness of current educational issues."

g. Staff expertise in course development using an open learning approach
(22)

Responses Percentage
no significance 9 41,

little significance 5 2g
moderate significance 6 27
very significant 2 9
critical significance 0 0

Comments:
Approximately two thirds of respondents believed that expertise in open
learning was of little or no significance as a barrier. This could be interpreted
as indicating that
either staff had the required expertise or that an open learning approach (in
either distance or on-carnpus mode) was not widely used in undergraduate
physics teaching in most universities. The latter is the more likely of these
alternatives. Evidence for this conclusion comes from an examination of the
range of courses in the 1994 Open Learning Australia course catalogue. This
indicates that two units in Astronomy (offered by the University of New
England) were the only physics courses available in open learning mode.
There is optional computer based material available for these units,
providing drill and practice in some of the mathematics needed in the units
for example, working with large numbers. I visited the UNE campus in late
1994, spoke to several of the staff about their work and worked through the
material then used and under development.
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Other units may be offered directly by individual universities (including one
of the respondent institutions where physics is offered as an off-campus
course), but the number of off-campus, open learning courses in physics is
small. It is therefore unlikely that undergraduate physics teaching staff
would have had much exposure to this mode of course delivery.

With regard to on-campus delivery, some of the tutorial and simulation
material is available for use by students at times of their choosing and hence
may be considered to have some features of an open learning approach. Two
respondents commented on open learning:

"We have oPen learning in 1st Year laboratory and a significant number of
staff oppose it."

"Open learning through small/large projects undertaken either in groups or
individuals has been practised for some time; also unscheduled access to
laboratories;24 hour access to computing facilities. CBT allows further
enhancement of the program's philosophy."

h. Funds for course/courseware development (2I)
Responses Percentage

no significance 4 19
little significance 1 5

moderate significance 3 14
very significant 6 29
critical significance 7 33

Comments:
"This is our main problem. Although a lab and software is approximately
equal to 2'salary-years' it is still difficult to get funding."

"What funds. Not much internal funding. Main source is CALT."

"Funding (or lack thereof) is probably the most significant factor. Second is
staff time to review software and devise exercises etc for implementation."

"Originally adequate, now totally inadequate."

"university/CAUT grants. Some teaching relief within the program."
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Comments with the "no" or "little significance" responses indicated that
sufficient funds were available in their institutions to support the level of
computer based development implemented or planned. This could also be
interpreted as development being matched to the funds available.

In some cases, the real barrier may not be availability of funds, but the
motivation and skills needed to actively seek out funding from within the
university and from other sources. This barrier may arise from a lack of
awareness of funding sources or lack of experience in applying for funds for
educational as distinct from discipline research and development.

i. Availability of appropriate hardware/software for courseware
development (22)
no significance 4
little significance 4
moderate significance 3
very significant 7
critical significance 4

Responses Percentage

Comments:
"Access by staff to authoring software and cD-RoM multimedia systems.,'
One respondent indicated that "new inexpensive high quality software is
now available", and provided documentation on that learning management
software.

j. student attitude to delivery using computer based technology (22)
Responses

no significance
little significance
moderate significance
very significant
critical significance

Comments:
"They like it."

"some students are frightened of breaking the machines so won't go into
the computer rooms to do the tutorial problems."

18

18

1,4

32

18
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"Students are generally enthusiastic about using these tools as a natural part
of their learning and as an important part of their professional training."

k. Student access to the technology required to deliver courseware (22)
Responses Percentage

no significance 6 2Z
little significance 4 18
moderate significance 7 g2

very significant 2 9

critical significance 3 i,4

Comments:
"With large numbers at 1st year we need lots of access."

"There are general computer labs but they are very heavily used and tend to
be restricted to computer science classes which use them on a weekly basis."

"Not universally available."

"A facility for delivery was provided by the Department, but no funds for
extension are readily available."

l. Please add any other factors that you consider to relevant and ind.icate a
level of significance using the 5 point scale as above.
Other factors added:
"Most staff have little understanding of what kind of learning activities
could be presented on computer. Their role model is one of lectures, labs
and futes. Hard to introduce 'radical'ideas." [S]
"Access by students to computer labs."
"Availability of suitable CAL software in physics that fitted our courses." [5]

Summing the percentages in the moderate to critical significance categories
for the potential barriers given and ranking them on this basis gives the
following:
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Potential barrier Summedpercentage

Staff time for course development
Staff time for development of courseware materials
Funds for course/courseware development
Availability of appropriate hardware/software for courseware develop't
Student access to the technology required to deliver courseware
Lack of recognition compared to research and published papers
Student attitude to delivery using computer based technology
Staff expertise in course development using an open learning approach
No incentives provided to encourage improvement in teaching
Lack of staff support for anything other than face to face course delivery

Lack of time for staff to undertake development worþ insufficient resources
to support that worþ insufficient student access to appropriate equipment to
allow delivery of courseware and, lack of professional recognition of
achievement were rated as the most significant barriers to use of computer
based technology to deliver undergraduate physics education.

4.3.12Incentives

Q 10. I4trhat incentives are needed if use of computer based delivery and/or
support of courses is to be introduced/expanded in your physics
school/ department?
Rate the incentives you identify on a scale of 1 - 5, where:

1 : indicates no significance
2 = indicates little significance
3 : indicates moderate significance
4 : indicates a very significant incentive
5 : indicates the factor is critical to development

Please add comments to support your inclusion of each incentive and your
assessment of the significance of the incentive.
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55

51

37
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27
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a. Time allocated to academics to develop computer based materials (22)

Response Percentage

no significance 0 0

little significance 1 5
moderate significance 5 23
very significant incentive 11 50
critical to development 5 23

Comment:
"Everyone is already overworked and cut back to save time."

b. Recognition of development of use of computer based technology in
promotion and tenure criteria (22)

Response

no significance 3

little significance 3

moderate significance 5

very significant incentive 9

critical to development 2

c. Access to grants for purchase of equipment (22)

Response

1,

0

4

9

I

Comment:
"... for delivery, but not so much for development."

d. Access to grants for purchase of software/courseware (22)

Response Percentage

no significance 1 5

little significance 3 '1.4

moderate significance 6 27
very significant incentive 5 23
critical to development 7 32

Percentage

14

1,4

23

41,

9

Percentage

no significance
little significance
moderate significance
very significant incentive
critical to development

5

0

18

4L

36
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e. Financial support to undertake visits to institutions that are using
computer based technology in physics course delivery andlor support (21)

Response Percentage

no significance
little significance
moderate significance
very significant incentive
critical to development

Comment:
"Internet access and contacts means that many inter-state, international
programs can be tried out."

f. Other incentives (please list and rate)
Incentives listed were:
"Clear evidence that CBT actually irnproves student outcomes in physics."
l4l

"Development of authoring packages that are much more sophisticated than
AUTHOR or AUTHORWARE." [5]

"Availability of Good, Educationally sound Courseware material."

"Grants to employ courseware designers." [5]

Summing the percentages in the moderate to critical significance categories
for the potential incentives given and ranking them on this basis gives the
following:

Potential incentive Summedpercentage

Time ... to develop computer based materials
Access to grants for purchase of equipment
Access to grants for purchase of software/courseware
Recognition ... in promotion and tenure criteria
Financial support to undertake visits to institutions

The outcomes are consistent with those obtained in the previous question
regarding barriers, but with a stronger response to the more positive

1

5

1.0

4

1,

5

24
48
19

5

96

95

82
73

72
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phrasing as incentives. As one of the respondents stated, "time and money"
would appear to be the most significant incentives.

4.3.1,3 Development proposals

Q 11. What activities and associated forms of technology do you propose to
develop in the next five years that could be applied to delivery of
undergraduate physics education?

One respondent indicated that a large budget deficit meant that no forecasts
could be made. Others provided an outline of intentions that is included
below. The activities proposed are ¿ìn expansion of what already exists in
undergraduate physics education in some Australian (and other)
universities.

In a recent paper, Bork (1995) comments on failure of the educational use of
computers in schools and universities:

"This failure is not an intrinsic flaw in technology. Evidence suggests
that highly interactive multimedia technology has tremendous
potential for assisting learning at all levels. But, as with any new
approacþ there is a period of experimental trial of the technology, a
period where there is trial of different possibilities. We are still in this
period for technology in learning." (p 1)

The range of activities described by respondents and the (relatively) small
scale nature of each supports the point made by Bork. Most of the
developments listed below are essentiully planned as support for existing
courses. There is little emphasis on identifying student learning problems,
improved student understanding of concepts and the development of new
approaches to better meet the needs of students (although these oþectives
may be implicit in the planned development). Use of computer based
technology is generally peripheral to lectures, tutorials and laboratory work
except perhaps in those areas where such use is essential, such a
computational physics. Use of microcomputer based laboratory applications
may facilitate data collection and presentation; use of "smart" lecture
theatres and appropriate software in lectures may improve the quality of the
presentation of content in lectures; use of simulation and microworlds may
provide more insights into a topic than simply talking about it.
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From a teaching point of view, these uses of computers may add to the
quality of what is presented, but the question remains, "Do they improve the
quality of learning experiences for students?" What little evaluation has
been done indicates that student attitudes towards use of computer based
activities are positive, but that in itself does not mean that they learn more
or learn more effectively.

"I plan to develop more significant and portable courseware using
Mathematica."

"Computer based testing process for first year students. This will be to
provide rapid feedback to enhance learning. The results may not be counted
towards the overall assessment."

"Programming and spreadsheeting across years 1-3."

". Teaching/simulations pack on particle scattering and use of microprobe
technology (2nd year subject)
. Lab based software using 'Labview' to control and monitor experiments
(Lst year subject)
. Investigating use of WWW in teaching
. Development of lecture presentation software (animations, simulations,
etc)."

"L. Mainly evaluation & development of computer managed tutorials.
2. Computers are already widely used in laboratories.
3. Development of computer based demonstrations for lectures is just
beginning."

"- Development of CBT for open-learning Astronomy unit.
- Possible development of computer-skills training materials for second-
year students.
- Development of CBT for second-year students.
- Development of a ray tracing package for students of optics."

"Five years is a long time. Computer education changes so rapidly that this
list would be 'old-hat' within six months.
I am particularly working with:
Interactive Multimedia presentations by students of their own and other
research work.
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Administrative efficienry using Newtons, etc.
Acoustic analysis using latest AV computers.
Labview and other challenging programs for students."

"L. Fully multimedia Ralph tutorial software. Current system is limited in
use of images/diagrams and doesn't provide feedback very well.

2. CD-ROM based laboratory manual and video clips (already on vHS tape)
ready early 1995.

3. Image processing tutorial/prac for Astronomy/Medical physics.
4. Increased use in teaching/lectures, ie Powerpoint style presentation."

"Problem 1: Getting up to date machines accessible to students in labs (and
possibly tutorials).
Problem 2: Matching available software to our subject content (we don't
have time or expertise to reinvent the wheel and develop all our own
software."

"Expansion of computer based tutorials in Lst year.
Expansion of computer based presentations, simulations, demonstrations in
lectures.
Expansion of computer interfaces for data acquisition in 2nd & 3rd Year
labs."

"Simulation software."

"General integrated modules probably using simple 'student' spreadsheets
eg Derive or GW/QBasic. Emphasis on students creating their own
programs relevant to physics."

"Commencing in 1996, it is intended that lessons will be developed and
mounted on the system. These will describe the study of certain sections of
the text books, supply alternative treatments where appropriate,
demonstrate worked examples, and nominate textbook (or other problems
to be worked. The system will log progress and set assignments for cred.it at
regular intervals, so that a minimum rate of progress will be required.
Distribution may be via Departmental machines, take-home disks, or a
networþ as appropriate. The system will be trialed on small groups of
volunteers, introduced gradually, and continuously modified in the light of
experience. It is anticipated that the full program will take about five years
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for implementation, and ultimately include on-demand computer set-and-
marked final examinations."

"Introduction of computers into lectures to demonstrate certain concepts."

"L. Increase use of interactive computer based teaching in 1st year, Íor
students having problems with physics.

2. Increase use of computer interfacing with experiments in labs for data
recording.

3. Increase use of computers for processing data, eg graph plotting using
commercial software such as Matlab."

"CAL for 1st year - tutorial (question/answer/simulation)."

"Interactive problem solving.
Programs to teach various aspects of physics such as optics, use of CRO, etc."

"- More sophisticated analysis/design/simulation software for analogldigital
electronics.

- Commercial data acquisition and control packages eg LABWEW.
- More readily available computer access from off campus sites.
- Lecture notes available on the faculty network.
- Large screen display of computer-prepared lecfure notes in lecture theatres.
- Expanded use of multimedia presentations."

"Broadly based integration of computational physics techniques into
undergraduate curriculum."

4.3J1,4 Research undertaken on CBE in physics

Q 12. Has the physics school/department undertaken research on the
application of computer based education to undergraduate physics
education? (22)
The responses were:
NO 13

YES 9

Please describe. If reports/evaluations are available please indicate how
these may be obtained.
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of the YES responses, the reports cited were concerned with internal
university documents or conference papers. one respondent provided
extensive documentation on a lea¡ning management system based around
computer set-and-marked assessment. A planned new implementation had
been selected following extensive experience with use of computer managed
item banks with undergraduate physics students, with implementation
planned over five years.

There appears to have been no extensive, formally constituted research
Progr¿ìms into all aspects of computer based course delivery and support of
undergraduate physics in the sample of universities responding in this
survey. One respondent indicated that a study of a new direction for first
year physics was being undertaken which "included a component on
computers in first year labs".

Another respondent commented that responses were sought from all
students on their perceptions of the teaching they received, but that as
students did not do both computer based and non-computer based courses,
they were not in a position to make comparisons. Lecturer perception in this
case was that the students liked the computer based courses, but no formal
evaluation appears to have been conducted.

Another YES respondent also indicated that research had only been in the
form of student surveys, with generally positive responses from sfudents,
except for use of simulation where there was "mixed feedback".

Another respondent indicated that no evaluation had been carried out, but
it was planned to survey all Lst year students and to trial CBT materials with
another group of sfudents.

One respondent indicated that annual reports were produced for senior
university administrators linked to funding and that papers on outcomes
had been presented at conferences, eg ASCILITE.
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4.3.15 Plans for introduction of use of computer based technology

Q 13. Does the physics school/department have a plan for the introduction
of use of computer based technology for delivery/support of undergraduate
physics courses in the next three years? (22)
NO5
YES L6

?1.

Presumably the ? indicates that the respondent was unable to answer the
question with any certainty. Of the remainder, approximately three quarters
do plan development in this area.

The lack of a plan is not an indication that development will not occur, as

one respondent observed:
"Not a detailed plan, carried out on an individual basis."

In some cases, the plan is to expand on smaller scale development.
"A pilot scheme in the quantum physics area has been the catalyst for a large
development, based in Physics, which will serve the physical sciences and
engineering, and beyond."

4.3.16 CBE in the strategic plan

Q 14. Is computer based education included in the strategic plan for your
institution? (22)
NO
YES

NO?
?

It appears that five, possibly six of the respondents were not aware of the
contents of their university's strategic planning documents (or that no such
documents existed - unlikely, glven the quality review processes conducted
in universities in the period covered by this study). Comments attached to
this item suggested that some of the respondents perceived strategic plans to
be of little or no value.

Thirteen of the respondents who entered YES for item 14. also entered YES
for ltem L2. Computer based education was included in the strategic plan of
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their institution and they planned development in that area in the next
three years. Three respondents indicated that their institution included
computer based education in its strategic plan and they were not planning
development in this area in undergraduate physics.

One respondent stated that, "The development of good teaching practice is
part of our strategic plarç thus CBE is included implicitly." The assumption
here was that CBE equates with good teaching practice.

4.4OzCUPE1 and OzCUPE2 - the 1993 and 1995 conferences

4.4.L Introduction

The OzCUPEI & 2 conferences had as their focus, computer use in
university physics education. The conferences therefore presented an
opportunity to meet and talk with Australian and overseas physics teachers
working in this area. The invited and submitted papers provided a
collection of contemporary applications of computer use in physics
education in Australia. The timing of the two conferences prior to and
following distribution of the questionnaire assisted in its preparation and
provided some checks for consistency between responses and trends
indicated by the conferences.

4.4.2 ConÍerence structure

For both conferences, sessions were organised around categories of
computer use in physics educatiory as were the proceedings. The format for
the invited and contributed papers was that of lecture/demonstration.
Scheduled conference sessions were packed with content. In this, the
conferences mirrored the traditional approach to undergraduate physics
education.

OzCUPE2 included electronic activities with the establishment of a WWW
page (URL htþ: / I OzCUPE2.unimelb.edu.aulinfo) and bulletin
board I discussion list (OzCUPEList-REQUEST@unimelb.edu.au) prior to the
conference. Registration could be done electronically. The WWW page was
maintained after the conference. Facilities were provided at the conference
for participants to connect to the Internet to read and send e-mail, etc.
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4..4.3Invited papers

The two conferences were organised by groups of university physics
teachers, hence it could be expected that the invited papers would have
reflected what those academics saw as important in existing practice or as
trends for the fufure.
An outline of the invited papers for the two conferences follows.

OzCUPEI

Redish: What good is a computer for physics education?
outline of the computer used in teaching and learning, guided by
educational research with advocary for M.U.P.P.E.T. and CUpLE

Laws : Using integrated computer tools for data acquisitiorç data analysis
and modelling in introductory physics courses
A description of Workshop Physics courses at Dickinson College where
lectures have been replaced by "computer-enhanced observations,
experiments and interactive discussions."

Risley: Teaching physics using computers
An outline of a range of computer applications used in the teaching of
physics, based on software from the Physics Courseware Development
Project and software marketed by Physics Academic Software (J. Risley,
Director).

Bacon: The UK Computers in Teaching Initiative
A description of the CTI and several of the supported projects - Flexible
Learning Approach to Physics (FLAP), Software teaching of Modutar Physics
(SToMP), Teaching and Learning Technology Program (TLTP).

Ellis: Computer based education: the QUT CBE service
Description of the development of computer based education at QUT,
focussing on the development and delivery of tutorial material.

Aref: REU@SDSC
An outline of the Research Experience for Undergraduates program at the
San Diego Supercomputer Centre illustrated by examples of the ouþut of
student projects using computational techniques with powerful computers

I
I

;
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Bevilacqua: New Contents for new Media: pavia project physics
A description of a multimedia approach to conceptual development in
physics using historical case studies emphasising achievement of ltalian
scientists.

Capon: visualising the Invisible: Teaching Chemistry with Interactive
Multimedia
Use of interactive multimedia at the University of Melbourne School of
Chemistry to develop and display 3D molecular models (the Molecular
Models Workshop) and to display animated chemistry reactions (ChARMs).

Davies: SToMP - Software Teaching of Modular physics
A description of the uK developed sroMp program and its planned
introduction and further development at eur using a Teaching Technology
Infrastructure grant.

|ohnston: The Greatest Physics Software Show on Earth
The University of Sydney was a participant in the Consortium for Upper-
level Physics Software (CUPS) project. This paper describes the CUPS
packages and ends with a description of the Uniserve Science Clearinghouse
function.

Kjöllerström: Computer Aided Learning can Enhance the Quality of Physics
Education
The paper describes changes in undergraduate education in Swederç changes
in the roles of participants and the development of computer aided learning
in those changes.

Laurillard: Educational Implications of Computers in physics
The term "force" is used as an example of difficutties students have
integrating experiential and theoretical knowledge and an outline of how
tutorial-simulation programs may assist in reducing those difficulties.

McDermott: Research on Learning and reaching and the Design of
Computer-Based Instruction
A description of a program at the University of Washington using tutorials
(with pre- and post-testing) based on extensive research into student

h
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understanding of physics concepts before, during and after instruction. The
tutorials include small group structured workshops and computer materials.

Redish: Research Motivated Models of Instruction Using Computers
An outline of use of MUPPEI CUPLE, software from Physics Academic
Software and group learning techniques to target and reduce sfudent
conceptual difficulties in physics.

Taylor: A different Kind of mateship: Teaching Relativity in an Electronic
Conference Course
A description of the use of computer conferencing to deliver courses in
Special and General Relativity, conclusions drawn from this experience and
projections for the future.

The material covered by presenters in the invited papers section of the two
conferences indicates a greater emphasis in OzCUPE2 than ozCUPEl on
educational research as a guiding factor in the development of better
teaching practice in undergraduate physics. Laurillard, Redish and
McDermott focussed on this issue. Two of the invited speakers for
OzCUPE2, Capon and Bevilacqua illustrated the increasing emphasis on use
of multimedia in student courseware.

4.4.4 Contributed papers

The contributed papers give an indication of the activities computer using
physics teachers in Australia are engaged in. The assumption is that the
conferences attracted a representative sample of undergraduate physics
teachers active in this area. There may be significant projects that were not
identified by either of the conferences, although this is unlikely given the
relatively small community of Australian university physics teachers and
the comments below from the chairman of OzCLIPEI.

The following categorisations are not exclusive, for example, simulations
and other software packages may be used to illustrate lecfures. Papers have
been categorised according to what appeared to be their main.intent.
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Category of application

Simulation:
Lecture / demonstration:
Computer mediated communication:
Data reduction, analysis, presentation
(spreadsheet, algebraic manipulation
packages):
Student programming (M.U.P.P.E.T.,
etc), use of utilities:
Laboratory applications, interfacing,
data acquisition:
Computer assisted learning, tutorial,
learning management:
Miscellaneous:

OzCUPEI OzCUPE2

12

10

1,

8

2

L

6

J

2

Total

74

5

3

18

16

7

4

6

J 7

812

6

6

20

8743Totals (of papers categorised)

(The "Miscellaneous" category includes papers which ranged over several
application areas. "Data reduction... " includes computational physics
applications. There is considerable overlap between this category and the
"Laboratory applications... " category as most papers in the latter category
covered both acquisition and processing of data.)

The content of contributed papers to the two OzCUPE conferences is
consistent with the responses received to the questionnaire, with an
emphasis on laboratory applications and use of generic and specific purpose
software for data reduction and presentation. The conference papers suggest
a higher level of use of "Computer assisted learning... " than the
questionnaire responses, but this may be due to people who are involved in
development in this area (ie who have a strong interest in education) being
more highly motivated to present their work at conferences.

The Chairrnan of OzCUPEL, Ian ]ohnston, in "Letter from the Chairm"n" (p
5 of the conference proceedings), stated:

"It became clear to me as I talked with physicists from departments
throughout the country, that the use of computers in our
undergraduate teaching was at some kind of watershed. Physics
educators from all over were making innovative and imaginative use

44
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of computers: but much of it was in isolation - in isolation from other
departments and sometimes in isolation from the rest of their own
department... rr

He identified three aims for the OzCUPE1. conference:

". to expose physics teachers in this country to what is going on
overseas/

o to promote cooperation in the work that is already being done, and
o to prepare the way for future innovations, particularly the

introduction of supercomputers."

A problem with trying to achieve the first aim with a conference is that it
will generally only attract those who are already working in the area, those
who already have more than a beginning level of awareness of
development in Australia and overseas. of the approximately 110
registrations for OzCUPEI, approximately half were authors or co-authors of
Papers. What fraction of undergraduate physics teachers attend conferences
on physics education? Of those who do attend these conferences, how many
are in positions of influence in their schools/departments? I am aware from
discussion n'ith participants that OzCUPEI did attract some academics who
had not been heavily involved in computer based education in their
teaching, but only one of those I was able to identify was a head of
department and therefore in a significant position of influence in their
universitl'.

The proceedings from the two OzCUPE conferences show a similar range of
applications to those in the proceedings of the 1988 conference, The
Conference on Computers in Physics Instruction (Redish & Risley 1990),
held at North Carolina State University. This provides support for the view
of Bork (1995), that the use of computers in education (and in this case,
undergraduate physics) is still in a period of trial of the use of technology in
assisting students to learn.

The 1998 US conference, OzCUPEI &2, and the wide range of projects funded
through CAUT illustrate the work of individuals, or small teams, using
computer based technology in existing courses, often only in parts of those
courses. Bork (1995) sees this as a barrier to better realisation of technology in
education:
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"To realize the full power of technology in education we must realize
that new types of courses are possible with the technology that are not
possible without it. New course structures, new roles for teachers, and
new patterns for organizing classrooms in schools with the technology,
often with very exciting possibilities, cannot be done unless we build
whole courses from the beginning using the technology. So far there is
not even a single recent experiment in this direction."

Education is a complex human activity, where resistance to change of any
sort is influenced by a range of interacting factors. One of the macro reasons
for lack of movement from what Bork describes as a trial stage may be that
expressed by Kolderie (1990):

"The effort must become strategic. The people and the organizations
involved in the effort need to operate from an understanding that the
present structure of education presents absolutely fundamental
obstacles to the change they are trying to bring about. Nothing in the
system now makes improved technology or learning methods
necessary." (p 102)

This claim was made in reference to school level education. Kolderie
believes that education must be restructured in "... ways that make
improvement necessary..." such that those involved "... will move
affirmatively toward innovations, in their own interests and from their
own resources" (p 102).

4.5 Data derived from use of the Internet

4.5.1 Introduction

In this study, the Internet was used for several purposes. It provided a
means of contributing to the literature searcþ both in a traditional manner
through online searches of references to printed material and <lf material
designed specifically for online use. The Internet was also used to
communicate with physics educators, and to obtain examples of educational
physics material delivered and/or supported through it.

Use of the Internet and subscription based online services is an emerging
factor in education in Australia. In 1995, Open Net, devised as a set of online
services for students undertaking units offered through Open Learning
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Australia, commenced operation. open Net may become part of the
Australian Education Network (EdNA), development of which is being
undertaken by the Department of Employment, Education and Training and
the Open Learning Technology Corporatiorç funded by the Commonwealth
Sovernment. EdNA will not become fully operational until 'J,996, hence its
influence on higher education is unknown at this time. Some indication of
its potential may be gained from an examination of what is currently freely
available on the Internet.

4.5.2 Focus of Internet use study

Physicists have been involved with the growth of the Internet from its
beginnings as a communications system designed to withstand nuclear
attack. More recently, the World Wide Web had its origins in the work of
CERN physicists seeking to develop a more effective way of managing
physics documentation. Physicists continue to use the Internet in much the
same way as other academics - for personal communication and access to
databases (including research papers). Th"y also use it to gain access to
powerful computers and/or specific puïpose software at other locations for
research pu{poses. This sfudy has not sought to explore these uses, but has
focussed on uses of the Internet to provide physics resources aimed at
improving educational outcomes for undergraduate sfudents. These uses
may be categorised in two ways:
- those that are concerned with resources for university teachers, and;
- those that are aimed directþ at students.

In the following, references to resources and sites are given as they existed at
the time the information referred to was accessed. The references may
change or vanish as use of the Internet continue to evolve. References are
generally stated in the form of a WWW Uniform Resource Locator (URL) as
this way of locating information encompasses older approaches (eg, gopher,
rtp).

4.5.3 Online information - advantages and disadvantages

The advantages to the information providers and users of online services
are
- Orly one copy of the information need be developed.
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- The developer does not have to physically distribute copies of material. If
users want personal copies, they have to transfer the required information
to their computers.

- Publishing is an activity open to anyone with access to a computer able to
act as a server, hence the number of information providers could be large.
Conversely, a wide range of providers may lead to an associated wide range
of quality of the information that is provided.

- The potential audience can be the total set of Internet users, or may be
restricted by the information provider to a specific group.

- The information may be maintained as a dynamic resource, updated as
needed, with the new information accessible to all users essentially
simultaneously.

- Information can be made available for online access in many forms - text,
graphics, video, even executable code.

- Access to information is possible at all hou¡s of the day, and every day of
the year.

- Use of the WWW and browser software has led to the creation of sites
which collate and provide active pointers to sites where resources can be
accessed.

There are disadvantages as well, which include:
- Information and server sites can be removed without warning.
- Most of the material available is not refereed (so far).
- while the www provides easy initial access to most outlines and

references to material, a range of formats is used for papers, reports, and
associated time dependent material (video, audio). This requires the user
to have application software that is able to open and process a r¿ìnge of file
formats. For example, a document may be provided as a text file, as a
formatted file for one of several common word processing packages, or as a
Postscript file (requiring access to a printer capable of printing this format.

- There is still a range of commonly used, but incompatible computer
operating systems - material designed for use under one operating system
(or for a particular set of hardware), will not run on other systems.

- Downloading software carries with it the risk of also downloading viruses.

4.5.4 Online publishing and information dissemination

The most frequent use of the Internet in physics education (up to mid 1995)
apPears to be as an alternative publishing system, a means of disseminating
informatiory most of which would previously have been disseminated
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using paper as the medium. During the 1993 to mid L995 period of this
study, there was an increase in the quantity and varie$ of online material
relevant to undergraduate physics. Rapid change, with catalysts such as the
development and use of the WI4/W was a feature of Internet growth during
this period.

A collection of online physics resource materials was made available to
participants of the OzCUPE2 conference through the WWW page
established for that conference. This list is contained in Appendix 2, with an
expansion of one of the links.

Another link on the OzCUPE2 list, typical of the collections of physics
resources is that maintained by Alan Cairns (cairns@astro.washington.edu)
at URL:
htþ: / / www.halcyon.com I carns I physics.html
The material is contained in a HTML page on the WWW, with "hot" links
to resources in other sites.

In the following, text extracts from the Cairns page (as of August 5, 1995) are
presented in italics or as graphics "grabs" of sections of the page.

PhysicsEd: Physics Education Resources

The goal of this page ís to create a complete reþrence source for Physics
Education on the WWW. Lesson plans, labs, pointers to softanre, articles,
homeutork problems, test questions, ønd whateaer else members of the
community wish to contribute. lf you haae øny materials aoøilable for
submission pleøse send me an e-mail message

Cairns has collected a set of resources which, through making them
available to other people, he seeks to expand. The goal of a "complete"
reference source is unattainable. A more appropriate description may be
"extensive". Progress towards this goal will depend on several factors:
- The number of physics educators and students who access the page, find it

useful and contribute to it.
- The qualily of the material contained or referenced by the page.
- The extent to which physics schools/departments link to this page.

Universities throughout Australia have developed and continue to develop
WWW pages at the institutional, faculty, department/school and individual
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level. There are several lists of w\ /w physics pages (eg, Physics Around
the World: Australia, Oceania and Asia, URL:
htþ : / / www.w3 .ot g / hypertext / DataSources / WWW / Australia_and_Oceani
a.html

These sites may decide to establish their pages in two ways. Both will include
information specific to the site (eg, staff contact informatiorç projects in
Progress/ research PaPers available, etc.). They may also include references to
individual resources or, alternatively, they may include one or more
pointers to collections such as the Cairns site or others that may emerge.

The Cairns site is organised around a set of categories for which information
is available, rather than a structure organised around physics discipline
areas. This may be both an advantage and disadvantage. The nature of a
hypermedia data base means that information can be linked in multiple
ways without the need for a single organising structure. This may be
appropriate for a person who has knowledge of ways in which physics
information is organised, but may lead to confusion with students who do
not have knowledge of ways of organising information to derive meaning
from it. In other words, use of the www in this way may have greater
benefits for teachers than students.

The "What's New" section of the Cairns page (Augus! 1995) had the
following entries, each of which contained one or more links to the site with
the information referred to:

\
ï/hat's Nev
The Fæsent Situfltinn in Qìtf,ntum Mechilrics

Hy¡erext uan:lation of Eilwin Schrnilirrger's "Cflt Pamdox" Paper

AskDr. Heurinn
You can submit a qwstinn which will be anscæreil by the }ocal host. Othe¡s are able þ
subvnil alÞrnatiw anssren¡. The collectinn of qæstions is growing with timÈ ard becomes
pan of a seårEhnblÊ Ílatabase.

Eb:zuists D tr co'/Er ToD_Q!årk
Phpicisu at the Deparunem of EnÊrgy's Fermi National Arceleraur Laboramry uilay
(Maruh Z) amntmceil the discovËry of the subaumic panicle calleil thB up qunrk, thÊ lf,st
t¡¡tdiscor¡Eæü quark of the six pmdicerLÞy ctment scienüfic theog:. ScientisÈ vorldwide
haf, soughtthe t)p qt:arksinre the ilisco'geryof the bottmqrrarkatFermilab in l9??. ThE
iliscowry provides stong suppon for the quark theory of the sturturE of måtÞr.
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A problem with this approach to providing a collection of resources is that
the sites referred to may change their URL or vanish. This requires the
collection maintainer to regularly check links (or to rely on other users
reporting problems). An alternative would be the development of software
to regularly check links, to automatically make changes where appropriate,
or report on problems that require more than a simple URL change.

The Cairns page provides links to projects in the US. Each of the following is
a link to a specific project:

Courses, Topics, and Problem Sets
Remember: most of these are works in progress. Expect heaay construction
at
some sites,
" Interdisciplinary Course in Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics (l-Ipenn)
" Physics On The Web (llniuersity of Oregon)

Physics 161 (Physics of Energy ønd rhe Enaironment - Bothun)
Physics L99 (The scientific Basis for the Man Nature partnership -
Bothun)
Physics 25L (lntro to Physics for Majors - Kaaan)
problem sets

* Physics for Poets (UIUC)

" visual Quantum Mechanics (Dean zollman at Knnsøs state)

* A small selection of science in LASSp(lim sethna, CorneII)
A collection of hypertext topics ranging lro* Hysteresis to euantum
Tunneling,

" Tour of High Energy Physics
A brief oueroiap of high energy physics for a general audience by the

staff at FermiLab.

" 20th Century Physics (D. Weaaer and students at Chandler-Gilbert C.C.)
Adds n bit of humor and, unfortunately, a lot of in-line graphics

" Optics Unit (Unia of Floridø)
This unit is appropriate for middle school through college.
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" Collisions in One-Dimension (R. price, UNK)
This is the beginning of a CyberTextBook he is deaeloping. Others are
inaited to contribute.

" CLEA - Contemporary Laboratory Exercises in Astronomy
Computer exercises for Mac and pC zpith lab manuals at no charge!

" Nuclear Fusion Basics (loint Europeøn Torus project)
Brief description of nuclear fusion for the non-specialist.

" Computational Science Education project
The term computational scientist has been coined to desuibe
scientists, engineers and mathematicians who appty high perþrmance
computer technology in innoaøtiae and essential u)nys to adaance the
state of knowledge in their respectiae disciplines

* lnteractiae Physics Problem Sets (llC Berkeley lnstructional Technotogy
Program)

Given the large number of undergraduate physics courses that exist world
wide, the above is an extremely small sample. Most of the sites listed use the
WWW as a means of publishing materials. In some cases, what is published
is simply text. The problem of working with symbols has been approached in
different ways, the simplest being to imbed graphics in a text or word
processing file. Some of the sites listed above have extended the material
provided for student use by including executable code. For example, the
lnterdisciplinary Course in Chemistry, Mathematics, and physics at the
University of Pennsylvania includes material that students can cut and
enter into a package called Maple, software used by the students for algebraic
manipulation and graphics data processing.

Following a search for physics material on the Internet in 1gg4,I used e-mail
to contact L^rry Gladney, a physics lecturer at the University of pennsylvania
to obtain information about an introductory mathematics, chemistry and
physics course. This is also one of the courses listed above using the Internet
to complement lectutes, futorials and laboratory work. Material accessible
online includes lecture notes, regular assignments of problem sets and
worked solutions to the problem sets (posted after the due dates for student
work). The material was initially collected into an "Electronic Textbook for
PFP 94". In content and form, the material changed over the period
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December, 1994 to August lggs, with new, enhanced versions as both
experience with it and new browser software was developed. The latter
included an enhanced HTML 3.0 version and redevelopment using the
IAVA object oriented development system from suN systems. The
following is taken from e-mail corïespondence. My questions are on the
lines preceded by a "t" symbol.

"> f assume that the students who used these
> materials were on-campus sfudents who attended rectures,
> tutorials and labs. How many were involved?

The students were on carnpus using carnpus facilities for
computing, namely 486's (sic) and Mac's (sic). There were 33 students
in the class.

> You indicated that some of the students had difficutty in
> getting access to suitable equipment to use the online
> materials. Was this a significant problem?

It wasn't a significant problem even as perceived by the
students. They have come to expect instant response from
computers. Most of the Macs are pretty old, the 4g6's were
33 \[hz, and the network connections are not fast. Hence, they
might have to wait 60 seconds for a document to come up. The
sfudents perceive this as unforgivably long (most accesses
were under 15 seconds except during late afternoon). The other
thing l learned is that students are not prepared to completely
do without paper. Th"y insist on printing out some of the
documents. Printing, of course, is also slow and problematic on
some of the older systems in the dorms. The next incarnation
of the class will have some companion guide on paper to relieve
the worry about not having anything to "take home". There was
no difficully getting to machines.

> There is scope to further develop what you have to increase
> the level of interactivity for students. Do you plan to update
> the material for subsequent use?

Yes. I am planning to include interactive modules as I have the
time between research and other teaching duties. The main problem
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has been what to use for the interactive interface so that its
available on all platforms and free. For the moment, I am using
a program called cT. It's functional although limited. other options
are being explored. some interactivity (e.g. a grade server to
allow students access to their scores online via a social security
number password) will also be added via Mosaic itseþ probably in
late spring." (December 18, 1994)

The above illustrates several aspects of use of online services. The first is
that I was able to discover the existence of the Physics 151 course material
through a key word search using my home computer (the course was then
accessible through URL http:/ ldept.physics.upenn.edu/courses/). I was then
able to look at the materials myself and to initiate contact with the developer
of the course materials. Our communication occurred over several weeks,
with 24 hour turnaround between e-mail postings (largely because of the
time differences between the US and Australia. Any undergraduate physics
teacher with an interest in developing use of online services as a resource
could have taken a similar approach to mine.

From an operational point of view, the Gladney responses illustrate several
problems:
- the students for this course have access to equipment, but that equipment

includes a range of types and is largely outdated (the students complained
about this and the level of access);

- relatively slow data transmission speeds on the networks accessible to
students resulted in delays in downloading files contai^irg anything other
than text;

- software to access, display and work with files must be available for several
computer platforms, afÍordable across a potentially large number of
student computers (preferably no cost to the students);

- formats for graphics (GIF) and video files (MpEG) had to be chosen to be
readily accessible by Macintosh and windows based computers;

- files stored in Postscript format (to provide good quality printed images)
could not easily be displayed on screens (and some students had difficulty
accessing Postscript printers);

- paper is still a medium of preference (not surprising considering the
quality of screen presentations and the fact that most of what is transferred
is essentially still in the format of pages of information).
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It is interesting to note that the material was prepared for a small group of 33
students (who clearly had several points of access to that material),
indicating that lecturer interest was a stronger factor in the development
thary for example, a need to achieve economies of scale in information
distribution to a large (and possibly ge rgraphically distributed) class. Gladney
gave his reasons for the development as:

"At the heart of it is a wish to just do a better job teaching by adding
some of the sarne energy and creativity to it that I do for my
research. I also recognize what many have stated for some time.
Attention spans are shorter than they used to be, technology should be
integrated into teaching the curriculum at points where it makes
sense to do it, and students need to feel as though they can explore
a material to whatever depth they feel comfortable with. www
makes all that possible. Additional advantages are that the
text is 'living'. As new phenomena come up, they can be immediately
added (as happened with the comet collision with fupiter this summer).
Also, I can easily point students to other resources created by others
if they are made available on the net." (December 'l.r,lgg4)

In these comments, Gladney touches on several reasons for developing
online material that others have also emphasised:
- the online mode of delivery allows changes to be made in materials where

and when necessary, with the new versions immediately available to all
USETS;

- new resource material can be easily added (including graphics, video, etc);
- active links can be made to other related resource material.

What is not stated, but is implicit in the above is that, if the students have
access to hardware and software needed to access online services, this also
provides a potential resource for other than passive downloading of course
support material. It means that sfudents have a facility to use e-mail to
communicate with staff and other students. Th"y may also have other
software tools that allow further processing of any material they may
download.

Gladney also states tha! "... technology should be integrated into teaching
the curriculum at points where it makes sense to do it...". In this case, as in
many other current applications, "integrated" means to support previously
developed approaches and content. The phras€, ',... where it makes sense to
do it... ", may be extended to include a rationale other than that outlined by
ChaPter4 
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Gladney. Assuming that the use of computer based resources will continue
to develop from a support role to existing courses and materials, the
computer based approach is best applied to aspects of a cor:rse that are
perceived to be not working well in traditional mode. This may include
reasons associated with cost effectiveness or poor sfudent performance. If an
approach is not achieving the required outcomes there is already good
reason to change. It may well then make sense to look at use of technology
as part of that change.

No formal evaluation of use of the material had been done at the time of
the above communications, but the lecturers felt that the sfudents were
more engaged with course materials than they had been with previous
materials and liked the approach.

The Cairns Page includes sections largely concerned with school level
physics and links to museums, exhibits and sources of demonstration
material. This is a somewhat eclectic assortment of material.

The Research section of the Cairns page contains links to projects at several
universities. Most of the sites listed provide descriptive material for the
projects they support. Some, such as the InfoMalf advertise a product that is
currently only available on a physicat medium which has to be purchased to
gain access to the material. The InfoMall provides a set of physics resources
on a CD, with search software to locate items. The data base of resource
material is claimed to have been tested at a wide range of sites. It includes
commonly used textbooks and journal articles in physics, documentation on
laboratory experiments and demonstrations, equipment catalogues and
vendor inJormation and artides on pedagogical issues in physics teaching.
Software is being developed (1994195) to help teachers use the material
effectively in classroom activities. Research into how teachers use the
information in the InfoMall is also being undertaken.

The InfoMall project supports a newsletter (INFOMALL@PHYS.KSU.EDU)
which, in addition to information on the product, features experiences of
teachers who are using the material. The InfoMall project is supported by a
US National Science Foundation grant. The charge of g30 is for the first CD
disk and subsequent updates are provided free of charge.

Other sites provide access to acfual project material online. As an example of
the last category of projects, the Indiana University (IU) material provides an
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extensive set of materials based on a Socratic Dialogue Inducing (SDI)
laboratory approach (Hake, 7987; 1992;199s; Tobias & Hake 1988) described in
Chapter 2. Use of technology is integrated into courses taught using the SDI
approach (videotapes of phenomena, use of sonic motion detector
equipment) as well as providing u means of publishing support material. As
of mid 1995, Nine SDI lab manuals were available for downloading, not just
by students of IU, but by anyone with Internet access at URL:
http: / / physics.indiana.edu /

Most of this material is stored as Postscript files, requiring the user to have
access to a system able to print files in this format or to software able to
display the material on screen. Hake (1995) claims that, "The electronic
availability of these manuals has the advantage that they are easily updated
and instructors with computers can readily coplr cut, paste, and delete so as
to modify them to suit their own pedagogic styles, equipment and
curriculum" (p 2).

The SDI materials include documentation of research into use of the
approach with more than 4000 students (and a small number of faculty from
non-physics backgrounds who have participated in courses with students).
The research report (including pre- and post-testing of students) claims that
the SDI approach is among the most effective methods of improving the
interactive engagement of students and improving student understanding
in physics. Successful experience of peers is a factor in the dissemination of
innovatiorç hence making evidence of that success and some of the resource
material used available should influence other physics teachers. This
assumes that those teachers are aware of the existence of the site and are
motivated to examine the material.

The North carolina state university is developing a repository of
demonstration material for use in lectures by staff through its Lecture
Demonstration Facility. With an increase in lecture theatre facilities to
project information generated by computers on to large screens, there is a
demand for resource material for lectures. Development of high quality
graphics and other lecture resource material is a time consuming task and
frequently requires graphics design skills that most lecturers do not have.
Access to a library of material or to services able to quickly develop material
on demand is a developing need.
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In some cases, the transition has been from writing lecture notes on a
blackboard to overhead projector, to use of computer presentation software,
with no (teaching) value added component. In other cases, lecfures are now
illustrated with graphics, video material and simulations. If this is made
available for students to access (either before or after the lecture), the quality
of material available to students may be improved and student time in the
lecture period need not be taken up with transcription of notes.

There is an increasing number of organisations with www pages.
Professional organisations will feel the need to develop services using these
facilities as member access to online services increases, electronic publishing
develops in the commercial sector, and electronic mail increases in volume
and variety of use.

The Cairns Page lists links to physics related professional organisations and
concludes with links to other sets of physics resources:

* Physics seraers and seraices Around the world (McGill llniu)
This is a searchable database and quite comprehensiue
" The World-Wide Web Virtuøl Librarv: physics
* Physics Resources (other Gophers)
* Clearinghouse for Subject-Oriented Internet Resource Guides - Physics
* Physics Nefutorking. Gric Lane)

As with the other resource material that the Cairns page points to, this set of
material varies considerably in content and quality.

In its current form, most of what is contained in the above would be of little
use to an undergraduate student of existing physics courses. The
idiosyncratic nafure of physics courses, their focus on transmitting specific
content, and the Pressures on students mean that only the more able would
have the time or the motivation to seek information from a wide range of
sources/ most of which will not be specifically aligned with the content and
approach of the course they are taking. Ironically, it is the less able sfudents
(or those with limited backgrounds in physics) who could benefit most from
multiple representations of concepts, a feature of access to a range of
resource material from different institutions. The main value of what
currently exists may be to undergraduate physics teachers, providing a
source of ideas that they may draw from, a "grass roots" approach to
innovation dissemination.
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4.5.5 Clearinghouses

The Computers and Teaching Initiative (CTI) project has established linked
subject/discipline based clearinghouses in UK universities. The URL for the
home page for CTI is http:/ /info.ox.ac.uk/cti/index.html. The site for
physics is the University of Surey (htþ:/ /www.ph.suney.ac.uk/). Each
clearinghouse has the task of collecting computer based resources in its area
of concern and actively promoting effective use of computers in that area.

In Australia, a similar, but smaller program has been funded by DEET with
four university based clearinghouses coordinated through the ANU. Physics
is included in the Uniserve Science clearinghouse physically located at the
university of sydney (for Biology, Biochemistry, Geography, Geology,
Physics and Psychology). The clearinghouse project has established a
presence on the WWw (URL http://uniserve.edu.au/uniserve/), but at the
time of writing, is still in an initial development stage.

The outcomes of research on innovation dissemination and the
development of resource sites in the uK and us suggests that a
clearinghouse function in an age of online services has to offer more than a
simple physical aggregation of software with reviews. There has to be
motivation for potential users of computer based approaches to investigate
online use of a clearinghouse. This may mean using "traditional" channels
initially to get to that potential audience. A next stage is to present concise,
persuasive outlines (with options for text and video illustration where
appropriate) of how other undergraduate physics teachers are using
computer based materials successfully, where "successfully" means to
remove or reduce existing problems in physics teaching. These outlines
would also provide e-mail contacts with these successful applications. In
essence, the clearinghouse function should encompass and exceed the role
currently provided by individuals such as Cairns, as outlined in 4.5.4 above.

The clearinghouse should also develop and maintain information on
resources, with efficient search software and online demonstration versions
of software that allow the features of packages to be quickly explored without
the need for extensive training in the package. Finally software and
associated courseware should be obtainable online either through
downloading or ordering for delivery on a physical medium. Links to local
hardware suppliers may also be supplied.
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The clearinghouse function is currently aimed at teachers, but there is no
logical reason why it could not also serve to support students, providing
them with information about online resources, including courses for ctedit
or supPort services aimed at servicing specific student difficulties available
from universities (or coÍunercial providers) around the world.

A key to growth of online services is that they target the provision of
solutions to educational problems, things that are not done well using
existing approaches, and not a specific audience such as teachers.

4.5.6 Off-c¡rmpus teaching of physics

The examples described in 4.3.4 were mainly concerned with on-campus
students, with use of other students and teachers as an extension. There are
examples of use of technology to support off-campus students undertaking
physics subjects. In Australia, the |ames cook university of North
Queensland offers first year physics (PH1000) from the Townsville campus
to students using facilities at the Mt Isa and Cairns campuses of ICU and at
the McKay open Learning Centre. The subject is supported by texts, work
books and a set of linked AUTHORWARE files. The program was funded by
a grant from the DEET National Priority Reserve Fund which provided
resources for writing, packaging and delivery of the first year physics suþect
and a first year mathematics subject (Gibson-Wilde, 1993). Assistance is
provided through fax and telephone links to staff at the Townsville campus.
Students are required to attend a residential school in Townsville for a set
block of time to complete the laboratory component of the program.

The ]CU program is essentially a campus extension program. Programs that
require students to attend residential schools and/or to attend equipment
intensive delivery sites are also offered through the UK Open university. A
more general model for off-campus delivery and support of physics is
provided by the Montana State University National Teachers Enhancement
Network (NTEN) courses which include courses in physics. These courses,
funded by the NSF are referred to as telecomputing or telecommunications
courses and include:
- Special Relativity
- General Relativity
- Images of Earth
- Electronic MAPS
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- The Science of Food Safety
- Survey of Quantum Mechanics
- Visualization and Communication Tools
- The Physics of Energy
- Electronic Snow
- Water Quality
- Chemistry Concepts
(MSU Outreach and Extension program,
zxsT oot @MSU. OSCS. MONTANA. EDU)

The courses are aimed at discipline renewal (or development of new
discipline knowledge) for high school science teachers (gtraduates), but could
also be taken by undergraduate students, university teachers, or advanced
placement high school students. Students need a microcomputer, modem
and access to telephone line able to connect to an 800 number so that at least
some telephone expenses are covered by the project. sfudents may also
connect to a local Internet node and hence gain access to MSU if that is a
more effective approach for them. Courses are offered for credit. The NSF
funding has covered most costs for participating science teachers, but they
are still required to pay amounts that vary from course to course to cover
registration (usually 950), texts, software, and communications costs.

The degree to which technology is used in course delivery and support
varies from course to course. All courses use computer conferencing and e-
mail software for group discussions and one-to-one communication
between teachers and students and between students. Unlike telephone
conferences, these discussions are asynchronous, but they are structured and
some are carried out in set time periods. Some courses, such as Special
Relativity, require the use of simulation software. Others, such as Images of
Earth and the Visualization course, are based on use of specific software
packages and online data and would not exist if it were not for development
of computer and communications technology. For these courses, the tools
needed to access the course are also the tools needed in the processes and
content of the course.

NTEN commissioned an evaluation of the telecomputing courses The
Science of Food, Special relativity and Images of Earth (Horizon Research
Inc.' 1995). One of the evaluation items was concerned with whether the
NTEN courses attracted teachers traditionally less active in professional
development. The outcome was that "NTEN participants appear to be much
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more active than typical science teachers, in terms of both formal
professional development and less formal activities ..." (p 3). This is hardly a
surprising finding given the innovative nature of the delivery mode of
NTEN and the requirements of the participants. A more relevant question
may be directed at the "less active" to determine what incentives would be
required to make them more active.

The NTEN courses remove the need to be geographically close to the site of
delivery and remove some of the timing constraints on students, but access
to professional development is not necessarily the major barrier perceived
by teachers.

The majority of the 51 respondents to the Horizon Research Inc. (FIRr)
survey (59%) learned of the courses through direct mailing from MSU. This
suggests that to widen the range and number of participants, different
marketing techniques should be used to reach all science teachers. The
telecommunications experience of the respondents was higher than that of
the general teacher population in that 6t% }tad experience of use of e-mail.

The HRI survey also looked at some of the operational aspects of the
courses. It was found (p 5) that Internet connection was slower than that
provided by the 800 number and dependent on time of day of use. The "vast
majority" (u%) of participants worked on the NTEN courses at home.

As part of the general evaluation of the courses, respondents were asked to
rate a set of statements. The results were (p 9):

Statement Percent Agreeing or

StrcnglyAgreeing

100

97

95

92

90
The course instructor(s) were accessible to me through telecommunications 90
The course requirements were made dear gT

The course work requirements were realistic g6

The course seemed to be designed with classroom teachers in mind 79
The course grading system was made clear 77

I was kept informed of the grades in the course g7

The content of the course was interesting to me

I usually understood the content being taught in the course

I would recommend on-line courses of this type to my colleagues
I found the on-line discussions interesting

The goals of the course were made clear
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The low rating of the grades information pointed to one of the adverse
aspects of the courses. The computer conferencing software used did not
facilitate grading of assignments submitted electronically. In a traditional
course, a teacher might make comments in the margin and return the
material to the student. Although software exists that allows a similar
approacþ it was not used in the courses evaluated.

In terms of how well the courses prepared participants to teach the material,
responses ranged from LoÙ% "Fairly well" or "very well prepared.,, for the
Relativity and Science of Food Safety courses to BZ% for the Images of Earth
course' However, the gains in preparedness attributed to the courses show (p
1 1):

Percent responding "Fairly
Well" or'Very WeIl Prepared"

N preCouse postCourse
C-ourse

Special Relativity
Science of Food Safety

Images of Earth

only participants who completed the pre- and post-questionnaire are
included in the above, resulting in a small sample in each case, but the gains
were large for these respondents.

In their conclusions (that are relevant to the use of computer and
communications technology), the HRI researchers state:

"Participant reactions make it clear that the conferencing system did
not inhibit, and often enhanced, interactions within each course.
"' From the participants'perspective, the culture of the courses and the
nature of the interactions are qualitatively different and better than in
traditional professional development." (p 13)

Comment could also have been made of the advantages and disadvantages
of having:
- both teachers and students remote from the institution providing the

server for the conferencing software and the credit for the course;
- some of the resource data (satellite data) and software located at other sites,
buU
the HRI survey only looked at perceptions of participants.

7

8

12

14

50

8

100

100

83
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Reflection on two of the courses (Relativity) is provided in a paper provided
by one of the course presenters, Edwin Taylor (Taylor & Smitlt 1995) and in
conversation with Taylor at OzCUPE2. Taylor believes that the maximum
number of students for a course such as his is 25 - 30 per instructor, hence
economies of scale by extending courses to large numbers of students
without a corresPonding increase in the number of teachers is not possible.
This barrier assumes that telecomputing courses continue to be taught as
Taylor has done, with regular and substantial one-to-one communication
between teacher and student. Taylor sets regular (almost daily) goals to be
met by students leading to a situation wherê, "... our computer conferencing
courses are much more controlling than class-based courses. we are
uncomfortable with this conclusion, but find its usefulness solidly verified
in our experience and happily accepted by our students" (p 3). It may be that
other approaches will need to be explored to achieve economies of scale (if
cost, access to a sufficient number of skilled teachers, or little flexibility on
course presentation timing are problems) or that different costs will be
attached to courses where a high level of teacher-student interaction is
provided.

Administrative procedures have been demanding and consume teacher
time. More use of automated procedures is being developed to reduce this
problem.

Taylor relies on a textbook for the course, of which he is co-author (and
which I used as a reference as a physics teacher in the late 1960's), and
associated simulation software to provide graphics and formulae. The
conferencing exchanges are all text based. An innovation he sees for the
future is the facility for students and teachers to exchange equations that
contain symbols and to exchange diagrams. This is possible now but would
require additional software (or possible scanning devices) and skills in the
use of that software. Taylor expects that use of the www will lead to an
expansion of what can be achieved building from what is currently done.

A challenge is to maintain the high success rate attached to the NTEN
courses with a larger and more diverse set of courses and students, most of
whom are likely to be less tolerant of technological constraints than the
initial group of students. This suggests the need for a software interface like
the I{WW with software supporting collaborative work and a wider range
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of type of information exchanged between teachers and sfudents (including
graphics, video and voice).
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Chapter 5: Discussion, conclusions, further research

5.l lntroduction

This chapter summarises the outcomes of research into innovation
dissemination and relates these outcomes to the use of computer based
technology in undergraduate physics education. A case is advanced that there
is a need for change in undergraduate physics education and that computer
based technology could be a significant component of an improved student
learning environment in this area. Existing examples of effective educational
use of technology, and emerging tedrnological development, indicate that the
technology itself is not the most significant barrier to change.

5.2 Innovation dissemination

Researctr on innovation dissemination (Rogers, 1962, r97l;Hutctrinson and
Huberman, 1993) indicates that factors that may impact on successful
innovation diffusion and adoption include relative advantage compared to
existing practice or competing innovations; the conceptual and implementation
complexity of the innovation; compatibility with the total context of the
potential adopter; the quality of materials associated with the innovation;
trialability in pilot form; divisibility of what is to be adopted or adapted;
reversibility of change if evaluation or other factors require the innovation to be
rejected; communicability; adaptabitity; cost, and; risk to individuals and
systems.

Stages in an innovation diffusion/adoption process usually include
awareness / knowledge, persuasioru decision, implementatiorç and
confirmation (Rogers, 1983). In universities, the speed of adoption is generally
faster for innovations that involve the use of electronic devices (Getz,siegfried
& Andersoru 1995). An adoption process will usually involve iteration within
and across stages (Bohl+ 1985); require advocates within the target group
(Dodl, et aI., 1975), and; require that the subject of the innovation becomes a
sustained part of the informal and formal communication interaction of that
group. Sustained drange will require individuals to adopt or adapt the
innovatiorç but will also require renewal at the system level within the working
arldlor social environment of those individuals.

With regard to use of computers in physics educatiorç the intellectual content of
computer based materials has come from within an initially small number of
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sites in an internationally dispersed community of physics educators. With
academic stafus linked more to physics research than physics teaching,
communication channels for the former have exceeded those for the latter.
I4rhat has been disseminated includes knowledge and use of computer
hardware, computer software, courses, and aspects of teaching practice. Less
appears to have been done in the area of using computing and communications
technology to reduce existing and emerging pedagogical problems in
undergraduate physics education. The above factors related to physics
education can be linked to change in practice that may be considered as either
unique and therefore innovative, or as innovative in a particular context in the
history and contemporary educational use of computers in undergraduate
physics education.

After more than 30 years of computer use in undergraduate physics education,
including several large scale projects, the evidence suggests that such use is still
considered as an innovation rather than an accepted practice. The conditions for
wide spread dissemination of successful educational computer use have not yet
been established, but development of computer use continues to be undertaken.

5.3 The history of computer use in undergraduate physics education

This thesis has not attempted to provide an exhaustive survey of computer use
in undergraduate physics education. Historical data has been analysed to
establish a context for contemporary activity in this area.

The PLATO project at the university of lllinois, urbana-Champaign was
selected as a significant project because of its size, use (at least on a trial basis)
at sites around the world and, continued use at some sites over an extended
period. It supported whole course material designed to replace lectures and
included communication features that were innovative at the time. The pCDp
at Irvine also supported a complete physics course. Much of the development
since these projects has been at the topic level.

Evaluations of PLATO and the pcDp (]ones & Kane, r994;Bork, lgTs) contain
references to positive attifudes of students towards the use of computer based
materials, but there aPpear to be no studies over an extended period that clearly
attribute increased student learning outcomes to the use of the technology.
Izvhere such increases are reported, use of tectrnology has usually been
accompanied by other changes in practice. In an overview of evaluation studies
concerned with the use of new technology, Laurillard (1994, p 2\) observes that
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decision makers want an answer to the question, "do learning technologies
improve learning?" and that evaluation sfudies avoid answering this question
and instead demonstrate that, "learning tedrnologies have the potential to
improve learning". The shift of focus arises at least in part because the
introduction of tedrnology ctranges the context in which courses are offered
and hence may change what it is that students learn. Any technology becomes
an interlinked part of the total context in which it is employed, influencing
other aspects of that environment (culture, social interactiorç professional
actions, etc). All components of that context interact in a dynamicway, making
isolation of specific cause and effect relationships difficult to establish.

Laurillard summarises evaluation study outcomes as "predictably" concluding
that:

"1 Students/trainees are enthusiastic about the medium.
2 There is no significant difference in measured learning outcome in
comparison with an alternative medium/method of teaching.

3 Inadequate organisation/ logistical problems / technicat difficulties
meant that the medium did not reach its full potential.

4 Where senior management was supportive, the medium was more
successful than where it was not.

5 Where accreditation was giverç the medium was valued more highly
than where is was not.

6 the project demonstrated dear potential for the medium to be
educationally effective " (p 2L).

The emergence of the relatively low capital cost personal computer and the
development of generic software specifically for this type of equipment
increased the scope for individual and group development of educational
applications. Concurrent with this emergence in the mid 1980s, two other items
of significance to this study emerge in the literature.

The first, illustrated by the work of Laws (L990, L993), McDermott (I990a,
1990b,7991,,1993,1995), Redish (7994, 1995a,1995b) and others, is the
development of use of the computer to support improved student learning,
with applications based on educational research into difficulties experienced by
students. Much of this work is based on a constructivist approaclr to teaching
and leaming, with some of the specific application to physics (although
developed independently to constructivist science research) attributed to Arons
(1eeo).
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The second is the convergence of communications and computer technology
and the growth of development and use of the Internet. Neither of these two
items has yet touched the majority of undergraduate physics education. The
second item has the capacity to be both a significant factor in dissemination of
the first and to contribute to its further development.

Work at the Xerox PARC (Learning Research Group, 1974) provided much of
the basis for the personal computers of today, particularly the graphics user
interface of the Macintosh and Windows operating systems. Work continues at
PARC and other sites on the concept of "personal" computers. If personal
ownership of a range of computing and communications equipment could be
assumed for all students and teachers, would that significantly influence
university teaching and learning? Access to technology alone is not sufficient to
btitg about change. Innovation disseminatiorç as discussed earlier, requires
communication and the Internet appears to be beginning to reactr a sufficiently
large audience to provide student - student, teacher - teacher, and student -
teacher interaction on a scale not previously achieved.

5.4 Is there a need for change?

In Chapter 1, two significant questions were asked:
- is there a need for change in physics educatiorç and if so;
- is the use of computer based technology likely to make a significant

contribution to this change?

The 1993 report "Physics: A vision for the Future" points to significant
problems with physics in Australia. These include the implications of the age
profile of academic physicists, decreasing numbers of physics graduates and
concern about the quality of students in and graduating from physics courses.
The unpopularity of physics and the quality of physics teaching in schools is
also induded as a matter of concern.

Higher rates of retention at the senior sdrool level, ctranges in the profile of
school leavers and student perceptions of the status and financial rewards of
occupations mean that students who do undertake undergraduate physics are
likely to constitute a more diverse group than would have been the case 20 or
even 10 years ago. Courses and learning environments developd for sfudents
of the past are unlikely to effectively meet the needs of the students of the
present. Teaching approaches that a¡e only effective with students who have
the capacity to think in ways already similar to existing physics academics
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("reproducing ourselves" as described by Redisþ 1994,) are increasingly likely
to be unsuited to the students of today. These students come to physics with
different backgrounds to those of 20 years ago and face a different set of
employment options.

Research into sfudents'learning in science over more than a decade (Driver,
1984; Gunstone,l992;Hake, 199.5; Laws, L990; McDermoht,1993) provides well
documented evidence for claims that the traditional lecture, tutorial, laboratory
approach to physics teaching does not provide an effective learning
environment. Significant increases in student understanding of physics
concepts can be achieved through use of approadres that require sfudents to
interact more effectively with their teachers, other students and course
materials. Computer based materials can be an effective component of such
approaches. Laws (1993), McDermott (1995), and Hake (1995) have shown that
well structured tutorials (based on research into student understanding) with
appropriate use of MBL and other computer based materials, produce
improved student learning of physics. Lectures have been de-emphasised or
removed. The approach has been shown to be effective with a broad spectrum
of first year level physics students.

The assumption is that undergraduate physics teaching (particularly atthe first
year level) has understanding as its aim, rather than just imparting information
on the structure and content of the discipline of physics (as interpreted by the
institution). It may be that some university physics teachers see the
undergraduate years more as training than education, a process of acquiring
the basic techniques and tools needed for postgraduate study of physics. In
practice, students will be exposed to a range of teachers and to courses that
require understanding in some areas and memorisation without fuIl
understanding in others.

There is a substantial body of research into learning in physics that could be
applied to improve university physics teaching. For that application to occur,
physics teachers have to recognise a need for improvement in what they do, be
aware of the researcþ become motivated to plan and implement dranged
practice and, be in an environment that is supportive of improving
undergraduate physics teaching. University physics teachers are required to
have qualifications that demonstrate expertise in the discipline of physics, but
are not required to be qualified as teachers. An investigation of the expertise in
educational theory, research and practice of physics academic teaching staff as

well as in their discipline area could be the topic of a further study.
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The pervasivess of technology in aspects of student life outside that concerned
with academic studies will continue to impact on universities. Universities
cannot stand apart from this development. Functional implementation of
computer use in administratioru libraries, and as components of
instrumentation will impact on teaching, regardless of any specific educational
computing development.

The research cited above (coming from physics educators in Australia and
overseas) is evidence of a need for change in physics education, not just in the
content of courses, but in the total learning environment that the university
provides for the delivery and support of courses. This need comes at a time
when universities are under pressure from what Ehrmann (1gg4) describes as
the triple challenge of:

"l' How to make their academic programs accessible to the students who
need them,
2 How to provide a modern, effective academic program for those
students.
3 How to do those things while living within very limited budgets.', (p BT);

and in another form (Ehrmann, r99s) as, "...how to improve certain
unsatisfactory educational outcomes, extend access to an older and more
diverse set of learners, and control spiraling costs."

Change must involve the use of technology not just to provide access to existing
courses for a larger number of sfudents at the same or lower costs as now (the
economic/logistic rationalel but to reduce identified educational d.eficiencies in
the existing system (the improved sfudent learning outcomes rationale).

5.5 Barriers and incentives

The responses to the survey which was part of this study indicate that lack of
time for staff to undertake development work, insufficient resources to support
that worþ insufficient student access to appropriate equipment to allow
delivery of courseware and, lack of professional recognition of achíevement are
perceived to be the most significant barriers to use of computer based
technology to deliver undergraduate physics education. Some of the bar:riers
may be considered to be personaf some instifutional, but the two categories are
linked. An individual teacher may take action to develop computerbased
material to enhance lectures (for example, using presentation software), but
unless there is the mearìs to deliver that material to students (for the example
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givery alarge screen projector) there is no return for the investment of time in
learning how to use a software package and to prepare lecfure materials.
Development of instructional courseware for student use carries with it the
requirement that students have access to the equipment that is necessary to use
that courseware. Coherent development requires not just change in the practice
of individual teachers, but that the human resource, physical environment,
management and financial infrastructures of a university change to support
that practice. Changing only one aspect of a set of inter-related components of a
system generally results in dissipation of resources in the resulting internal
conflict.

The major incentives can be described as a re-statement of these barriers in
positive terms - time to undertake development of computerbased education,
resources to support that development and recognition of achievement in
tenure and promotion criteria.

Another approach to incentives is to consider the potential beneficiaries of
increased use of computerbased materials in undergraduate physics education.
These include:
- students;
- university teachers;
- the science faculty;
- the university administration;
- emplovers and society at large;
- commercial vendors of hardware, software and services.

Taking each of these and looking at some of the benefits:
Students could have a learning environment to support more effective learning
andlor improved understanding of physics.

University teachers could have access to better teaching resources and a more
rewarding working environment (in terms of sfudent satisfactiory institutional
recognition and possibly promotion).

The science faculty could be seen to be using contemporary technology,
consistent with use in the community, and possibly attracting students.

The university administration could increase services within existing budgets
and market a new image to students and potential sources of research funding.
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Employers and society at large could expect that graduates would have skills
in the use of technological tools that could be employed to commercial and
community benefit.

Commercial vendors of hardware, software and services would have an
enlarged and continuing market for their products.

The above Sroups do not exist in isolation. Each influences and is influenced by
the others, but the most significant factor driving change is most likely to be
financial rather than educational. Use of technology to achieve containment of
costs in a manner that does not lead to loss of sfudents (and hence DEET
ftinding) in some areas of university operation (administratiorç libraries) can
provide a threshold level of technology to support activities in other areas.

In industry, use of technology is usually linked to opening up new commercial
possibilities or to increased productivity. Are there parallels in education?

There are examPles of technology being used in education to do what was done
before, but to do it more effectively and also to do new things. As a simple
example of the former, graphing software eliminates the need to draw graphs
by hand. An example of the latter is the use of satellite imagery in a wide range
of fields.

In education, productivity is difficult to measure. The student is both product
and part of the process. Levin (1993) asks:

"..' whether students are raw materials being processed, or whether they
are/ as some more recent formulations have it, the workers doin_g the
producing. Production function studies tend to slide over this distinction,
treating students sometimes as producers but more often as materials.
Students are seen as producers to the extent that issues such as their
motivation and effort are taken into account. yet they are seen as
materials to the extent that sfudies focus on the antecedents of students,
much as we might want to ensure that a certain quatity of steel went into
the manufacture of cars. Moreover, an implicit assumption in most of the
work is that schooling is something done to students - that adults organize
schooling to produce certain outcomes. Interest in students is chiefly a
matter of how well our efforts have succeeded."
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In the production of a physical product in industry, the input costs can be
quantified. In educatiorç it is often difficult to isolate the total real costs of a
specific initiative. We therefore have a situation where both inputs and
outcomes may not be easily measured, adding to the difficulty of presenting
productivity gains as an argument for change.

There is scope for further study of barriers and incentives, possibly through a
consideration of potential beneficiaries and a consideration of productivity
gains related to use of technology to deliver and support physics education.
The questionnaire approach is limited in what it can achieve and other
approaches (eg a study of promotion and tenure criteria, existing use of
academics' time, etc) could identify additional factors.

One of these barriers, that of delivery of courseware and support electronically
to students is unlikely to be solved through equipment acquired by and located
on the carnpuses of universities. Hardware and software acquisition and
maintenance at the level required for all students (and staff) is beyond existing
university funding (and infrastructures). Even if the problem could be solved,
this approach does not serve off-campus students such as the more than 20,000
Open Learning Australia enrolments in 1995. Students constitute a very large
body of information workers in our society. If they are to work efficiently with
informatiorç they need to have appropriate tools for that task. Until individual
sfudent ownership (or hire) of information processing tectrnology becomes a
rcallty, delivery will remain a significant obstacle. The Higher Education
Contribution Scheme (IIECS) has provided a solution to student access to one
of the resources of higher education - tuition. Perhaps a similar scheme will be
needed to provide equity of student access to modern information processing
tools.

The above are barriers seen by individual undergraduate physics teachers.
There are at least two other bariers identified in this study. The first is the
piecemeal, often isolated "cottage industry" style of much of current
development of computer based physics education. This approach is inefficient
and ultimately costly as the main means of developing and maintaining
courseware. Further, the idiosyncratic nature of the ouþut means that it
usually has limited use outside of the site of development.

The "cottage industry" approach involves the following with regard to
conventional materials. Computer based material appears to have been
regarded in much the same way.
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- Teachers try to improve their courses by making changes, based on the
outcomes they see from their teaching. These changes are usually incremental
in nature, rather than revision of whole courses. In most cases there is little
incentive to communicate these changes (and the reasons for them) more
widely. some of these changes may be the result of the teacher seeking
change rather than any research on student learning or a needs analysis.

- Most teachers are idiosyncratic in the way they approach their work, tailoring
it to their contexts. There is often a reluctance to use material developed by
someone else (except textbooks, but even thery additional notes will usually
be provided).

- If material (other than textbooks) from elsewhere is used, it will be generally
be adapted rather than adopted without ctrange.

Assuming evolutiory rather than revolutiorç in educatiorç the "cottage
industry" approach will continue as a part of the total use of technology use in
education. At issue is the proportion of such activity and the extent to which
the practice that it involves can become more efficient and influence (and
possibly contribute towards) mainstream practice. Some of this "cottage
industry" development acts as a form of research and development system for
commercial development, but the latter is constrained to areas where there is a
large enough market to refurn a profit. As most undergraduate courses are
developed by individuals within universities, sufficiently large markets for
anything other than specific topic instructional software are not apparent.

If the above describes the situation in undergraduate physics, then where
change is at the discretion of the teacher, if it is to be acceptable, material from
"outside" will have to be easily modified to fit the teacher's world view. The
Laurillard, Swift & Darby (1993) survey indicates that what is known as the
"not invented here syndromel' is becoming less of an issue (in the UK at least).

Change may also be forced on schools/departments. A reduction in student
enrolments will lead a to reduction in staff numbers (through non-renewal of
contracts or packages to encourage early retirement or resignation). This in turn
may lead to a re-organisation of teaching duties or clranges in the delivery of
courses.

Activities such as the ozCUPE conferences may assist in developing
communication between those already active in the area. The Uniserwe
clearinghouses may assist in disseminating information about existing
applications and provide access to software. The Internet will provide a
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Srowing set of resources accessible online. All three essentially only reach those
who already have a commitment to look for new approaches. Thuy may have
little impact at the institutional decision making level.

The second barrier, is related to the first. Universities and individual teachers
face what Ehrmann (1995) has called a triple challenge, but as Kolderie (1990)
claims, there is nothing in the system that makes improved technology or
learning methods necessary. Teaching is not (yet) perceived to have the same
value as research in a discipline area. Development of courseware is not rated
on the s¿une level as publications in refereed journals. Quality audits and
CAUT grants provide incentives, but do not make instifutional and individual
improvement of student outcomes essential, so that teachers are motivated to
commit personal resources to innovative action.

5.6 successful and accepted computer use in undergraduate physics

Responses to the survey conducted for this sfudy indicate that use of computers
in laboratory worþ essential in many research projects, is seen as the most
successful application in undergraduate physics in Australia. MBL equipment
involving data acquisitiorç processing and display is becoming widely used.
Examples in the literature indicate a similar trend overseas. Such use may
remove some of the difficulties associated with the equipment that is replaced,
but by itself does not guarantee improved student understanding of the
concepts involved in the activities it supports.

Simulation software was also rated highly by survey respondents as a
successful application of computers in undergraduate physics education. This
was one of the earliest forms of computer based educational material to be
developed. As with laboratory use of computers, simulation is also widely used
as a researckr tool. The literafure, and the OzCUPE conferences, also provide
evidence of increasing successful application of microworlds, often as an
environment in which physical phenomena can be simulated.

Use of generic software, induding spreadsheets, graphics, communications,
algebraic manipulation and data visualisation appears to be an area in which
successful use has been demonshated and where there is scope for further
development. The packages used are commercially developed, distributed and
maintained. They are generally developed across at least windows and
Macintosh operating systems. Development of expertise in their use can be
applied to a wide range of other activities, making the investment of student
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and teacher time in acquiring that expertise worthwhile. Use of this type of
software allows the academic teacher to concenfrate on the discipline content,
which is generally the main area of expertise, making the process of courseware
development more efficient that it might be if the developer also has to design
and code a software package.

IAtrhile generic packages may remove the tedium of "number cmnctring",
drawing graphs by hand, and so orç the cunent versions do not of themselves
necessarily lead to increased student understanding. The development of
integrated computer environments (such as CLIPLE) that allow easy transfer of
data between software modules and allow text and other reference material to
be linked with tutorial and generic software appears to offer an area for further
development. Increased installation and use of "smart" lecture theatres should
lead to an increasing pool of lecture materials in digital form that could be
drawn on as a resource, both be teachers and students.

The development of fully object oriented operating systems and data type
sensitive software modules (the computer automatically loads software
modules appropriate to processing specific document components as the cursor
is moved over them) may provide a better form of integration than that
provided by courseware like CUPLE. Nonetheless, existing projects will serve
to develop content that could be transferred to better computer environments.

In each of the above areas, there is scope for further study of how use of the
technology involved could be apptied to improving the quality of teaching and
raising the level of student outcomes.

Drill and practice, "tell and test" style courseware, developed and delivered
using authoring software will continue to be atbactive where learning of
content is a significant component of undergraduate physics. If there is wide
variation in the content of undergraduate physics courses across universities, it
is also likely to more idiosyncratic, tied to specific course content. Better
authoring systems, faster networks and computers with a higher level of
multimedia capability than much of the equipment orrrently in use on any
scale may lead to higher quality of presentation and greater variety in question
and response formats. This type of computer application can replace the
"numerical problem set" style of tutorial and with the value added service that
can be provided using the equipment may prove cost effective to an instifution
seeking to reduce futorial costs. It is u¡Iikely to advance the case for wider use
of technology as a means of improving the student learning environment.

f
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Where use of computer based materials is peripheral to other activities, and not
included in assessment activities, students will generally avoid it. If computer
based material is to be a component of assessment, it must be integrated into a
course. In this mode of use, there may be difficulties associated with assuring
that the input is that of the student who claims it. Unlike a written examination
or tutorial, tests undertaken via computer can (in theory) be taken at any time
and from any terminal connected to the system managing the assessment
software. Authentication tectrniques, including the use of electronic
"signatures", are available for commercial applications (eg, those involving
financial transactions), but are generally not used in CBE.

The majority of the software in use for physics education in the universities
responding to the questionnaire was eittrer purchased from a commercial
vendor or developed completely by the physics school/department. The latter
suggests that the most significant factor in improvement in the teclrnical quality
of software and perhaps an increase in the quantity of material is the rcady
availability of software development tools. If material is going to continue to be
developed within departments, then efficiency will be increased by the
availability and use of better software development tools. Given the current
workloads of teachers, these tools must be capable of being used productively
without an extensive training period. To improve the pedagogical quality of
courseware will require wider knowledge and understanding of existing
educational research and further research in this area with a focus on
undergraduate physics. This could be a role for the Uniserve clearinghouse
centres.

5.7 Emerging applications

Large undergraduate enrolment courses, increasing diversity of sfudent
backgrounds and motivatiorç upward trends in the age profile of teaching staff,
financial and accountability pressures on universities, and an increase in the
use of oPen learning approaches suggest opporfunities for increased use of
computer based materials.

The Hake SDI approach (1995) provides evidence of success in improving
student understanding of physics. Evaluation of the NTEN use of computer
mediated communication to deliver and support courses, such as those in
relativity, also demonstrates success. In both cases, an upward scaling to serve a
larger audience is in part limited by the need for interaction with excellent
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teachers. The development and use of tutorial simulation and intelligent
tutorial courseware (as described by Laurillard, lggz),encapsulating much of
the knowledge and skills of such teachers could assist in reducing this
limitation. Teacher-student interaction could still be made available where it
was essential but muctr with the use of technology meeting coÍunon student
needs, reducing demand on teachers in this area. The key factor in improving
student understanding is a learning environment that motivates and supports
active engagement of the sfudent with materials, peeÍs and teachers. Computer
based education must therefore support a high level of interactivity targeted at
the individual sfudent level.

One approach is to develop or adapt computer based materials to serve existing
courses' This would require investigation of coÍunonalities and differences in
counse objectives and related content to achieve economies of scale. A more
difficult approach would involve development of new courses with delivery
and support assuming the use of teclrnology. The LIK survey of academics,use
of coursewaïe supports the feasibility of development on a collaborative basis
between universities (providing the intellectual capital) and possibly
commercial developers (providing technical expertise). The outcome could be a
set of modules allowing construction of a range of first year physics courses,
accessible by sfudents either on or off-campus in open learning or more
structured modes of delivery.

The Internet, or what it evolves into, could be used to provide interaction
between course participants. Many of the technical problems of functions such
as desktop video and remote control of apparafus have already been largely: solved' These functions would allow teacher-student face-to-face interaction

:'' where essential. They would also allow a sfudent to control and use equipment
at a site remote from their geographical location should this be required.
Combined with laboratory exercise simulation software of the type already in

I use at some universities, this could remove most or all of the need for students
r to be physically present in a raboratory for practicar work.

The technology exists to make a project of the above gpe a reality. Sufficient
educational research on whictr to base development has been done. The need
for change also exists. What is still lacking is an incentive and the financial
means for a group of physics educators, supported by tectrnicat expertise, to
look at development beyond their existing teaching tasks and institutions. A
project of this type could provide a "compelling example" to stimulate and
guide further development.
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5.8 End statement

There is a growing number of examples of effective use of technology in the
delivery and support of undergraduate physics. The trend is towards an
increase in the level of such use, influenced by forces from within and external
to universities. An increasing number of university teachers, though critical of
the quality of much of the computer based material they see, recognise the
value of the best of it. Constructivist research demonstrates that better student
learning outcomes can be achieved with the diverse group of physics students
currently enrolling in the subject. Teaching based on that researcþ combined
with effective use of technology is not only desirable, it is essential to
improvement in the quality of undergraduate physics education.

Change may come as a result of review at the university, faculty or
departmental levef based on research into gaps between desired and obtained
outcomes' It may result from pressures that do not have and educational basis,
for example, a need to reduce costs or to be seen to be using contemporary
technology. It may also arise from sfudent awareness of different approaches to
undergraduate physics educatiory disseminated through ttre World Wide Web.
Existing technology is in advance of the curriculum and teaching practice
needed to take advantage of it.
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire and covering letter

Covering letter

lPeter Sønl¿r!

Australia

To the Head of the Physics School/Department

I am currently engaged in research for the thesis component of the dgSre_9 oj
Master of Education at the University of Adelaide. My supervisor is Dr Chris
Dawsorç School of Education. The thesis is concerned with identifying critical
factors that affect the nature and extent of use of computer based technology to
deliver and support undergraduate physics courses in Australia.

The enclosed questionnaire seeks information that is essential to this research.
The questionnaire has been designed to be completed quickly. The description
and ãnalysis of the information provided will not identify institutions or
individuals unless I subsequently request and am granted permission to do so for
specific instances.

I seek your assistance in obtaining the requested information. I understand that
this request requires your time oithat of ãnother member of staff and that it adds
a task tb akeady busy schedules. It is, however, concerned with our mutual
interest in impioving physics education. I will therefore be very appreciative of
your input to my research.

Yours sincerely

L6 September,1994
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(Cover page omitted. This included the request to return the questionnaire by 21,
October, 1994 using the envelope provided)

Section 1

For the purpose of this questionnaire, computer based technology to deliver
and/or support physics courses includes direct use of computers in the delivery
of educational material which forms part of the formal course offerings of your
institution. The computer based aspect of the course may substitute or
complement lectures, tutorials or laboratory work. It may include what is
refemed to as Computer Assisted Learning (CAL), Computer Managed Learning
(CML), Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI), Computer Based Training (CBT),
use of Computer Mediated Communication (CMC), or any other form of
educational application of computer based technology that contributes to teaching
and learning in physics.

Name of institution:

Name, address and contact number of the person completing this questionnaire:

Name

Position/office held:

Telephone:

Fax:

E-mail:

L. How many students are enrolled in 7994 in undergraduate physics courses at
each of the following year levels in your institution? (If more than one course is
offered at each level, provide the total number of sfudents.)
- first year
- second year
- third year

2. How many staff are involved in teaching undergraduate physics?
- full time staff t l
- part time staff t l

l
l
l
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Section 2

where a question requires a Yes/No answer, place a tick or cross in the
appropriate box. Where a rating is requested, use the scale provided for the
question. Please add comments to clarify a particular response or to provide
additional information.

1. Does your physics school/department currently use computer based technology
in the delivery and/or support of undergraduate physics courses?
nNO

¡ YES
If this response is in the negative, go to question 9.

2. In what aspects of your undergraduate physics course(s) is computer based
technology used to assist teaching and learning? For each of the following
applications indicate the level of use on a 3 point scale where:

0 : flO tlS€
1 : used occasionally
2 : regularly used.

Please add comments to describe the nature of the use.

a. Tutorials, question and answer format [ ]

b. Presentation of other instructional material t ]
(eg, bridging units, problem solving exercises, projects)

c. Enhancement of lectures [ ]

d. Laboratory work
dL. data reduction (spreadsheets, statistics packages, etc) t I

d2. used as components of equipment (interfaced to sensors, etc) t 1

d3. other (please specify) t l

e. Report preparation by students (word processing) t l

f. Simulations/modelling t l
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g. Provision of access to databases t ]

h. Access to computer mediated communication (ie, use of AARNet) t ]

i. Other (please describe) t l

3. For each of the above course aspects, how would you rate the success of use of
computer based technology in achieving the objectives set for it? Please use a 5
point scale where:

1 : Application is not used
2 : Highly successful
3 : Successful
4 : I-Jnsuccessful
5 : Insufficient evidence available at this time to determine success level

a. Tutorials, question and answer format [ ]

b. Presentation of other instructional material t ]
(eg, bridging units, problem solving exercises, projects)

c. Enhancement of lectures [ ]

d. Laboratory work
d1. data reduction (spreadsheets, statistics packages, etc) t ]

d2. used as components of equipment (interfaced to sensors, etc) t ]

d3. other (please specify) t l

e. Report preparation by students(word processing) [ ]

f. Simulations/modelling t 1

g. Provision of access to databases t ]

h. Access to computer mediated communication (ie, use of AARNet) t 1
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i. Other (as above for item 2) t l

What were the significant factors affecting the level of success achieved?

4. For each of the following applications, what are the source(s) of
courseware/aPPlications software? Please use the following key. If an application
requires more than one response separate numbers with a slash (ie 2161.

1 : Application is not used
2 - Purchased from a coÍunercial vendor
3 : Purchased /leased from another Australian educational instifution
4 : Purchased /leased from an overseas educational instifution
5 : Shareware
6 : Developed within this institution by a central CBE unit with physics

school / department involvement.
7 : Develgpea within this institution by a central CBE unit without physics

school / department involvement.
8 : Developed completely by the physics school/department
9 : IoJr.Uy developed by the physics school/department and another group

(please identify)..
10 : Other (please describe).........

a. Tutorials, question and answer format t ]

b. Presentation of other instructional material t l
(eg, bridging units, problem solving exercises, projects)

c. Enhancement of lectures t 1

d. Laboratory work
d1. data reduction (spreadsheets, statistics packages, etc) t l
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d2. used as components of equipment (interfaced to sensors, etc) t

d3. other (please specify) t l

e. Report preparation by students (word processing) t l
f. Simulations/modelling t l

g. Provision of access to databases t ]

h. Interface to computer mediated communication (ie, use of AARNet) t
i. Other (as above for item 2.) t l

Lil,ti iiï::ä':,
the follo

1 : flot relevant
2 : of some importance
3 : very significant.

a. To provide an alternative learning resource for students t ]

b. To reduce costs t ]

c. To improve the quality of student learning in physics t l

d. To improve the efficiency of student learning in physics t l

e. To improve the extent of student learning in physics t l

f. To reduce staff time spent assisting students with "routine" difficulties t l
g.To reduce staff teaching contact hours t 1

h. To provide a means of testing students for assessment purposes t l
i. To provide an open learning resource for sfudents t 1

j. To improve student expertise in the use of computers I I

k. Other (please speCIfy) t 1

1
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6. CBE and student work
Give a r_ating for h9w you believe use of computer based technology in physics
courses has affected the following. use a scale of 1. to 5, where:

1 : decreased greatþ
2:decreasedalittle
3: flo change
4:increasedalittle
5 : increased greatþ
6: not applicable

a. Students'learning of physics concepts and processes tComment: l

b. students'motivation and enthusiasm towards their physics studies
Comment:

c. Students'dropout rate from courses
Comment:

l

d. Students' engagement with lecture materials I1Comment

e. Sfudents' active participation in tutorials/seminars tComment:

f. Students' engagement with laboratory work
Comment:

g. Students'study skills t I
Comment:

h. Sfudents' performance in summative examinations
Comment:

I

i. students' engagement in other activities (please specify).

I l

I

t

t
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7. This item and the next differ from the previous items in that they request
information from you as an individual using computer based technology for
teaching and learning.
CBE and your work.
Use a rating of 1 to 5 for each of the following, where:

1 : decreased greatþ
2:decreasedalittle
3: fl.o change
4:increasedalittle
5 : increased greatly

How has use of computer based technology affected:
a. Your total workload within the school/department t l
Comment:

b. The total time per week you spend teaching groups of students t ]
Comment

c. The total contact time per week you spend with individual students t 1

Comment:

d. The time you spend marking student work t I
Comment:

8. CBE and the quality of your work. For the following, use a L to 5 rating where:
1 : decreased
2 : rto change
3 : small improvement
4 : moderate improvement
5 : large rmprovement

How has CBE affected:

a. Your teaching strategies t l
Comment:

b. The nature of the interaction you have with individual students t ]
Comment:
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c. The quality of the materials that students are provided with t ]
Comment:

d. Your satisfaction with the outcomes you achieve
Comment:

I1

9. \Arhat are/were th /department to use of computer
based technology to hysics education? please give a rating
from 1 to 5 for each

L : flo significance
2 : little significance
3 : moderate significance
4: very significant
5 : critical significance

Please add comments to support your assessment of the significance of the
barrier.

a. Lack of staff support for anything other than face to face delivery of courses I
l
Comment:

b. Lack of recognition compared to research and published papers
Comment:

c_. No incentives provided to encourage improvement in teaching
Comment:

d. Staff time for course development t I
Comment

e. Staff time for development of courseware materials I ]
Comment:

tl

tl
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f. Staff expertise in courseware development [ ]
Comment:

g. Staff expertise in course development using an open learning approach t I
Comment:

h. Funds for course/courseware development t ]
Comment:

i. Availability of appropriate hardware/software for courseware development t
] Comment:

j. Student attitude to deliverv using computer based technology I l
Comment:

k. Student access to the technology required to deliver courseware t I
Comment:

l. Please add any other factors that you consider to relevant and indicate a level of
significance using the 5 point scale as above.
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10. What incentives are needed if use of computer based delivery artd,lor support
of courses is to be introduced/expanded in yòrrr physics school/âepartment?
Rate the incentives you identify òn a scale of 1 - 5, *h".",

1 : indicates no significance
2 : indicates little significance
3 : indicates moderate significance
4 : indicates a very significant incentive
5 : indicates the factor is critical to development.

Please add comments to support your inclusiori of each incentive and your
assessment of the significance of the incentive.

a. Time allocated to academics to develop computer based materials t ]

b. Recognition of development of use of computer based technology in
promotion and tenure criteria I 1

c. Access to grants for purchase of equipment t ]

d. Access to grants for purchase of software/courseware t ]

e' Financial support to undertake visits to institutions that are using computer
based technology in physics course delivery and/or support t ] 

v

f. Other incentives (please list and rate)

11. What activities and associated form,s of technology do you propose to develop
in the next five years that could be applied to delivery of unaeigràuate physics
education?
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12. Has the physics school/department undertaken research on the application of
computer based education to undergraduate physics education?!NO
! YES
Please describe. If reports/evaluations aÍe available please indicate how these
may be obtained.

13. Does the physics school/department have a plan for the introduction of use
of computer based technology for delivery/suppõrt of undergraduate physics
courses in the next three years?
ENO

N YES

14. Ir computer based education included in the strategic plan for your
institution?
DNO

¡ YES

Thank you for taking the time to respond to this questionnaire.
Please return your response in the envelope provided.

Please add any comments you may wish to make on the above or related issues
on a separate page and attach to the questionnaire.
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Appendix 2: Internet physics resource collections

A WVVW p3g: of physics resources was made available though the OzCLIpE2
conference WWW home page URL:
http: / I OzCTJPB2.unimelb.edu.au / info

Internet Resources in Physics and Astronomy Education

Last modified: 18th April 1995

Alan Cairns' Physics Education Resources
Physics servers and services around the world
The American Centre for Physics (Incl.AApT)
American fournal of Physics
CTI Physics (Incl. physics software catalogue and Computers in Physics Education
newsletter)
Educational Material_s Çenter, Department of Physics, Kansas State University
The World Lecture Hall: Links to other sites whére people are using the WWW for
instructional purposes. Indudes Phvsics, Astronomy, Chemistry uri¿ lr¿utttematics.
Physics servers (McGill U)
The Franklin Institute Virtual Museum (incl. The Science Learning Network)
Computers in Physics
AstroWeb (ANU)
The NASA Home Page
WebStars (NASA)
Doug Ingram's Astronomical Teaching Resources
Implementation of an Astrophysics Information System on the World-Wide Web
The Implementation of Astrophysics Applications on tlre World-Wide Web
Weaving the Astronomy Web
Views Of The Solar System
AstroWeb: Astronomy resources on the Internet This database of resource records is
maintained by the AstroWeb Consortium, which will be pleased to accept
contributions of new resource records, as well as reports of corrections tó existing
records. In addition to classified lists of resource reõords, the Consortium also
provides a search utility. This AstroWeb database contains 915 distinct resource
records.
Network Astronomy/Space Guide I hope you find this effort at a useful categorical
Iisting of networked Astronomy/Space resources useful. -Robert, g/Lg l94- ñobert
Lentz (lentz@rossi. as tro.nwu. edu)
Students for the Exploration and Development of Space
Agtronomy and Space on the Internet ( Charles W. Boley)
Global Network Navigator: Astronomy
Astronomll A. Parþ I. Miller; v8;031 94, BthRevision Directory of Scholarly
Electronic Conferences, Mardr 1994
Pþsics; A. Park, I. Miller; v8;03194,8th Revision Directory ofsctrolarly Electronic
Conferences, Marctr 1994
Global Network Navigator: Physics
Index to Multimedia Information Sources Public Domain & Publically Supported
Software; M. Kovacs; v8; 03194
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World Wide Web and beyond in Physics Research and Applications: topical seminar
at San Miniato, Italy, March 1994
Physics on the WWW Virtual Library
Abstracts of univ. of Kansas papers for summer l994AApr Meeting
Computational Science Education project
High Energy Physics Information Center at Fermilab
Physics education software from ANU
Remote Tele-excavation on the Web
A package for teaching Physics by Leif Erik Otteraa
The World Lecture Theatre: Physics
Analysis of Physics II exam questions (in ltalian)
NCSA Education Program
NASA On-line educational resources
Artificial Neural Networks in High Energy physics
CERN
CURTIN University, WA ..... In Gopher Server / Subject Information/Education you
may find Software Courseware Online Review (SCOÍìE). You may also like to loók at
Physics if interested in physics software.
Computational Fluid Dynamics resources on the Internet
CI-IAOS at the University of Maryland
Star maps
Cold Fusion Technology ***(Light entertainment)***
Physics L50, a course for the non-scientist
lhysics Resources on the Web (Boston University)
Los Alamos E-Print Archives
Stevan Harnad's Electronic Arctrive
Physics Departments in North and South America
Top FIE Physics papers
Mathematica WWW Servers

OzAJPE2

Ls an example of what the above provides, taking one of the above links, to McGill
Llniversity, (URL htþ: / / www.physics.mcgill .*0, resulted in:

Welcome to Physics Around the World!

NEW:

we are in the process of dividing Physics Around the world into two
parts: The Text Only version (this page) and the more graphical
version. This text only page will be truly nongraphical to ensure
fastest loading possible. If you prefer graphics, please use the link
below. Both versions contain the same information.

* We have also a version with more graphics available

For fast downloading choose the server dosest to you:
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* American users: server at McGill physics. [To McGill physics]
* European users: Miror at TU vienna. [To TU vienna physicsl

Bulletin Boards:

" Summer Schools and Workshops* Buying & selling secondhand instruments

General Tools:

* Seardr for Physics and Other Information* Guide and Acknowledgements* I4lhat's New?* Add your server* Physics Around the World Mailing List* Sign our guestbook!* Copyright

Searctr: (not case sensitive)

Give the abbreviation, or the name or the city of the
university/insUtuüon: note: a single keywoid, e.g. "mcgill", is more
general than two keywords, "mcgill university". ff you ãre searching info
on, say programs or computers give the name of the program or computer, for
example "mathematica", "sgi", "mac". You can also h1r'generalized'keywords
such as'Journal", "preprint", "job", "education" etc.

Physics Deparfunents, Instifu tions and Research Groups

* Africa and Europe* Australia, Oceania and Asia* North and South America

* Institutions by Field of Research* Other (non-university) Resea¡ch Labs

Preprints archives & Publisher & Books & fournals
* Preprints archives & Publisher & Books & |ournals

Computing & Computers

* Scientific Computing Centers & Computers* Software: Free & Commercial
Includes also programming issues and computer/computing related
magazrnes

Instruments, Equipment & Consulting:

* Companies: Instruments and Consulting* Internet Market Place for Physicists: Buy & sell secondhand instruments
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conferences, summer schools, |obs, Funding, scholarships..

" Conferences* Government and funding offices & scholarships
I lobs, also postdocs and summer jobs for smdËnts* Summer Schools and Workshops

Educational resources

* Educational resources
Including online lectures and material

Studies & Student Societies

* Listof Physics.Grldgate programs [Duke university, usA]* student societies & other Infãrmation sources for students

General Physics: Constants, Tables, physical Law
* Physical Laws, Constants,Dataand Tables* Problem of the Month [Hamline Univ., USA]

Miscellaneous Physics Related Links
* History of science, science Museums, and pranetariums* Miscellaneous Topics and Discussions about the value of science

Other Physics Information Sources & physics News:
* Physics/Science News from va¡ious sources
I Ydi.e Lists: Physics Rerared (LISTSERV) Mailing Lisrs" other Physics Resource Lists, 

3yJ*Í":'fffiîi"lil*es & FAes

t(
decentralized HypERbiograp
Internet. Entries are sorted by o
about yourself.

Search the Web:

* Searctr for Physics and Other Information

Non-Physics links

* News, Dictionaries & Fun

TJpdated 95/08/08. Copyrightlgg4lgS M. Karttunen & G. Nowotny.
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